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Abstract  

The need to reduce carbon emission from the existing built environment is well recognized. 

However, the advice for historic (pre-1919) homeowners, wanting to reduce the carbon emissions 

from their homes remains ambiguous at best, and, at worst ineffective and damaging to the historic 

fabric of their home. This study focuses on the largest group of these dwellings, the pre-1919 

suburban dwelling. The study uses a conservation-based methodology as the basis for sustainable 

refurbishment interventions in the pre-1919 suburban housing stock. The study’s hypothesis is that 

the most sustainable way to refurbish a historic (pre-1919) dwelling is via maintenance, periodic 

replacements and benign changes.  Benign changes are defined as interventions that have little or 

no impact on the heritage of the dwelling. 

The literature review of the study defines what is the heritage of the suburbs and what 

interventions can be considered benign. It also reviews existing accepted sustainable refurbishment 

interventions. The literature review shows that the suburbs are a constantly adapting and changing 

typology that consists of the majority of the UK’s housing stock. The literature review concludes 

that a benign intervention is one that has no or little impact on the visual heritage, the fabric 

heritage and does not change the use or material behaviour of the historic dwelling. The primary 

research reviews 20 different historic (pre-1919) suburban dwellings. The analysis is based on both 

computer modelling and live-data and analyses different interventions and their impact on the 

dwelling’s carbon emissions and energy consumption.  Both benign and non-benign intervention 

are analysed to compare the effectiveness in reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption 

and the cost to benefit ratio of each type of intervention. 

The study found that maintenance, periodic renewal and benign changes (conservation focus) 

refurbishment has the potential to save between 30% and 50% of carbon emissions and along with 

this, up to around 40% savings in energy consumption. The study found that the most effective 

benign intervention was the improvement to the hot water and heating system rather than the 

more accepted methodology of insulation.  The study calculated that it would cost between £9 

billion and £32 billion to reduce their historic housing stock in the UK's carbon emissions to around 

40% to 50%. To reduce the same stock by an additional 30% to 50% (to meet the government target) 

an additional £61 billion-£373 billion will be needed. 

A key finding of the study was the tipping point and carbon value of the heritage of the historic 

dwellings. All the results from the primary research followed a similar pattern when each 

intervention was plotted against carbon emissions savings from an intervention versus the cost of 
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the intervention. A clear tipping point was found to occur in the range of £2,000 to £7,000 which 

provides a carbon emission saving of between 30% and 50%. After this point, the cost-benefit ratio 

decreases significantly meaning that much more money is needed after the tipping point to reduce 

the carbon emission further (in comparison to before the tipping point). The study goes on to define 

the carbon value of the heritage of the historic dwelling in the following equation: 
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Glossary of terms  
 
NHER (Plan Assessor) – The National Home Energy Rating (NHER) Plan Assessor is a UK’s Government-

authorised software designed for assessing the energy efficiency of newbuild homes. The National Home 

Energy Rating Scheme (NHER) is both a UK accreditation scheme for energy assessors and a rating scale for 

the energy efficiency of housing. 

EPC –Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) show how energy efficient a building is and give it a rating 

from A (very efficient) to G (inefficient). They show how costly it will be to heat and light a dwelling, and the 

predicted carbon dioxide emissions from the dwelling. (See section 3.7) 

SAP - UK Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) calculation for domestic energy consumption 

and carbon emissions. It is the only official, government approved system for assessing the energy rating for 

a new home. An SAP Rating is a way of comparing energy performance of different homes – it results in a 

figure between 1 and 100+ (100 representing zero energy cost and anything over means you are exporting 

energy). The higher the SAP rating, the lower the fuel costs and the lower the associated emissions of 

carbon dioxide. The SAP Calculations establish an energy cost based on the construction of the home, its 

heating system, internal lighting, and any renewable technologies installed. It does not include energy used 

for cooking or appliances. 

Conservation Areas - Conservation areas designated by the council as areas of special architectural or 

historic interest, the character or appearance of which should be preserved or enhanced. 
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Research Preface  

The basis of the research came about from the time I was working in the architectural research 

centre ‘ArchiLab’ at Kingston University School of Architecture. I was a research assistant working 

for Dr Stephen Pretlove.  

Along with my main role (running the lab and assisting students using ArchiLab), I assisted with 

ArchiLab’s external consultancy and Knowledge transfer partnership work. This was primarily based 

around computer modelling of buildings to improve the environmental performance of both new-

build and existing buildings.  

The Knowledge Transfer partnership work mainly was based around helping a local architectural 

design practice meet the new (at the time) code for sustainable homes higher standards in their 

residential design work. This meant modelling their proposed designs in an environmental (energy 

usage and carbon emissions) computer modelling programme NHER and testing various 

interventions and alterations of their design to optimise the environmental performance of the 

building and achieve the highest grade within the code for sustainable homes.  

The 'Code for Sustainable Homes' only applied to new built residential dwellings, but as part of the 

research was to investigate if the code could be applied to existing dwellings (even if an official 

grading cannot be issued). This looked at the impact of various interventions on existing dwellings 

to lower their carbon emissions and energy usage. It was from this activity that the basis of this 

PhD. was based. I noticed that the most significant improvements in energy efficiency and lower 

carbon emissions came from interventions that were not typically seen as part of a sustainable 

refurbishment strategy. I also found that more minor ‘benign’ improvements can significantly 

improve energy efficiency and lower carbon emissions from an existing dwelling. These 

interventions were often not counted as part of the current Energy Performance Certificate rating 

but did have a large impact on the performance of the dwelling. So, I devised a research proposal 

based upon these non-typical interventions upon the largest typology of dwelling that did not have 

clear guidance published at the start of the PhD. – the historic (pre-1919) housing stock.  
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The Image Preface. 

The image used on the cover and the chapter headings was created for the poster exhibited at the 

exhibition ‘Reconfigurations: Crafting Design research’ that showcased the research ongoing at the 

art and design faculty at the time. Each PhD student created a poster discussing their research. The 

image showed the variety of the different types of historic housing found in the suburban built 

environment. It was then manipulated to blend it into a single image to highlight how all these 

different typologies form one whole landscape. The exhibition was held at The Platform Gallery, 

Knights Park Campus, Kingston University from 6th to 24th November 2012.  
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How to read this PhD thesis 

This thesis (even though based within the Kingston School of Art at Kingston University) is written 

within a scientific/technological framework rather than a Humanities framework. This is due to 

the technical nature of the topic. Therefore, the study's methodology will be developed through 

the thesis rather than a separate in-depth separate methodology chapter. The approach taken 

was to identify the research problem and resolve it. The rationale behind this is that the definition 

for benign intervention is original and needed to be defined. The types of intervention defined as 

benign needed to be identified, which would then be used in the modelling and measured from 

the case-study data. The  successfully meets Kingston University’s requirements of submitting a 

doctoral thesis that abided by the University’s word-length for Science, Engineering subjects of 
40,000 words.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 1 covers the introduction of the study, the scope of the study, the methodology, the logic 
and the importance of the study with the discussion of the key numbers involved. 
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1. Introduction  
1.1. Thesis outline  
 

Chapter 1 covers the introduction of the study, the scope of the study methodology logic and the 

importance of the study with the discussion of the key numbers involved. Chapter 2 is the literature 

review and it covers the topics of the discussion of the ambiguity of terms such as suburbia and the 

definition of sustainability, heritage and conservation. The chapter will go on to review the various 

interventions that can be applied to historic dwellings and defines which ones are benign in the 

terms of this study. Chapter 3 will cover the findings of the primary research including the two 

datasets which will be reconstituted to look at the sustainability benefits of the benign changes 

included within those studies. It will also look at the computer modelling of various suburban 

historic dwellings. The real-life comparative study will be used as a test to gauge the accuracy of 

the computer modelling versus real-life changes and related energy consumption. The final part of 

this chapter discusses the overall findings and the key finding of the tipping point. Chapter 4 

presents the conclusions and the recommendations from the study. 
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1.2. Introduction  

The need to reduce carbon emission from the existing built environment is well recognized. (Jones 

et.al. 2013) However, the advice for historic (pre-1919) homeowners remains ambiguous at best, 

and, at worst ineffective and damaging to the historic fabric of their home. It is accepted that 

sustainability involves environmental, economic, social and cultural issues. There is an increasing 

acceptance that dealing with the existing built environment is critical if carbon reduction and other 

sustainable goals are to be met. Whilst the historic built environment is valued for its intrinsic 

heritage and cultural value, methodologies for improving environmental performance of this 

important sector of the built environment continue to be the most challenging and controversial 

with various competing ideologies.  

While frameworks have been developed for much of the built environment, the frameworks for 

refurbishment and redevelopment of historic dwellings remains at best ambiguous. Building 

maintenance and conservation plans have, until recently, rarely considered energy efficiency and 

environmental improvements within their remit. It has been shown that large environmental 

improvements can be made to individual historic dwellings, and these are only possible with large 

financial outlay and often at considerable changes to the historic building fabric (Yates 2006). While 

these projects are successful in proving what can be achieved, these schemes however lie beyond 

most people’s financial means. They currently make up a minority of historic house refurbishments 

and are only having a negligible impact on the carbon emissions of the historic housing stock in the 

UK. 

Preventative maintenance is internationally recognised and has been central to building 

conservation legislation and charters. (Forster & Kayan, 2009).  Building maintenance and 

conservation plans are an accepted part of building conservation work. However, they are rarely 

carried out in historic dwellings. In fact, it is much more common for reactive repair to be 

implemented, rather than preventive maintenance. (Forster & Kayan, 2009).  It is critical to 

understand that the fabric of an historic dwelling has cultural significance  to the building itself and 

it is an artefact and historical asset.  Therefore, it is important to emphasise that the terms 

‘maintenance and repair’ should not be as interchangeable as they might be for other building 

types. This is because no matter how well thought of the repair is, it will involve some form of 

damage, removal or replacement of the historic fabric (Dann & Worthing, 2005). Maintenance is 

important in protecting cultural significance because correct maintenance is the least destructive 

of all the interventions which have taken place in the process of conserving the historic built 

environment. The idea of approaching work from a minimum intervention methodology is best 
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summarised by the Burra Charter (ICOMOS, 1999) “as much as necessary, as little as possible”. The 

methodology for this study is the improvement in energy saving and carbon reduction with as little 

damage or change to the inherent heritage of the historic dwelling. The Historic Town Forum (2011) 

support this methodology stating that ‘One of the most energy efficient ways to preserve historic 

buildings is to ensure that continued, regular maintenance is carried out to safeguard its historic 

fabric.’ Both the Historic Town Forum and English Heritage [Historic England] encourage the use of 

benign changes to improve the environmental performance of a historic dwelling. Benign changes 

are changes to the building that either have little or no effect on the heritage of the dwelling or 

damage the dwelling fabric either to the fabric itself or the way it needs to perform or react. (See 

Chapter 2). 

Climate change threatens all the basic elements of life for people, both in the UK and around the 

world, such as access to water, food production, health, use of land and the environment (Stern. 

2007). The scientific evidence is now overwhelming that climate change represents very serious 

global risks and it demands a global response urgently (Stern, 2007). Climate change is brought 

about by man-made emissions of greenhouse gases which has been identified as the greatest 

challenge facing human society at the beginning of the twenty first century (Pritchard & Willars, 

2007). Climate change involves the balance of carbon in the atmosphere. The most important factor 

is the greenhouse effect, by which levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere affect the overall 

heat balance of the earth (Pritchard & Willars, 2007).  The concentration of carbon dioxide in the 

atmosphere increased from approximately 280 parts per million by volume in the pre-industrial era 

to 410ppm in 2020 (IPCC. 2021). It is projected to increase to over 500 parts per million by 2050 if 

unabated (Pritchard & Willars, 2007). The major greenhouse gases are carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide 

and methane. Often measured as combined measure referred to as carbon equivalent emissions as 

the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increases, more longwave infrared 

radiation from the Earth’s surface is absorbed, further warming both the atmosphere and the 

Earth’s surface (Pritchard & Willars, 2007).   

The term ‘global warming’ can be misleading especially when dealing with localised short-term 

weather conditions. The term refers to an average temperature of an entire region, nation and 

global area of several years. It does not mean that some years may vary greatly from the general 

trend (referred to as an anomaly). Along with climate change, another major environmental 

problem is pollution. Environmental pollution can generally be defined as the presence in the 

environment of an agent or vector which is potentially damaging to either the environment or 

human health. Pollution from the production of building materials may not be apparent and only 
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affects where the building is being built or altered. For example, many of the manufactured building 

materials and concrete used in the building industry in the country come from the industrial areas 

of China. China has seen a 40% rise in birth defects since 2001 and correlation between rates of 

birth defects and levels of industrialisation and pollution has been found (RGS. 2008). Air pollution 

in China caused 750,000 premature deaths in 2006. (Biello, 2008) Pollutants take many forms, not 

just chemicals but also organisms and biological materials, as well as energy in its various forms 

such as noise, radiation, and heat. Britain’s construction industry produces 300 million tonnes of 

carbon dioxide per year which is about a half of national output. (Edwards, 1999). The built 

environment impacts on the environment in the following ways: 

• The production of materials and products used in the construction of buildings. 

• Land use  

• Waste production  

• The fabrication and construction process 

• The energy and resource use involved in heating, lighting, cooling and ventilation of 

buildings in use. (The main focus of this study.) 

• The infrastructure and transport involved in the built environment. (Edwards. 1999) 

As well as affecting the natural environment, changing climate also affects the man-made 

environment. Some of the potential impacts on the built environment include: 

 • The Construction Process - health and safety issues, problems with material use, site storage 

of materials, soil conditions on site, site flooding and days lost due to extreme weather 

conditions. 

 • The Building Fabric- storm damage, geotechnical problems, corrosion of metals, timber 

degradation, durability of concrete, cracking and frost damage of masonry, degradation 

of plastics and rubbers, degradation of surface coatings, flood damage and rain 

penetration problems. 

 • The Internal Environment and Energy Use - internal temperatures / comfort conditions, 

energy consumption, condensation and mould growth, internal pollution and health 

problems such as risk of Legionella. (Garvin et.al. 1998) 
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1.3 Basic numbers 

 

Existing housing stock in the UK contributes 27% of national CO2 emissions, uses half of all public 

water and generates 8% of total waste (Francis  & Wheeler 2006) . It is predicted that two thirds of 

the dwellings that will be standing in 2050 are already in existence. (Boardman et. al. 2005) 

Improving the performance of existing dwellings is therefore vital in helping to reduce the 

ecological footprint of the UK as a whole. The pre-1919 housing stock in the UK has, on average, 

the worst SAP score and the highest carbon emission of any house age group, and typically, over 

twice the maintenance costs compared with modern housing for basic repairs (EHCS, 2009). 

However, they usually have a higher market value because they have intrinsic value and are valued 

more by potential purchasers (EHCS, 2009). There are over 4.7 million of these dwellings in England 

alone (EHCS, 2009), which equates to over 420 home refurbishments every single day from now 

until 2050 if the carbon reduction and other sustainable goals are to be met. The average tenure 

length in historic dwelling is higher than the national average with higher levels of ownership 

(Husle, 2011. EHCS, 2009). Suburbs are the places where most people in the UK choose to live with 

4 out of 5 people living in some form of suburban environment (Hunter 2016 & Francis & Wheeler 

2006) See Figure 1. 

  

Figure 58 Population distribution in England (Francis & Wheeler 2006) 
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The suburbs are close to the countryside but conveniently placed for the city. The suburbs have 

successfully provided the right balance between space and accessibility. The predominate 

characteristic of the suburbs is perhaps housing which most defines it and marks it out from urban 

or rural spaces. Suburban housing in both form and tenure was (and remains) exceptionally 

popular. (Hunter 2016).   However, as inner cities have undergone a renaissance, suburbs have 

frequently been left behind. (Hunter 2016).  
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1.4 Scope of the study  

The key focus of the study will be the environmental performance improvement of traditional built 

dwellings within the suburban environment. The main focus of this study will be the reduction of 

the carbon equivalent emissions and energy consumption of suburban historic dwellings (pre-

1919).  These dwellings are the largest group of buildings that do not have clear guidance on their 

environmental improvement.  Rather than fixing an exact date, the research will focus on the 

construction typology to define the category of historic dwellings. The study will focus on owner 

occupied dwellings. Typically, these dwellings are pre-1919 (as recorded in the English house 

condition survey) but will include some examples of later built dwellings, for example, the 1920’s 

suburban houses. All of these dwellings have typical construction features: 

• Solid brick or masonry walls (some examples have timber construction) 
• Traditional materials  
• Breathable structure construction  
• Sloping slate or tiled timber roof 

 
While the original construction of the dwelling may have been originally constructed using the 

above typologies, many dwellings have been extensively altered over time with both extensions 

and internal alterations. One of the most commonly seen conversions in suburbia is the conversion 

of the larger town houses into separate flats. These properties will still be included in the study but 

modelling them in the current use and design. The dwelling will be assessed in their current 

configuration and use, not their original construction for the thermal modelling purposes. But 

research into their original construction and appearance will be discussed in relation to their 

changing heritage.  
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Working hypothesis  

The most sustainable future for historic suburban housing does not lie in sustainable focused 

refurbishment, but in historic building maintenance, periodic renewal and benign improvements. 

Aims of the study: 

1. Discover the overall carbon emissions and energy saving that can be achieved via building 
maintenance, periodic renewal and benign improvements. 

2. The cost-effectiveness of building maintenance, periodic renewal and benign 
improvements. 

3. Identify the criteria for an intervention so that do not impact negatively on the heritage of 
historic dwellings.  

4. Identify the key interventions Identify the key interventions that should be the focus of 
sustainable refurbishment of historic dwellings. 

5. Identify the accuracy of Energy Performance Certificates (EPC’s) and computer modelling 
of energy consumption and carbon emissions on the historic dwellings. 
 

1.5 Methodology 

One of the key elements of the study is not simply the computer modelling but rather the 

understanding of what the effect any changes on the dwelling on the building will be, whether it be 

damage to the heritage, change in value, cost to the home owner and what will be the 

environmental performance improvement of the building.  

The importance of heritage will be a key value in this study. This is what will make this piece of work 

unique - it will not be the computer modelling but it will be the assessment of heritage values 

against economic concerns and environmental performance of the building. The heritage criteria 

will be led by a literature review and a character assessment survey of the suburban environments. 

This will bring in a different aspect of sustainable assessment. Rather than simply looking at the 

bottom line of carbon emission or energy saving, the study will consider the full aspects of 

sustainability (the triple bottom line) economic, cultural and environmental. This is where the 

triangulation of data will be extremely important. As it is already known, zero carbon 

refurbishments are possible to historic dwellings, however, these remain expensive and damaging 

to the heritage of the building. Therefore, this study aims to create a framework in the form of 

recommendations to show that a triple bottom line sustainable refurbishment of historic dwelling 

is possible, and that conservation repair and maintenance is the key to this methodology. 

The literature review will cover the key documents concerning the definitions regarding heritage, 

suburbs and sustainable interventions. The first section of the literature review will consider what 
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is the heritage of a suburban historic dwelling and define what is the key criteria that must be 

observed for an intervention to be considered benign in terms of heritage impact. The outcome of 

this section of the study will be to define criteria to test whether an environmental improvement 

intervention can be considered benign in terms of the heritage impact on the historic suburban 

dwelling. The second section of the literature review will look at various environmental 

improvement interventions that can be placed upon a historic suburban dwelling and test whether 

they could be considered a benign intervention. The outcome of this section will be a list of benign 

interventions (and relevant criteria) that can be applied to historic dwellings.  

Primary research 

Primary research collection of the study will come in several parts. These come from 20 different 

Historic suburban dwellings as part of the research. 

 

Figure 59 Diagram of the primary research and analysis in this study 

The first set will be the computer modelling of various housing types found in the suburban 

environment. This will involve using the software NHER Plan Assessor to form the basis of any 

sustainable baseline of each building and model various benign refurbishment interventions and 

assess their impact on energy efficiency. The aim is to have example buildings of the three main 

housing types featured in in the suburban environment and of the pre-1919 traditional 

construction. The three main types of suburban dwellings are: the converted flat in a larger older 

dwelling, a terraced cottage, and finally the larger individual detached/semi-detached house.  

Reading Case 
study

4 houses

Redbridge 
Case study
12 houses 

Computer 
modeling 4 

houses
(including live 

case study)

Live case study 
1 house 
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Using the Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) calculation for domestic energy 

consumption and carbon emissions. The NHER Plan Assessor (NES, 2012) was used to simulate 

existing environmental performance of case study dwellings and then a variety of improvements. 

Four historic suburban dwelling types have been selected for assessment: 

a) A converted flat in a in an historic house 
b) A Victorian terraced house 
c) A semi-detached suburban dwelling 
d) Live case study building end of terrace house  

 
 

In each case, a variety of improvements will be tested defined by the findings in the literature 

review which represent both improvements through maintenance and benign environmental 

improvements which have little or no effect on the historic fabric of the dwelling. Also modelled 

are other common changes such as replacing the single glazed windows with double glazing to 

compare these changes with the benign changes. The choices of the benign improvements were 

made by professional judgement by the author, based upon the guidance from English Heritage, 

the Historic Towns Forum and other key sources from the study literature review.  The NHER ratings 

have been used rather than just the SAP ratings as they gave the option of testing various other 

criteria more reflected in these types of traditional buildings. The NHER rating gives a more accurate 

estimate than SAP in regard to the energy used, CO2 emissions and running costs, as they include 

an estimate of fuel use for cooking and appliances and the actual way the dwelling is heated which 

are not part of SAP (NES, 2012). However, even with NHER’s larger data inputs some of the 

proposed changes could not be modelled and therefore cannot be quantified. These included the 

energy saving from insulating the internal hot water pipes and the inclusion of specific energy 

saving devices such as dead switches. The data from the NHER modelling output includes fuel usage, 

fuel cost and emissions; the cost of installation is based upon average estimates of similar work. 

The saving from each of the sections will be shown as percentage savings from the existing dwelling 

for each option modelled. The payback period is the ‘cost of installation’ divided by ‘the saving in 

energy costs of the year’ and assumes no increase in fuel prices over that period of time. The data 

is displayed in single tables for each case study property.  This data will be tested against other 

studies featured in the primary data collection to compare and contrast findings to test out the 

hypothesis of the study. 

Another key aspect will be the physical testing of a case study of one of the computer modelled 

houses by physically doing the proposed changes and seeing if there is a reduction predicted by the 

modelling software. This will provide not only further NHER modelled case study houses but also 
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live data to collaborate the findings of the computer modelling package. The changes being 

proposed by the occupants are the installation of roof insulation, replacement of the heating 

system and the replacement for the badly damaged (irreparable) windows.  The case study building 

is in a suburban area of Kingston upon Thames. This Victorian (originally) terraced house was 

purchased by the current owners, a young couple. The property was in a poor state of repair. It had 

subsequently undergone various sustainable refurbishments. To measure the energy, the savings 

meter read from the occupant’s energy bills will be recorded. To obtain an average change the 

results for the time period between each intervention will be averaged to obtain an average energy 

consumption before and after each intervention.  

The third method will be using two sets of case study buildings, the first being the Greener buildings 

for Redbridge project overseen by the BRE, the second being the Reading case study overseen by 

Historic England (English Heritage). These case studies were selected because out of all of the case 

studies reviewed these contained suburban dwellings that were pre-1919 and had appropriate 

levels of raw data to allow for detailed benign changes analysis. As with all of the case studies 

reviewed, their main focus was the largest amounts of environmental performance improvements 

as possible as their goal rather than focusing on low-cost benign changes. The data will be converted 

(using standardised SI unit conversions) to the same category of comparison to the computer model 

case study buildings for a collaborative body of data. This will also allow for easier comparison with 

the results between projects. Both of these case studies used modelled live data to record the 

energy consumption and carbon emission changes for each of the dwellings, further adding to the 

data in the study. The main units for measurement in this project will be percentage change of 

energy consumption and percentage change in the reduction of carbon emissions from each of the 

dwellings. This aligns with the standardised EPC certificate which gives both energy consumption 

and carbon emissions results. The cost benefit analysis will be linear in fashion with the cost being 

the financial cost of installing the intervention and the benefit being the reduction in carbon dioxide 

(equivalent). Trends in the findings will also be identified through graphical analysis. Sensitivity 

analysis will not be taken into account as the current pricing is to be used and points are fixed based 

upon findings of the interventions.  
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Research ethics 

The methodology for this project was approved by the research committee at Kingston University. 

As most of the data will be publicly available it will be referenced in accordance with Kingston 

University research guidelines. The only sensitive information being received is the energy readings 

of the occupants of the live case study building. It was agreed with the occupants of the live case 

study building that these could be used if recorded in an anonymous methodology with results 

recorded in a spreadsheet rather than the inclusion of the actual energy bills. No other personal or 

financial information was recorded. 

 It has been agreed that all the buildings should be anonymous with exact addresses and locations 

not given. Decision was made because inclusion of features such as single glazing or poor features 

could be considered a risk to the research subject (in this case occupants of the dwelling). No other 

ethical issues were identified. 
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1.6 Contribution to knowledge  

The historic suburban dwelling is the largest group of historic properties in the UK. They are 

traditionally built which means that many of the normally recommended sustainable 

improvements will either be at least not applicable or at worst damaging to the fabric of the 

dwelling. Clear guidance is needed on how to refurbish these properties in a triple bottom line 

sustainable method.  

This study contributes to the wider body of work on sustainable refurbishment. This study is unique 

in its focus on benign interventions and maintenance as sustainable strategy for refurbishment. 

While advice exists for the sustainable refurbishment of modern built dwellings and wider work on 

sustainable refurbishment on historic properties,  little is written directly concerning sustainable 

refurbishment of ‘everyday’ pre-1919 UK housing stock in terms of affordability and at the same 

time reducing energy consumption and carbon emissions.  

The uniqueness of this strategy is that it proposes intervention that goes against normal sustainable 

strategy thinking commonly found in the literature such as ‘insulate, insulate, insulate’. Rather, it 

focuses on allowing the dwelling to remain flexible in use and allowing the fabric of the building to 

remain as untouched as possible. This study will propose a strategy that will lower carbon 

emissions, reduce energy consumption while being affordable and as it is based on building 

conservation practice, helps preserve the heritage of the building.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature review – Heritage  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 2 is the literature review and it covers the topics of the discussion of the ambiguity of terms 

such as suburbia and the definition of sustainability and heritage and conservation. The chapter will 

define what is a benign intervention and go on to review the various interventions that can be 

applied to historic dwellings and defines which ones are benign in the terms of this study. 
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2.1 Question of ambiguity  

The issue of ambiguity in the definitions used in this study is a serious research issue. Even the most 

basic definitions such as suburbs is not easily defined. Heritage and the preservation of heritage 

again has a huge range of ideas and almost extreme variation in the range of definitions.  

This study does not aim to resolve these variations and differences in definitions but does at least 

need to define what is meant by key terms within the context of the study. Key heritage questions 

such as ‘What is heritage?’ ‘Whose heritage?’ and ‘Who owns the heritage?’ etc. are acknowledged 

as important issues but the resolution of these questions are beyond the remit of this study.  

These variances have wide reaching implications on the study, especially when coming to compare 

studies and academic papers. One paper maybe be taking a ‘fabric first’ approach to architectural 

preservation while another paper may be taking a ‘visual first’ approach to preservation but both 

studies may very well use the same term ‘sustainable preservation’.  

This section of the study aims to define some of the key principles for the decision-making process 

of this study. It will look at some of the key definitions, discuss and review and, at the end of this 

section, will define what this study will use.  
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2.2 Defining suburbia  

The suburbs is often defined as settlements just beyond the city core (Fray, et al 2006) or outside 

the city gate moat or wall (Borne, 1996) often placing it in a subordinate role to the city and a 

netherworld between the density of the urban core and overall openness of rural environment. The 

term suburb is traditionally associated with medium or low-density residential areas with homes 

and gardens of a similar size and type, adjacent to a city and dependent on it for employment, 

services and trade. (Gwilliam, 1998). While this is often geographically or cartographically correct, 

it does little to define the characteristics of the suburbs. An agreed and combining definition of 

what is suburbia and a suburb remains elusive and lacks an agreed definition. (Vaughan et al, 2009) 

“In contemporary times, the term 'suburbs' is still one of the most abused and maligned terms in 

the nomenclature of planning, architecture and urban studies...and the simplistic city -suburban 

dichotomy itself, are outdated and increasingly unsuited to the complex realities of contemporary 

metropolitan life and urban development”.  (Borne, 1996 page 163)   This is not to say that there 

are not definitions concerning what is suburbia, it is just the case that there is not one single 

consensus of what a suburb actually is and how it can be defined. This is partially due to the complex 

and varying history of various suburbs. The definitions that do exist are commonly defined to deal 

within a single scope of academic research or professional study, such as planning or social science.   

Definition difficulties are related to the difference in how suburbs came into existence and 

developed over time. Many suburbs were communities, villages, smaller urban centres before 

urban growth enveloped or their own growth connected neighbouring centres together. This 

morphemic and irregular growth and development patterns raises serious questions over the 

definition of the suburbs being urban-centric dependent and subservient to a larger urban centre. 

While the close geographic location to a larger urban centre, such as Surbiton's, where some of the 

case study buildings are based (a suburb of London and Kingston Upon Thames) may have very well 

led to its growth and its current success, it ignores the historical and unique connections that have 

grown up through the decades and centuries which may give a suburb their own both tangible and 

intangible characteristics. 

Several criteria for defining what suburbia is do exist. However, much of the academic work done 

on the development of the suburbs has come from American academic institutions and individuals. 

Where it is a popular academic exercise in the US to begin to categorise different types of suburbs 

and the social and cultural relations within. (Gwilliam, 1998). The majority of the British studies into 

suburbia have tended to define suburbs in relation to a singular dimensional viewpoint, such as 

planning, socio-economic or a cultural focus.  (Vaughan et al, 2009).  
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It is clear from the literature that a simple, single or what is sometimes referred to as common 

sense definition is academically unsuitable for this study. Defining and seeking an all-encompassing 

definition of a suburb and what defines suburbia may very well lead to the development of a 'one 

size fits all and matches none' scenario, which could lead to not only creating an unsatisfactory 

epistemological definition it could lead to an inaccurate and wholly unsuitable path of development 

points.  

One of the key definitions and categorisation of British suburbs exist in ‘sustainable renew of 

suburban areas’ (Gwilliam, et al, 1998). It defines suburbs much on its tangible elements, primarily 

transport and services. While this begins to look at a general definition and its traditional 

associations it also recognises the unique natures of the suburbs. The traditional definition that is 

used is “The term suburb is traditionally associated with a medium/low density residential area, 

with home and gardens of similar size and type, adjacent to the city but dependent on it for 

employment services and trade”. (Gwilliam, et al 1998 page 5). The study's focus on both 

geographical location and the tangible services does little to address some of the other perceived 

benefits of larger houses in comparison to the urban equivalent. The study also focuses heavily on 

the history of the suburbs but addresses some of the major reasons for the 19th century exodus to 

the suburbs in relation to health and escapement from inner city urban environments. However, 

while defining what makes a sustainable suburb, these issues are beginning to be addressed. While 

the study does little further on all-encompassing definition of suburbia it does begin to start 

categorising the various forms of suburbs. The suburbs can be divided into the following categories 

(Gwilliam, et al 1998): 

Type Characteristics  Examples  

Historic inner 

suburb  

Established terraced or semi-detached 

developments now integrated to the rest of town; 

urban qualities, e.g. mix of uses, walk ability, good 

public transport.  

Clapham, London  

Planned suburb  Few enclaves now absorbed into the rest of town; 

usually successful. 

Bournevillle, Birmingham 

Social housing 

suburb  

High or low rise housing estates often with 

problems of maintenance, safety, vandalism, lack of 

social mix and non-residential uses 

St Helier, Sutton  
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Type Characteristics  Examples  

Suburban town  Suburbs acquiring urban village functions for a 

wider sub-metropolitan area. 

Croydon 

Public transport 

suburb 

Medium density, homogenous speculative suburbs, 

usually in a closely structured urban fabric.  

Ruislip, Middlesex  

Car suburb Low density, detached housing, homogenous 

speculative suburbs, often in an open townscape 

fringe area (motorways, out of town shopping 

centres and golf clubs) 

Bushy Heath, Hertsmere  

 

Borne (1996) in his paper ‘Reinventing the Suburbs: old myths and new realities ' does not propose 

a conclusive definition of the suburbs or what is suburbia. It does however, begin to define the 

processes of suburbanisation and interpretations and explanations (page 179) which is summarised 

below: 

Suburbs as natural ecological extensions 

Suburban isolation as a natural process of organic and evolutionary expansion takes place from 

inside but is still tied to the urbanised core for jobs and services. 

Suburbs as a means of escapism  

As a means of escape from the health, housing, environmental problems of industrial inner cities. 

Suburbs as micro economic policy tools 

Suburbs as Keynesian and policy instruments of macro-economic management and regulation, and 

for generating local employment opportunities.  

Suburbs as vehicles for capital accumulation 

As a means for landowners, the financial sector and the property industry to capture the social 

surplus deriving from profits from the development of newly built suburban environments on the 

fringe.  
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Suburbs as a means of social engineering 

By a means of rescuing the poor and the disadvantaged from themselves, and of re-establishing a 

traditional and presumably superior moral order of earlier times and communities. 

 

Suburbs as the local outcomes of rational locators 

Reflecting the rational decisions of firms and households seeking lower-cost locations and more 

efficient and less regulated landscapes within a competitive urban environment. 

 

Suburbs as maps of consumer preferences and choices 

Emphasizing the dominant role of suburbanization of the preferences of individual consumers for 

more space, new housing, social homogeneity and certain public goods. 

 

Suburbs as socio-political strategies 

Strategies building on manipulation of political fragmentation of the metropolis, entrenched local 

autonomy and the demands for social exclusiveness. 

 

Suburbs as asylums  

As defensive strategy is driven by the fear of others, of the inner city and by uncertainty over 

property values and stressing security and exclusion. 

 

Suburbs as rural nostalgia 

Reflecting a desire to return to the countryside and rule roots but without severing connections to 

the urban core. 

 

Borne also writes that trying to decisively define suburbia has actually led to inadequate definitions 

that have not only been misunderstood but have also been misleading. The point of this study is to 

create a more sustainable suburb so instead of defining what suburbia is or indeed was and will be. 

This section will focus on  what makes the suburbs by defining and identifying; what factors make 

suburbs successful and what factors make it sustainable and unsustainable.   
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2.3 History of suburbs 

This section will concentrate on the South East and London suburbs and its development and a 

possible sustainable regeneration of these areas. The term suburb lacks a finite definition and can 

be used in very ambiguous ways.  The term suburb is traditionally associated with medium or low 

density residential areas with homes and gardens of a similar size and type adjacent to a city but 

dependent on it for employment, services and trade. (Gwilliam, 1998). The suburbs have always 

existed in every period in the history of urbanism. Suburbs have existed in London for as long as 

there has been the city of London (Ackroyd, 2000).  The suburb has represented particular stages 

and urban expansion of population dispersion. (Gwilliam, 1998).  While the existence of the suburb 

has always existed, its nature is economic and its cultural status has varied throughout history and 

its place within the city.  There are examples of suburban developments in Mesopotamian cities 

and throughout the Middle Ages for wealthy members of the community in the city who could 

afford to live a distance from the city centre. It is also a reference from Geoffrey Chaucer in his book 

‘Canterbury tales’ who describes the suburbs as slums outside the city walls, often places of crime 

and debauchery. (Ackroyd, 2000)  

The large growth of the suburbs as we know it today is a product of the last two centuries.  A 

modern form of the suburb was designed to provide a place to live and raise a family for the average 

Western household and this urban phenomenon is experienced throughout Western Europe and 

the developed world. In America it often represents the quintessential American dream lifestyle.   

(Gwilliam, 1998). The population growth from the Industrial Revolution onwards meant that there 

was an increased amount of housing for both the working and middle classes. The innovations in 

transport meant that commuting from longer distances became possible and led to the expansion 

of the suburbs that we know today.  This link between innovations and developments in both public 

and private transport and the development of the suburbs is critical to the history and the future 

development of the suburban dwellings. 

The suburbs became a desirable place to escape the inner city slums and poor living conditions of 

many early industrial towns. (Gwilliam, 1998) Both United Kingdom and United States share a 

common garden suburb model which is being cross influenced across the Atlantic both ways in the 

development of idealistic, pastoral garden suburbs that are suitable for families and children. 

(Gwilliam, 1998). 
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Most of the academic work done on the development of the suburbs has been from American 

academic institutions and individuals. It has become a popular academic exercise in the US to begin 

to categorise different types of suburbs and the social and cultural relations within. (Gwilliam, 1998) 

The history of suburbs is related very much to its categorisation. Suburbs developed in many ways 

and many suburbs including Surbiton and Kingston were originally towns and small villages within 

their own right which were then enveloped by the growth of Greater London. This can be seen in 

the historical maps of both the London and Surrey area.  (Research data collected from Kingston 

Council website, OS maps online also support this).  Other suburbs were designed specifically to be 

expansion of cities to develop an increase in the housing stock and to meet the needs of a growing 

population. This mixed history of the suburb and built environment draws up many historical, 

cultural and social issues.  For example, firstly dealing with the Surbiton area, do you deal with it in 

its relation to London or its relation to Kingston? Or is the critical development in the growth of 

Surbiton the introduction of the rail link to Waterloo?  The second methodological and theoretical 

problems in discussing the history is whether to discuss suburbs as an entity within its own right or 

discuss and research it as the wider developments around Southeast and London and the 

metropolis’ gradual and evolving growth and expansion. 

The majority of the London suburban housing stock is constructed between 1870-1939 (Cherry & 

Robey 2010). The very existence of housing stock of this age proves its durability and its 

adaptability. The permanence of these houses is mainly due to their continued occupation and 

maintenance (Cherry & Robey 2010). The London suburb has a strong pre 19th century history but 

it was the availability of the new form of affordable public and private transport that made living 

further away from the city centre a possibility (Cherry & Robey 2010). The interwar years (1918-

1939) were the golden years of suburbia (Cherry & Robey 2010). The mixture of architectural styles 

of suburbia often goes against the perceived view of suburbia. The mixture and hybrid nature of 

the architectural style is a reflection of the cultural background of suburbia in the UK. Unlike most 

of continental Europe the upper classes of the UK did not have grand urban dwellings but large 

country estates - the landed gentry. This culture saw its influence in the style of suburban dwellings, 

with the idea of owning a little bit of the country (both in the rural and nationalistic sense). (Cherry 

& Robey 2010). The need for the connectivity to the city and the desire to live in (or near) the 

country is one of the driving successes behind suburbia.   
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2.4 Problems of defining heritage and cultural heritage  

The very notion of heritage and its definition is an area where conflicting and disputing arguments 

exist. Many define heritage as merely a form of a product in a process of preservation and 

conservation which is more concerned with the consumption of the asset rather than the 

preservation of what already exists.  (Nassar, 2003). It is well recognized that the preservation and 

management of historic properties cannot be a purely commercial operation (Cullingworth & 

Nadin, 2006). However, Nassar (2003) argues that if heritage cannot logically exist without the 

consumer, then in effect the consumer defines the very heritage needed to be preserved. ‘If 

heritage is objective and defined by the ‘consumer’ be it visitor or resident’. There could be a 

question of preservation of assets that might be very unpopular at one time but nonetheless an 

important part of the history of the place or centre. Another issue to arise such as a popular form 

of alteration to the house is  the adding of renewable technologies.  While this may be a necessity 

to help lower carbon emissions it may damage the visual impact of the fabric of the building 

particularly on the streetscape side of a dwelling. In such a situation an overriding national body 

such as English Heritage [Historic England] may need to intervene and mediate between the 

opposing bodies. 

This notion of what is heritage and what needs preserving has much greater sustainability 

implications for refurbishment of historic suburban dwellings.  Without an adequate definition of 

suburbia and without a conclusive definition of heritage the historical values of both suburbia and 

the historic fabric that needs preserving can lead to unnecessary protectionist legislation and 

policies that could prevent many buildings being altered and refurbished to help lower their carbon 

emissions.  On the other hand, it can also lead to inappropriate technologies and techniques being 

applied to the historic fabric that could not only damage the building itself but also lose some of its 

intrinsic heritage value. 

 Another complex issue of heritage is that it is constantly evolving; actions taken today may very 

well become historically important in the future.  Certain actions are necessary to help preserve 

that heritage through maintenance or through building adaption. The very definition of building 

conservation has begun to be defined in recent times as not the preservation of what exists but the 

management of change (Drury & McPherson 2008). It is important to understand that the built 

environment is constantly evolving and adapting in the suburban dwelling is no exception. This has 

been going on since the creation of suburbia. 
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 While the full scope of the heritage of the suburban built environment is beyond the focus of this 

study, understanding on elements and how actions can have an impact upon heritage is well within 

the focus of the study. Heritage context in this study will be roughly be divided into four broad 

interconnected categories. The first of these categories is that heritage is related to how the 

environment was created, the second category is on the visual aspects of the heritage of the 

suburban built environment, the third category is its heritage through its use and the fourth and 

final category is the heritage that is implicit in the fabric of the buildings. Many of these categories 

are connected, such as the change in the fabric of one of the suburban dwellings may have an 

impact upon both the loss of heritage through the loss of fabric and an impact on the visual 

appearance of a historic dwelling. Beginning to understand heritage in this way allows for the 

formation of a checklist of impact which can be used to indirectly measure if the intervention is 

having a negative heritage impact on the suburban dwelling.  Any intervention made to a building 

to make it more energy and carbon efficient must have a recognition of its impact upon any of the 

heritage values. 
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2.5 Heritage though formation and use 

Historic suburbs represent layers of evolving forms of architecture and urban grain that together 

have created a sense of place. Many suburbs have evolved over time and hence offer a variety of 

architectural responses, reflecting status and function through styles and technologies. These 

suburbs can be faced with the problem of favouring certain periods or architectural styles over 

others, as a result, less favoured areas often fall into economic decay and fabric deterioration 

whereas others receive priority funding (Nassar, 2003).  Built heritage assets encompass a wide 

range of different buildings, it is not only confined to the grand and outstanding but even modest 

buildings can be recognized for their heritage significance (Judson & Iyer-Raniga 2010). By accepting 

that heritage does not have to have an historical component, it can be better viewed as having a 

constantly evolving entity.  This definition can be further stretched in relation to historic suburb to 

say that as the suburb evolves as does its heritage evolves and remains evolving to the current day. 

Cultural heritage is made up of a series of complex interconnected processes which are both global 

and local (Urry, 1995).  The understanding of how the connections and processes affect local 

community as well as other key fields of sustainability is vital to the sustainable management of 

change and preservation within historic centres. Cultural heritage encompasses not only the 

material objects themselves but also their meaning as understood by the wider populace.  This is 

often articulated as either tangible or intangible.  The tangible refers to the fabric of the physical 

material of the place including the buildings, the objects in the artefacts and the intangible heritage 

refers to the nonphysical components including traditions, social practices, skills and memories 

(Judson & Iyer-Raniga 2010).  The values may not be tangible or measurable in numerical terms, 

but the notions of values are critical to sustainable heritage. Values give significance and 

differentiation.  The question of values is a key issue in modern conservation with the very notion 

of heritage as an area of conflict and contention with different views on what constitutes heritage 

and what is worth conserving (Judson & Iyer-Raniga 2010).  

Complex interconnections of both global and local processes deciphering these interconnections is 

complex and cannot be reduced to the examination of the economy on its own.  In particular, it 

involves the analysis of the nature of social flows of people, information, companies, ideas and 

images (Urry, 1995).  These dimensions and flows moving non-isomorphic pacts and challenge 

simple notions of cultural centres and subordinate periphery (Urry, 1995).  John Urry 

(1995)(page152) defined these processes within suburbia as:  
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Ethnoscapes  

The moving landscape of tourists, immigrants, refugees, exiles and guest workers. 

Technoscapes 

The movement of technologies, high and low mechanical and information across all kinds of 

boundaries. 

Finanscapes 

The movement of vast sums of monies through national turnstiles at the road link speed, via 

currency markets, via national stock exchange and commodity speculations. 

Mediascapes 

The distribution of electronic data to produce and disseminate images and the proliferation of 

images nearby generated. 

Ideoscapes 

Concentrations of images often in part linked to the ideologies of status or the movement of 

oppositions. (Urry, 1995) 

2.6 Heritage though use  

The suburbs are a predominantly residential area that is constantly evolving within this constantly 

changing environment and the historic fabric adapts and changes to the changes in lifestyle and 

requirements. The historic buildings within suburbia are inherently sustainable through the 

constant evolutionary change, however, the major function remains the same as a residential 

dwelling. Within the individual buildings there are elements which have particular purposes and 

requirements. Some of this fabric is meant to be repaired and updated, such as painted surfaces to 

protect the substrate beneath. However, some elements begin to be adapted to the changing 

lifestyles sometimes impacting upon other heritage values, one example can be seen as the 

conversion of the front gardens into a car parking space. 
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The front garden example 

The very notion of heritage, as with suburbia, is one of contention and lack of finite definition.  A 

simple explanation of this can be seen by using the example of the front garden of a suburban 

dwelling.  

The front garden is one of the most commonly altered parts of a suburban dwelling. 

Traditionally it would have been a dividing space between the public and the private 

realm of the street and house.  Often used as a display with flowers and often a small 

lawn, it could be said that the front garden was one of little practical use other than 

as a dividing space but more of a visual or statement of conformity (Cherry & Robey 

2010).  However, it has been commonplace for the front garden to be replaced by a 

car parking space or simply paved area. 

If heritage could be viewed as keeping the use the same, then changing a front 

garden to a car parking space could be argued as keeping within the heritage of use. 

This is because a car parking space still acts as a dividing space between the street 

and the house and displays the modern sign of wealth of suburbia - the car. 

Of course, there is a visual change from altering a garden to a car parking space. This 

not only affects the appearance of the building but also affects the sense of place 

and the streetscape.  So, is the heritage therefore defined as an alteration of the 

appearance of the building or the street thus affecting the overall character of the 

area? It can be argued that both the alteration can in heritage terms be a 

continuation of the heritage of the front garden but also as a loss of heritage via its 

change of appearance.  

 

This part of cultural sustainability, and what in fact constitutes sustainable heritage, shows, as with 

many areas of sustainability, there is more than a hint of contradiction on the priorities given in 

sustainable heritage. (Cullingworth & Nadin, 2006). Defining heritage may be a complex task but 

one thing that is clear is that if something is to have heritage status it does not mean that it has to 

be historic.  Modern artefacts can have clear heritage potential and are meaningful to the wider 

population.  
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2.7 Visual heritage  

Under UK planning guidance and policy pre-1919 buildings of traditional construction, listed 

buildings and buildings with conservation areas are regarded as heritage assets and these are given 

specific protection and guidance. Much of planning related heritage policy in relation to residential 

buildings has been focused on the public visual elements, controls and policies. This is particularly 

apparent in the policies related to Conservation Areas. Key permitted development rights are 

removed or controlled in these areas. The focus is on the public realm or visual aspects of the 

building such as like for like replacements or no alteration to the front façade, etc. (Nassar, 2003). 

This focus on the appearance of the building has been criticised by some (Historic England 2020) 

for neglecting the other aspects of heritage preservation, especially fabric. However, the context of 

the policy has to be understood. Dwellings are perhaps the most heterogeneous of all of building 

stock. And they are one of the most continually updated, adapted buildings. These alterations, 

related to lifestyle changes and introduction of new technologies alongside replacements have 

meant that houses that might have originally been built to a same design a hundred years ago are 

now very different to each other. There is an accepted right for people to adapt their home to their 

own preferences but when those alterations begin to affect the exterior appearance or design of 

the building the local planning authority can become involved. The higher the protection place upon 

the building, the greater the level of control (Historic England 2020). This control however is 

balanced against the owner to create their own home, this is one reason that dwellings are rarely 

given a higher protection than grade two listed protection. More commonly, the building or groups 

of building are protected by policies such as conservation areas. These preserve the appearance 

and scale of development within a given area while at the same time protecting the homeowner’s 

right to create their own unique home.  
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2.8 What is a historic suburban dwelling?  

This study focuses on pre-1919 suburban dwellings. Building technology and design typology 

expanded rapidly in the 19th and 20th century. Post-World War saw the introduction of a key shift 

in building design - the move from breathable to impervious construction (which is the 

methodology typically used in current construction). This key shift is an important fact as it 

completely changes the building physics of a building’s behaviour and now it reacts to the 

environment and responses to building interventions. Pre-1919 suburban dwellings typically have 

the following construction features: 

• Solid brick or masonry walls (some examples have been found in Thames Ditton of timber 

construction) 

• Traditional materials  

• Breathable structure construction  

• Sloping slate or tiled timber roof 

 

The building typology is wide-ranging, the suburban environment is typically predominantly 

residential. The pre-1919 suburban dwellings are a wide range of types which include: 

• Smaller terrace cottages (two-up two-down) 

• Semi and detached larger Victorian dwellings   

• Pre-war dunromin style houses (Interwar style often in mock Tudor or arts and craft 

designs) 

These typologies have been adapted over time and they are one of the most continually updated 

adapted buildings. Dwellings are perhaps the most heterogeneous of all of the building stock. Each 

set of owners of a dwelling make their own changes to the property, so therefore the properties 

that may have originally been built to the same design are in fact unique via these various updates 

and alterations. These adaptions have led to many dwellings being divided into smaller units and 

flats. Additionally, later in the 19th century and early 20th century, custom designed flat blocks and 

developments were being introduced into suburban areas. Therefore, in addition to the typologies 

listed above, the following are part of the suburban typology: 

• Flat conversions within larger older dwellings 

• Custom built flats  
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This continual adaption allows for houses to adapt to changes in lifestyle which allows the building 

to remain a viable dwelling. It could be argued that because the dwellings that have survived 

decades and centuries are actually within themselves inherently sustainable because of their 

adaptability and their continued successful use. This is recognised by national conservation and 

heritage bodies as defining building conservation as the management of change rather than simply 

the preservation of a heritage asset. 
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2.9 Conclusion to chapter 2 

This section will review the findings from the literature in chapter two. There is clear ambiguity in 

many of the terms that this study relies upon. However, some definitions are needed for the study 

to move forward and an understanding shown of the various definitions. 

There is no set definition that describes the full cultural and geographical understanding of what is 

a suburb. Probably the clearest understanding of a suburb that can be drawn is that it is an area 

predominantly of residential usage that is linked directly to an urban centre. Its success is 

dependent on various factors especially the connection to the aforementioned urban centre, the 

quality of the residential urban fabric and local amenities. It is clear from the work of Urry & 

Gwilliam  (Urry, 1995)  & (Gwilliam, 1998) that the suburbs are a constantly evolving and changing 

urban environment that adapt and alter throughout history. 

These criteria are key to the study in defining what benign changes are and must be considered not 

as separate entities but as an interconnected web of factors that must all be considered while 

determining if the intervention has an impact upon the heritage of the dwelling. The heritage by 

use has multiple factors within the context of this study. First, as established by Cullingworth & 

Nadin, (2006) the suburbs are predominantly residential areas with links to larger urban centres, 

while outside the remit of this study it must be understood for the wider preservation and 

sustainability and these must be maintained for the suburbs to remain and continue to be 

successful. Another key factor by English Heritage (Historic England) is the conservation is about 

the management of change not merely the preservation of what exists. A point aligns with a 

constantly changing environment from which the suburbs came to be, and the suburbs continue to 

adapt and evolve over time and to our own changing lifestyles and requirements. The other side of 

the factor is preserving the use of the element if use is the sole part of Heritage impact than a large 

element or wholescale changes of a building could be considered acceptable and allowable, but this 

is not accounting for the other heritage impact criteria’s such as visual impact and fabric 

preservation. The visual heritage impact is one of the most commonly considered by planners in 

the writing planning guidance and in their enforcement and is most commonly applied to the public 

facing exterior elements of a dwelling. This focus on the public visual heritage enforced by planning 

authorities in the UK has often allowed for loss or change of historic fabric as long as the 

replacement has the same or similar appearance. The policy has its critics due to the risk of damage 

to the historic fabric and which is the third carriage category which is the preservation of the historic 

fabric. The historic dwellings themselves have an inherent historical value embodied in the fabric 
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of the building as the drilling is altered and change the loss of historic fabric lessens the historical 

value of the dwelling. This however has to be considered against the current owner’s rights to adapt 

the home and allow for adaptability of the dwelling and the heritage of the suburban environment 

as an environment which is constantly changing and adapting and evolving to the changing needs 

and requirements of the residents. 

Heritage impact is one of the methods of assessing the effect of an intervention upon the heritage 

of the property. While a full definition of heritage is beyond the scope of this study, heritage impact 

can be assessed firstly by the impact on the use of the building or element, secondly, the impact on 

the visual heritage and thirdly, the impact on the fabric of the affected element. From these findings 

it can therefore be defined that benign changes need to have as little or no impact on the visual 

heritage of the dwelling, the least amount of fabric damage and allow for the continual use allowing 

for the changing sustainability requirements that is needed. This aligns directly with the Burra 

Charter (ICOMOS, 1999) “as much as necessary, as little as possible”. Maintenance is at the core of 

preserving any historic building, including residential dwellings, and are part of the life cycle of any 

building. There is a clear distinction  made between essential maintenance, which includes periodic 

renewal and direct intervention. (Dan and Worthing 2005) Defining sustainability again is an 

ambiguous term, however, the clear need to lower carbon emissions and reduce energy 

consumption in historic dwellings is well recognised. The definition of sustainability has to be 

viewed within the context of three key factors, the first being the obvious environmental factors, 

the second being the cultural and social factors (in this case the preservation of the heritage of the 

building) and thirdly the economic factors. The most widely recognised definition of sustainability 

coming from the Brundtland commission (1987) is too generalised for the study and needs to 

become more focused to allow for the context of which the study is focused. Sustainability (in this 

study) will be defined as meeting the needs of today without compromising the ability of the future 

generations to meet their needs while applying the necessary preservation requirements for 

preserving the intrinsic historical values within the built environment and being with the economic 

capacity available.  
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Chapter 3 

Literature review – Interventions   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 3 is the literature review which will look at the the topic of refurbishment, renewal and 

maintenance of the housing stock and go on to review the various interventions that can be applied 

to historic dwellings and defines which ones are benign in the terms of this study. 
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3.1 Building maintenance and benign changes  

Maintenance, renewal and refurbishment are all parts of a building’s life and are key to a historic 

building survival as William Morris put it in the 19th century ‘save of decay with daily care’ (Morris 

& Webb 1877). Buildings are continually adapted and changed to make them relevant to the 

changing way we live and work. These changes vary in scope, size and purpose. From ongoing 

maintenance such as repainting all the way up to full refurbishment of the whole building or even 

more drastically, demolition and replacement.  Rather than seeing these changes as a threat to a 

building’s heritage they are key to a building’s conservation as Historic England puts it ‘building 

conservation is not merely the preservation of what exists but is the management of change’ (Drury 

McPherson 2008). Historic England place building maintenance as central to the sustainability of 

the historic built environment – ‘The role of maintenance in ensuring a comfortable, energy efficient 

household is often underestimated. Making sure a home is well maintained and in good repair is an 

essential first step in the ‘whole house’ approach’ (Historic England 2020)  (Page 9).  Housing 

renewal and refurbishment has been a feature almost from the start of modern cities. The first 

great government drive occurred in the 1880s with the demolition and replacement of inner city 

slums all the way through to the 1960’s creation of tower blocks replacing Victorian working-class 

neighbourhood (Power 2008). The drive for these were housing quality improvement, while 

housing and living conditions were goal. However, while these improvements focus on these 

refurbishments addressing past damage and updating the built environment, many more recent 

refurbishments are focused on making properties more sustainable. An intervention can be defined 

by the perceived purposes they entail. Maintenance can easily be defined as the task needed to 

maintain the existing fabric and within it working order while refurbishment may be defined as a 

series of tasks and overall goal. (Dann & Worthing, 2005). 

Another way of defining tasks is where they occur during a building’s life cycle maintenance and 

repair again and can be divided into two separate processes. While they are often linked, 

maintenance is a task that helps preserve the existing fabric elements and a continuous function or 

repair is the task of fixing a damaged piece or broken part of it Maintenance, more specifically 

preventative maintenance, aims to reduce the amount of repairs needed. (Dann & Worthing, 2005). 

While all of these are interventions that can be seen as separate tasks, they often are combined 

within one form of work, whether it be the preservation of an existing building or the alteration of 

a building for your use or alteration to match a changing lifestyle or other requirements. 
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What also must be understood is, whatever definition used; maintenance, repair, renewal and 

refurbishment tasks are not mutually exclusive but often part of a continual process of evolution 

within a building, whether it be the continuation of its current use and protection of the fabric or 

the alteration of the building to meet the ever-changing requirements of lifestyle and other 

environmental changes. Again, within this study the lack of definitive definitions brings in the 

question of ambiguity and broad stroke definitions which often fail to always meet the wide-ranging 

and often overlapping uses and impacts a particular intervention  may have within a building. Under 

one definition, a particular action may become an alteration, repair or replacement, under another 

definition it may be part of routine maintenance. This thesis’ hypothesis is based around the idea 

that maintenance and small alterations and these interventions can result in significant energy 

savings but at the same time help preserve the intrinsic historic value in the fabric of the building. 

It would be difficult to define a singular task in broad terms be it either a maintenance or repair as 

this is due to the nature of the condition of the element being considered at the time. A building 

element in good condition may require maintenance while the same type of building element in 

poor condition may require significant repair (in the direst of circumstances, even replacement). 

Preventative maintenance is internationally recognised and has been central to building 

conservation legislation and charters (Forster & Kayan, 2009). Building maintenance and 

conservation plans are an accepted part of building conservation work. However, they are rarely 

carried out in historic dwellings. In fact, it is much more common for reactive repair to be 

implemented rather than preventative maintenance (Forster & Kayan, 2009).  It is critical to 

understand that the fabric of an historic dwelling has cultural significance - the building itself is an 

artefact and historical asset.  Therefore, it is important to emphasise that the terms ‘maintenance 

and repair’ should not be as interchangeable as they might be for other building types. This is 

because no matter how well thought of the repair is, it will involve some form of damage, removal 

or replacement of the historic fabric (Dann & Worthing, 2005). Maintenance is important in 

protecting cultural significance because correct maintenance is the least destructive of all the 

interventions which have taken place in the process of conserving the historic built environment. 

The idea of approaching work from a minimum intervention methodology is best summarised by 

the Burra Charter (ICOMOS, 1999) “as much as necessary, as little as possible”. The rationale for 

this study is the improvement in energy saving and carbon reduction with causing as little damage 

or change to the inherent heritage of the historic dwelling. The Historic Town Forum (2011) support 

this methodology stating that ‘One of the most energy efficient ways to preserve historic buildings 

is to ensure that continued, regular maintenance is carried out to safeguard its historic fabric.’ Both 
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the Historic Town Forum and English Heritage [Historic England] encourage the use of benign 

changes to improve the environmental performance of a historic dwelling. Benign changes are 

changes to the building that either have little or no effect on the heritage of the dwelling or damage 

the dwelling fabric either to the fabric itself or the way it needs to perform or react. Below is a list 

of suggested benign changes that could be done to a historic home from the Historic Town Forum 

(2011)(page 1): 

1. Ensure all windows and doors fit correctly. 

2. Draught proof all windows and doors. 

3. Hang heavy curtains in front of windows.   

4. Use, repair or reinstate historic shutters. 

5. Close doors in draughty buildings. 

6. Maintain a constant temperature.  

7. If the fire place is not in use, reduce heat loss up the chimneys with balloon or 

damper.  

8. Replace a boiler (if over 15 years old), with a new, high efficiency condensing 

boiler. 

9. Insulate the hot water cylinder.  

10. Insulate all the pipe work.   

The key part to any preventative maintenance schedule involves professional and knowledgeable 

inspection of the property. This inspection should involve highlighting any necessary repairs and 

identifying the vulnerable parts of the dwelling that need regular inspection and maintenance (such 

as clearing of rainwater goods and painting of exterior woodwork). Frameworks for these kinds of 

inspections are already in place through the Quinquennial inspections that take place in churches 

every five years. Quinquennial inspections identify key repairs that are needed to the building, areas 

of focus and prioritised works that are required. Along with these inspections of the fabric, 

inspections of the dwelling services identifying such elements as the age of the boiler, possible 

energy sources and quantifying key areas of heat loss and energy wastage throughout the building, 

are required. The report from such inspections should then identify preventative maintenance 

strategies for the individual historic dwelling, identify any urgent repairs and include suggestions of 

benign environmental improvements to the historic dwelling. It is also important that any benign 

sustainable improvements suggested are forward looking, for example, if a new hot water cylinder 

is required, the one that is recommended/fitted is one with multiple inlets/heating coils to allow 

for future integration of renewable technologies. Maintenance and repair are part of the life cycle 
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(and heritage) of the building (Brand 1997).  Brand (1997) shows that without regular maintenance 

and repair, the cost of the building upkeep can increase exponentially  and can even shorten the 

life span of the buildings (See Figure 3). The more serious the repair needed, the more damage to 

the historic fabric can occur as part of the repair thus having an impact on the heritage of the 

building.  

 

Figure 60 Impact of repair and maintenance cost on the life cycle of a building (Brand 1997) 

Any proposed sustainable methodology framework has to meet the cultural, economic as well as 

environmental criteria. The main cultural benefit of a maintenance strategy is the improvement of 

the historic preservation of the building. Maintenance retains historic fabric because less material 

is lost in regular, minimal and small-scale work than in disruptive and extensive restoration 

(Kindred, 2004). The survival of any building is underpinned by regular and continued maintenance 

(Forster & Kayan, 2009), but other than historic churches there is no current UK legislative driver 

for the enforcement of maintenance of historic buildings (Dann & Wood, 2004).  Large-scale studies 

by English Heritage (2007) have shown that the general UK population value the cultural 

importance of historic buildings. However, financing has long been seen as a barrier to widespread 

integration of sustainable changes into the existing built environment. It is also believed by the 

owners of historic dwellings that EPC certificates have little or no impact on the resale financial 

value of their properties (Husle, 2011).  Any sustainable policy has to meet the financial and 

economic constraints of the affected parties. Thus, any proposed strategy in dealing with the 
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historic built environment has to not only be successful in lowering carbon emissions but also has 

to be financially attractive to the participants who are going to be involved in implementing any 

such strategy.  

 The three main economic factors that concern historic dwelling owners are (a) the value of their 

property; (b) the maintenance and repair costs of the property, and (c) the cost of current and 

future energy bills for that property. The cost of any periodic professional inspection to historic 

buildings has to be added to any financial calculation in considering the economic impact of this 

strategy. The work by Forster & Kayan (2009) has shown the costs of such inspection are more than 

covered by the savings of preventing expensive and unnecessary repairs through the use of 

preventative maintenance strategies. 

 In figure 4, (adapted from Forster & Kayan, 2009) it is shown that over a period of time preventative 

maintenance along with the cost of periodic inspection actually reduces the overall repair costs of 

historic dwellings. The costs shown in figure 4 have been averaged out over time (in a linear fashion) 

rather than shown at time of expenditure to allow for comparative analysis. The costs include both 

maintenance and repair costs and the cost of inspection average out between inspection periods.  

Figure 4  shows that as long as Area 2 is larger than Area 1 there is an economic saving on the use 

of preventative maintenance schedules identified through periodic professional inspection. Area 3 

shows the reduced energy costs from the benign environmental improvements. Further financial 

benefit is identified through the energy savings that come from the benign changes of the 

environmental performance of the building. Additionally, Area 3 can be seen as a further cost 

incentive for professional inspection incorporating preventative maintenance and benign changes. 
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Figure 61 Maintenance costs with and without professional inspection compared over time adapted from 
(adapted from (Forster & Kayan, 2009)) 

 

The English House Condition Survey (EHCS, 2009) indicates that essential repair costs for historic 

dwellings are more than twice that in modern dwellings. This again, further highlights the economic 

benefits of continued professional inspection and preventative maintenance to secure the financial 

sustainability of historic dwellings. There are wider economic benefits of the strategy, as small-scale 

maintenance and repair work is often carried out by local tradesmen there is a further economic 

benefit to the local economy in encouraging more maintenance work to historic dwellings (Dann, 

2004). Although difficult to quantify, the improved condition increases the resale value of historic 

dwellings. This is, in addition, the higher market value of historic and traditional housing compared 

to the modern equivalent dwelling. Therefore, the economic benefit of preventative maintenance 

can also be seen by the increased or sustained market value of the property.  
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3.2 Periodic renewal  

Along with maintenance, another part of a dwelling’s life cycle is periodic renewal. Periodic renewal 

is when an element that is replaced after a set time. This may be due to the material being a 

sacrificial element such as paint (a material that is meant to protect a key material that may need 

repainting over time) (Dann & Worthing, 2005). It can so happen when an element/ 

product/appliance comes to the end of its working life and needs replacing (Cooper 2008). The 

average life span of various products is shown in the table below (figure 5).  Periodic renewal is part 

of the life cycle of a building and as such, as long as the replaced element is a like for like 

replacement and/or causes no damage to the fabric of the building it can be considered a benign 

change. Periodic renewal  can be part of sustainable refurbishment and  relevant to this study, as 

when an element comes to the end of its life it is replaced with a new model and if the replacement  

is more energy efficient it results in lower energy consumption within the dwelling. This is especially 

relevant when it comes to elements like boilers which consumes the most energy in the house (70-

80% according to Jones et. al. 2013) and is responsible for the most carbon emissions, so 

considerable savings can be made if the replacement is a much more energy efficient model such 

as replacing a non-condensing gas boiler with a high efficiency condensing boiler.  
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Figure 62 Average lifespan of products (Adapted from Cooper 2008) 

Product category  

Mean age of products 

discarded or 

recommended life cycle 

Number of times the life cycle 

will occur 2020-2050 

PV panels *** 25+ 1 

Heat pump** 15+ 2 

Boiler * 15 2 

Electric cookers 12 3 

Refrigerators and freezers  11 3 

Televisions 10 3 

Washing machines, dishwashers, and 

tumble dryers 
9 3 

Hi-fi and stereo 9 3 

Vacuum cleaners and carpet cleaners  8 4 

Video equipment 7 4 

Home and garden tools 7 4 

Microwave ovens 7 4 

Computers and peripherals 6 5 

Telephones, faxes, and answering machines 6 5 

Radio and personal radio, stereo, and CD  6 5 

Small work or personal care appliances 4 8 

Mobile phones  4 8+ 

Toys  4 8 

***NREL 2012  

**According to the Air Conditioning, Heating & Refrigeration Institute (AHRI), the average lifespan of a heat pump is 

approximately 14-15 years. *If a boiler is older than 15 years or a non-condensing boiler if should be replaced 

Other information adapted from Cooper 2008 
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3.3 Environmental refurbishment strategies in the literature  

Up until recently, most of the strategies reviewed for reducing the carbon emissions from the 

existing housing focus on the UK housing stock in its entirety rather than differentiating from the 

modern built and traditionally built dwellings and focused on what interventions are needed to 

reach the 80% reduction in carbon emissions by 2050.  The key leading authors in the field were 

Prof. Brenda Boardman from Oxford University (Institute for Climate Change) with core documents 

‘40% House’  (Boardman et.al. 2005) and ‘Home Truths’ (Boardman 2007) and Les Shorrock at the 

BRE (Shorrock, & Utley. 2003) (Shorrock ET AL 2005) . These authors’ work has led policy in the field 

of sustainable refurbishment of the existing housing stock. Little in these key documents talked 

about impact on heritage but rather what was technically possible. An example of these can be 

found in Shorrock et al (2005) who went on to calculate the average saving that could be made by 

various interventions on the average domestic dwelling.  This is represented in the table below: 

(Figure 6) 

Action Delivered 

energy saving 

(GJ/yr) 

Carbon Dioxide 

(equivalent) saved (KG 

CO2e/yr) 

Loft insulation to 300mm from 50mm or less  11.138 1841.03 

Loft insulation to 300mm from 75mm  4.518 746.53 

Loft insulation to 300mm from 100mm  3.282 542.67 

Loft insulation to 300mm from 150mm  1.572 259.97 

Loft insulation to 300mm from 200mm  0.787 130.17 

Solid wall insulation  42.531 7029.00 

Single to double glazing  11.903 1967.17 

Draught proofing  1.653 273.17 

Hot water cylinder insulation to >75mm from 0mm  7.061 1449.43 

Hot water cylinder insulation to >75mm from 25mm  2.927 606.10 

Hot water cylinder insulation to >75mm from 50mm  0.723 149.97 

Fitting of a condensing boiler  12.917 2222.73 

Improved heating controls  11.353 2806.83 

Energy saving light bulbs  0.195 328.53 

Solar thermal heating  7.966 1483.90 

PV 5.049 2236.30 

Floor insulation fitted in raised timber floor  6.69 1579.23 

Figure 63 Energy and carbon saving from house interventions (Shorrock et al 2005) 
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 It has to be noted that this was averaged out for the housing stock and not focused on traditional 

built dwellings but do show the range of savings from the selection of interventions.  

Boardman (2007) focuses on the range of options in much broader terms and divides the housing 

stock into two categories: existing and new build dwellings. Boardman focuses on what 

technologies could be applied to the buildings, particularly renewable technologies. The table 

below is a summary of the finding from Home Truths (Boardman 2007). 

Figure 64 The appropriateness of low and Zero Carbon Technology (Boardman 2007) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            The appropriateness of low and Zero Carbon Technology  
   

Technology New Houses Existing Homes  
   

Solar Thermal  Yes Yes 

Micro CHP (Biomass) Rarely - Heat demand to low Yes 

Community CHP Yes Yes  

Micro CHP (Gas) Rarely - Heat demand to low Yes 

Photovoltaics               

(If placed and 

positioned properly)  

Yes - if on a feed in tariff Yes - if on a feed in tariff 

Ground source heat 

pumps 
Rarely - Heat demand to low 

Yes - Only if there is 

sufficient ground 

Air source heat pumps 

(only if ground source 

heat pumps not 

appropriate) 

Rarely - Heat demand to low Yes 

Micro wind power 

Yes/Rarely - only in Rural 

and exposed dwelling or a 

community based system  

Yes/Rarely - only in Rural 

and exposed dwelling or a 

community based system  

Wood stoves  
Yes - If space for storing 

wood  

Rarely - Heat output not 

usually sufficient  
   
   
Original data taken from    
(Boardman 2007) page 63 
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The DCLG published a review of existing buildings and (DCLG 2006) again they predicted carbon 

emissions  and energy savings from individual interventions and how many dwellings it applies 

and the predicted cost. The results of the savings can be seen in the table below: (See Figure 8) 

 

 

 

Measures 

(Intervention) 

Average 

cost (£) 

Cost 

saved 

(£/ 

year) 

Carbon 

saved 

(KgC/ 

year) 

Pay 

back 

(year

s) 

Potential 

Homes 

(1000's) 

Potential 

Total 

Carbon 

saving 

(MtC/ 

year) 

Total cost  

Hot-water 

Cylinder 

insulation 

14 29 53 0.5 1137 0.1 £15,918,000.00 

Cavity wall 

Insulation 
342 133 242 2.6 8500 2.1 £2,907,000,000.00 

Loft Insulation 

(Full and top 

up) 

284 104 190 2.7 6186 1.2 £1,756,824,000.00 

Improved 

Heating 

controls 

147 43 77 3.4 2102 0.2 £308,994,000.00 

Draught 

Proofing 
100 23 43 4.3 9793 0.4 £979,300,000.00 

Micro CHP 1571 230 508 6.8 12000 6.1 £18,852,000,000.00 

Solid wall 

Insulation 
3150 380 694 7.5 7479 5.2 £23,558,850,000.00 

A-rated boiler 1500 168 177 8.9 17128 3 £25,692,000,000.00 

Micro wind 2363 224 263 10.5 - - - 

Ground source 

heat pump 
4725 368 990 12.8 17000 16.8 £80,325,000,000.00 

Photovoltaic 

electricity 
9844 212 249 46.4 9892 2.5 £97,376,848,000.00 

Solar water 

heating 
2625 48 88 54.7 19330 1.7 £50,741,250,000.00 

Windows 

(Single Glazing 

to Double 

glazing ) 

4000 41 26 97.6 10746 1.7 £42,984,000,000.00 

Total       £345,497,984,000.00 

Figure 65 The data from the range of sustainable interventions for dwelling (DCLG 2006) 
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These data sets are focused on average savings across all dwelling types and ages and are focused 

on looking at the housing stock as a whole. While they are approximations, they do show that 

considerable carbon and energy saving can be made without resorting to typical sustainable 

focused interventions.  

While the earlier literature looked at the housing stock as a whole, more recent publications begin 

to focus on historic sustainable refurbishments. One of the leading organisations leading this focus 

was English Heritage [they changed their name in 2015 to ‘Historic England]. With a series of 

publications on various interventions that could be applied to historic dwellings and implications 

for historic buildings the most recent ‘There’s No Place Like Old Homes’ (Leeson & Kirkham, 2020) 

focus on sustainability of historic dwellings. They also approached the build refurbishment with 

much more focus on the whole building approach. Rather than just applying a set of predetermined 

set of interventions, this approach considers the building as a whole, and its significance (see 

Section 2.1), the way it uses energy and how any interventions may affect the way the building 

behaves and works.   

3.4 VAT in sustainable refurbishment and building maintenance  

Most building intervention involves costs of some kind, be it in the purchase of materials, cost of 

labour, or both.  Unlike new buildings, refurbishments which are normally subject to the full rate of 

VAT, this is seen by many as a barrier to a discouragement of sustainable refurbishment. The VAT 

system was first introduced in the UK in 1973. While all new construction and alteration work was 

zero-rated (0% VAT paid on works), repair work was standard rated VAT (20% VAT). But in 2012, 

VAT on alteration work was changed from a zero rating to standard rating (20% VAT) (Leeson & 

Kirkham, 2020).Mansfield (2009)states, ‘this treatment [full VAT charging] discriminates against 

sustainable refurbishment by favouring demolition and new build. It is also a further example of 

non-alignment with the broader sustainability targets.’ Page 157-158. Mansfield (2009) goes on to 

state that while Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs has sort to clarify the issue it still remains a 

problem. This stance is further supported by Historic England (Leeson & Kirkham, 2020) who state 

that for a building to be subject to 0% VAT then any pre-existing building must have been 

demolished completely, all the way down to ground level. It goes on to say that to redress the 

balance then the taxation system must encourage retention, repair, maintenance and retrofit, if we 

are to meet our 2050 carbon targets. Leeson & Kirkham, (2020) go on to quote the ‘RetroFirst 

campaign’ that is campaigning for the VAT system to be reversed so that new builds are subject to 

the 20% VAT charge and retrofits are charged at 5% to further encourage sustainable 
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refurbishment. Jones et. al.(2013) makes the point that costs associated with sustainable 

refurbishments can range from as little as a few hundred pounds for shallow elemental [benign 

changes] retrofits up to £70, 000 for a deep, whole-house retrofit. Therefore, the UK government’s 

target of 80% reduction in CO2 emissions will be difficult to achieve in relation to housing retrofit 

within current financial schemes. 
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3.5 Why not knock it down and rebuild? 

One of the first questions might be: Why refurbish old housing? Why not replace the dwelling with 

a new high (energy) performance house? While this might seem to be a solution and has been 

suggested by leading experts such as Brenda Boardman who proposed at least 800,000 of the most 

‘leaky’ pre-1919 homes must be removed to meet the 2050 CO2 reduction target (Boardman 2007). 

However, even during the highest rate of clearance, 80,000 demolitions per annum was reached 

for a few years during the late 1960s in the mass clearance era (Mumford and Power, 2002). There 

is very little agreement on how best to hit ambitious building targets of 240,000 additional homes 

a year while avoiding sprawl building and consequent environmental impact (Power 2008), which 

makes the proposal of knocking down instead of refurbishment less likely. Removing the worst 

performing property may seem the easiest and quickest way of reducing energy use. Many urban 

areas are poorly maintained and rundown, and occupied by generally disadvantaged populations 

(ODPM, 2003). It is questionable whether large-scale demolition is justified for energy-efficiency 

reasons given that the energy performance of renovated homes can improve significantly over 

time. Even solid wall insulation only shows a positive return after 14 years. (Power 2008).  Carrig 

quoted in Leeson & Kirkham (2020) shows that a refurbished Victorian terraced house will have 

lower total carbon emission than a new build equivalent new build house if the embodied carbon 

emissions and carbon emissions from use are considered by 2050. See Figure 9. 

 

Figure 66 Carrig’s modelled results of comparing total carbon emissions from existing refurbished and new 
buildings (Leeson & Kirkham 2020) 
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To further support this, Jones (2015) states: To place these figures into further perspective we need 

to compare them with the operational carbon emissions of houses. Operational carbon varies 

widely but the average UK household emits in the region of 3,300 kg of CO2 to heat their homes. ( 

It must be noted this is an average for all homes, not just pre-1919 dwellings.)  In contrast, the 

heating carbon of a new build UK house is around 2,000 kg of CO2 per year. This means that 

rebuilding a new house saves about 1,300 kg of operational carbon every year. However, it comes 

at the expense of the additional embodied carbon emissions of the new construction. (Jones 2015)  

To rebuild the house, 45,000 kg of carbon dioxide is required. It therefore takes 34 years before the 

savings in operational carbon have matched the extra embodied carbon that has been spent to 

rebuild the house. (Jones 2015)  There is also an economic cost: the average full cost of demolition 

per home is £17,000–£35,000 (ODPM, 2003). This cost is a further argument supporting the cost of 

refreshment, as long as the cost of refurbishment is less than the demolition.  

Mansfield (2009) goes on to discuss the topic of refurbishment verses demolition. He states that 

the advantages of refurbishment versus demolition include; considerable efficiency gains in terms 

of reduced construction time; lower total project costs, compared with new build; reduction of 

construction and demolition waste leading to less disposal in landfill sites; elimination of much of 

the site work associated with new build work; the more effective use of urban land via existing stock 

retention; increased use of recycled and reused components and materials, for example, in 

matching external elevations; the quality standards used in traditional construction often surpass 

the current standards due to economic optimisation; enhanced embedded energy conservation 

and finally, refurbishment projects are often more attractive to prospective tenants due to their 

historical qualities, proximity to urban amenities and unique architectural attributes. He then goes 

on to discuss the disadvantages of refurbishment which include: refurbishment may only be 

considered viable when the costs and benefits are evaluated over the extended life of the building; 

the ongoing maintenance costs may be higher than for a new building; the comparative complexity 

of work parcels; ambiguity for potential future uses and inability to match the environmental 

performance of new buildings. (Mansfield (2009)) 
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Turcu, (2005–2007) discusses the issue of demolition as a particularly difficult tool in regeneration 

and housing renewal for a number of reasons: 

• Demolition involves the loss of a home and the cost of a new replacement one.  

• Demolition causes damage to neighbouring properties through disrepair and decline, since 

homes proposed for demolition do not attract any investment, often even essential 

maintenance.  

• It is difficult to carry out area renewal by means of demolition on a restricted house-by-

house basis.  

• Even in the most unpopular, older areas proposed for demolition, 70% of homes are 

occupied on average, making area-based approaches to demolition organisationally 

complex, extremely slow and costly in rehousing terms. It is also socially disruptive. This is 

a major factor in generating opposition to demolition. 

• Demolition plans have knock-on effects on schools, shops, health provision, banks and 

other local services, most of which leave an area before it is demolished and do not return 

till long after rebuilding, if at all. This causes hardship to the residents and, if they are 

elderly, can have very negative health impacts. 

• The problems of demolition blight can be made worse by the loss of essential social 

infrastructure and social capital which take decades to build up again.  

• Housing capacity is reduced by the process of demolition and rebuilding because of the 

time it takes, including the slow legal processes involved in expropriating properties for 

demolition. Normally it takes several years to agree precise demolition plans and acquire 

properties. Rehousing existing residents delays demolition and creates extra housing 

demand. 

• Rebuilding timescales are slowed by the need to renew infrastructure after demolition. The 

whole process can take up to 20 years. All in all, it is rare for a demolition plan to deliver 

replacement housing in less than 10 years, even with strong government backing and 

funding, as the Housing Market Renewal area demolitions are showing. It often takes far 

longer (Turcu, 2005–2007). 

• The average full cost of demolition per home is £17,000–£35,000 (ODPM, 2003). If we add 

the cost of delays in reusing the land, the loss of housing capacity and the infrastructure 

cost of new housing, then demolition would rarely be justified in cost terms, since repair 

and upgrading would normally cost far less than the total cost of demolition and 

replacement housing. 
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All these factors make demolition costly, disruptive, damaging to wider areas and therefore 

unpopular. The local environmental impacts of demolition are obvious: unsightly boarding up, 

accumulated rubbish, increased dumping, overgrown gardens, decayed streets and reduced 

maintenance. The wider environmental impacts of demolition are even more serious: loss of 

valuable and increasingly scarce materials; impact on landfill sites; transport of materials to and 

from demolition sites; particulate pollution in the process of demolition and transportation of 

rubble; and loss of housing, creating the need for new housing with its high embodied energy. Only 

the most extreme, physical conditions justify such high social, economic and environmental costs. 

(Power 2008). If the loss of heritage through the demolition of a historic dwelling is then added to 

the reasons, the case for refurbishment becomes almost overwhelming. To support this, Dr William 

Bordass (quoted from Leeson & Kirkham 2020) ‘There is much that is sustainable about older 

buildings, not least that they have lasted. During the lives of these older buildings, some newer 

ones have come and gone.’ (Leeson & Kirkham 2020 page 49).  
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3.6 Breathable construction  

The historic pre-1919 suburban dwelling (the focus of this study) typically has what is referred to as 

breathable and more recently porous construction while most modern buildings depend on 

impermeable barriers to control the movement of moisture and air through the building fabric. 

Traditionally built pre-1919 suburban dwellings have a breathable wall which forms of building 

construction, takes up moisture from their surroundings and releases it according to environmental 

conditions. (McCaig et al 2018). The thickness of the wall alone is relied upon to achieve acceptably 

dry conditions internally. (Hughes 1987). The walling materials of pre-1919 suburban dwellings are 

predominantly constructed from brick (this is often rendered) which is breathable/moisture 

absorbent. Mortars and traditional renders used to construct walls of brick were usually of lime and 

sand. The porosity of this type of mortar permits the evaporation of moisture from within the wall.  

As the mortars are usually more permeable than the materials they bond, walls are often 

dependent upon evaporation of moisture from the joints to remain acceptably dry. (Hughes 1987). 

(See Figure 10.)  As the building wall is subjected to moisture externally from rain or ground some 

of the moisture is absorbed by the wall, similarly when moisture from the interior is released into 

the environment the wall will absorb the moisture. This moisture is then released back in the 

environment when the air is drier, helping to regulate the internal air moisture level and not leaving 

the wall saturated with moisture.  
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Figure 67 Comparison between modern and traditional breathable wall construction (Hughes 1987). 

The interrelationship between heat and moisture in buildings is complex. But if a traditional building 

is adequately heated and ventilated, the daily and seasonal cycles of wetting and drying, heating 

and cooling, balance out without adversely affecting the fabric of the building or its occupants. 

(McCaig et al 2018, page 7). However, if a non-breathable intervention is applied to the wall or an 

insulation layer applied to the wall this can impact of the building ability to maintenance its healthy 

status and perminate moisture can remain in the wall causing a raising risk of defects with the 

building thus risking the heritage of the fabric of the dwelling.  
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Figure 68 Building environments comparison between modern and traditional construction  

(McCaig et al 2018) 

The solid brick wall construction of the suburban dwelling is said to be high in thermal mass and 

also tend to have greater thermal inertia than modern building – they heat up and cool down more 

slowly. This ability to ‘buffer’ moisture and heat helps to even out fluctuations in humidity and 

temperature. (McCaig et al 2018). Thermal mass is increasing being recognised as a benefit to 

sustainable design due to ability to regulate temperature within a building without the need of 

mechanical assistance (which consumes energy and carbon).  (Pickles 2016). This ability to absorb 

heat and later release heat is also a reason why these buildings have been able to adapt throughout 

the centuries even though the wall at first appearance has no environmental benefit. It is also worth 
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noting that thermal inertia and thermal mass is not considered in many simple computer modelling 

of environmental performance of buildings and can help reduce the risk of the dwelling overheating 

in summer.  
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3.7 Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) 

The standardised method for recording the environmental performance for a building is an Energy 

Performance Certificate (EPC). This is the standardised energy assessment for buildings. EPC was 

introduced in the UK to provide information on how energy efficient a building performs (Dowson 

et. al.  2012). EPCs provides a rating system that allows comparisons to be made between the 

energy performance of different properties. It also provides a series of recommendations on how 

the energy efficiency of the property might be improved. (Pickles & Cattini 2015). The EPC when 

issued looks similar to the energy labels that is provided with household appliances. (See Figure 

12.) The EPC will provide an energy efficiency rating from A to G, where A is most efficient, and G 

is the least efficient. (DCLG 2017)  

 

Figure 69 Example of an EPC rating (Pickles & Cattini 2015). 

An EPC report contains results of the energy assessment and includes the following key information 

- EPC rating for the building, a comparative benchmark, a recommendation of performance 

improvements.  The EPC report must contain building and report data such as a reference number; 

the address of the building; an estimate of the building’s total useful floor area; and the date on 

which it was issued. (DCLG 2017). An EPC is mandatory when a property is built, sold or rented. If 

you are selling or renting a property, the EPC assessment must be conducted before the property 

is advertised (Pickles & Cattini 2015). There are exemptions on which buildings that do not require 

an EPC such as listed buildings, dwellings in a conservation area,  places of worship, temporary 

buildings (in use for less than 2 years), stand-alone buildings (useful floor area less than 50 square 

metres), industrial sites, workshops and non-residential agricultural buildings, buildings to be 

demolished, holiday accommodation (rented for less than 4 months a year), residential buildings 

(used less than 4 months a year). (Pickles & Cattini 2015).  This means that most dwellings in 

suburbia would require an EPC unless listed or in a conservation area. EPCs are generated by a 
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computer software package which takes data from a survey completed on site by a Domestic Energy 

Assessor (DEA). All EPCs follow the same format for ease of comparison and once complete, are 

held on a central database. The assessment procedure used to carry out EPCs has been designed 

so that it can be applied to many different forms of building construction in a relatively short time. 

It is calculated by using a computer modelling package based on the static Standard Assessment 

Procedure (end-of-terrace) system to rate the energy efficiency of dwellings.  Further updates to 

the process was made to speed up the EPC process; a Reduced Data SAP (RdSAP) was developed 

and introduced in 2005. This has since been amended with the latest version introduced in April 

2012. (Pickles & Cattini 2015). An output of the SAP calculation is a rating from 1-100, 1 being the 

poorest performing and 100 being most energy efficient. This score provides an indication of the 

overall efficiency performance of a dwelling. (Dowson et. al.  2012). 

The SAP rating can be calculated from a reduced SAP method (RdSAP) based upon an on-site survey 

which considers the dwelling’s size, construction characteristics, thermal insulation levels, annual 

running costs as well as the installed heating and hot water systems and lighting type. (Dowson et. 

al.  2012). EPCs do not provide a complete energy audit of a building but focus largely on the energy 

costs and energy efficiency. Therefore, the type of fuel source for heating the building and providing 

hot water has a high impact on the EPC rating, however, energy saving measures such as secondary 

glazing or draught-proofing all of which are the benign measures being considered in this study are 

not considered. The RdSAP process makes some general assumptions which often do not take 

account of the complexity of construction found in older buildings.  (Pickles & Cattini 2015).  The 

RdSAP model makes an estimate of energy performance based primarily on the age of construction. 

This assumption is considered to cause errors in assessing historic buildings (DOWSON et. al.  2012) 

This is because the RdSAP/EPC was designed to create an overview assessment of the dwelling 

rather than a detailed energy and carbon emissions survey of the building. The RdSAP/EPC system 

of assessment was also designed to allow assessments to be made without specialist knowledge of 

the building and yet expected to generate consistent results from all energy assessors. The 

simplified approach to SAP/RdSAP/EPC has raised questions on the accuracy and relevance of the 

SAP/RdSAP/EPC score and its use in assessing the energy performance of older buildings.  Pickles & 

Cattini (2015)  state that an English Heritage study in 2007 found that the assumption made by the 

static modelling creates often inaccurate ratings of buildings and when the actual records of energy 

use in a number of traditional dwellings were compared with their EPC assessments, typically the 

actual energy use was some 40% less than the SAP/RdSAP/EPC estimate. (Pickles & Cattini 2015). 
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 Another criticism of the SAP/RdSAP/EPC results is that the score does not take into account many 

energy saving measures already applied to the building. By the nature of SAP/RdSAP/EPC being a 

static modelling package, it does not take into account the behaviour of the occupants and the lack 

of detail in the assessment modelling package ignores small and benign improvements.  Another 

criticism is that even when a RdSAP/EPC assessment is shown to be inaccurate and the 

vendor/owner commissions a full energy audit of the dwell, the full audit cannot replace the 

RdSAP/EPC certificate which has a negative effect on a home’s perceived value and could trigger a 

programme of unnecessary and potentially damaging improvements. (Pickles & Cattini 2015). 

Another problematic issue with EPCs supplied to traditional built dwellings (the focus of this study) 

is the set of recommended energy performance improvements suggested by the EPC report are not 

suitable for traditionally built buildings. Some of the improvements may not be allowed in 

conservation areas due to planning restrictions and others may well be very damaging to the fabric 

of the building especially if the assessor does not have suitable knowledge of historic buildings 

(Pickles & Cattini 2015).  

Whilst SAP/RdSAP/EPC have been criticised for their accuracy in relation to dwellings of traditional 

construction they do have an important role in the overall assessment of the energy efficiency and 

performance of our current housing stock. (Dowson et. al.  2012).  The aim overall is to raise the 

average SAP score from 52.1 (2006) to an average of 80. This will bring existing buildings in line with 

today’s current building regulations (Dowson et. al.  2012). This means that buildings should aim to 

have an EPC rating of B or higher. But as pre-1919 housing makes up less than 15% of the housing 

stock a consideration of the implications raising this small proportion of the housing stock to that 

standard will have to be considered. (Dowson et. al.  2012). According to Boardman et al. (2005),  

there are approximately 300,000 dwellings in the UK listed, and a further 1.2 million are in 

conservation areas. This represents about a quarter of all pre-919 dwellings. (Dowson et.al.  2012). 
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Figure 13 displays a representation of the SAP ratings across the stock based upon the findings of 

the English Housing Survey, presented in (CLG 2006).  

 

Figure 70 SAP ratings across the English housing stock (CLG 2006). 

 

From Figure 13, it can be seen many of the highest SAP ratings can be found in the post-1990 stock 

due to the enforcement of the Building Regulations (in particular part L) which has been increasing 

the demand for the improvement in energy consumption. Around 60% of buildings constructed 

after 1990 have SAP ratings over 70. However, the highest concentrations of the lowest SAP ratings 

can be found in the older pre-1919 stock, demonstrating a large correlation between age and 

energy performance when measured via the EPC. Around 40% of pre-1919 homes have SAP ratings 

from 1-40 (Roberts 2008a). This stock in particular could be radically improved by this study’s 

methodology for sustainable refurbishment.  
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3.8 Insulation and openings  

Insulation is required in order to maintain a constant temperature and reduces energy consumption 

within a building. It is used to restrict the rate at which heat energy is transferred through the 

building fabric, keeping heat inside the building for as long as possible, reducing energy demand 

and heating costs (McMullan, 2002). A thermal insulator is a material which opposes the transfer 

of heat.  This can either be a material such as Rockwool sheets and other insulating fabric or in the 

case of windows a vacuum or gas filled void (McMullan, 2002). Thermal insulation will also reduce 

the flow of heat into a building when the temperature outside is higher than the temperature inside 

the dwelling.  This can be interpreted as a better insulated building which will stay cooler in the 

summer (as long as solar gain are dealt with) and warmer in the winter, and will use less energy and 

cost less to heat and cool the building. (McMullan, 2002). Thermal insulation also reduces the time 

taken for a space to heat up to a comfortable temperature (McMullan, 2002). There are three main 

methods for insulating dwellings: exterior, interior and infill installation. The latter includes cavity 

wall insulation (not applicable to this study due to the solid wall construction of most pre-1919 

buildings) in roof and floor insulation. The largest heat loss from a domestic property is usually 

through the roof because the roof is usually a part of the house that is the most exposed to the 

elements and also because warmer air rises so the heat tends to be concentrated on the top floor.  

Building regulations, therefore, require a lower U-value for the roof structure than any other part 

of the house (Griffiths, 2007).  Currently there is around 7% of existing dwellings that still do not 

have any form of insulation fitted to the loft (Shorrock & Utley, 2003). This works out to be around 

6.3 million lofts that either have no insulation call or classified as poorly insulated (Boardman, 

2007).  

It is normally straightforward to install roof insulation but special care must  be taken if placing the 

insulation on a flat ceiling of the top floor, electrical cables and recessed lights need to be protected 

as they are likely to otherwise overheat (Griffiths, 2007).  The ceiling structure is normally capable 

of supporting the additional load of the insulation.  To meet the current U-value regulations when 

using mineral wool, 275 mm is normally required and this usually means that the depth of the 

insulation is greater than the depth of the ceiling joists. Therefore, additional perpendicular spacing 

joists are needed to build walkways and a floor in the attic space (if it is used for storage) care must 

be taken that eaves ventilation spaces are not blocked by the additional insulation (Pickles 2016).  

Another method of insulating the roof of a dwelling is by insulating in between the rafters of the 

roof.  This is normally done if the attic space is used as an occupied room, however, the same 

amount of insulation is required in the rafter insulation as required in the in between the joists.  
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Again, care must be taken to make sure that the flow of their ventilating the roof is not blocked, 

and particular attention must be taken if the roof construction uses a ridge beam.  (Pickles 2016).   

If the exterior walls of an existing dwelling have no cavity, the main methods for insulating the walls 

are either to exterior clad the existing walls with a layer of insulation and render/cladding or to line 

the interior of the external walls with insulation. Insulating the outside property means that any 

masonry that is on the inside of the insulation acts with a property known as thermal mass. This is 

a property where dense material such as masonry acts as a thermal reservoir storing heat when the 

interior space is warm and re-releasing the heat when the space cools. With external wall insulation 

there is no loss of living space within the property. (Pickles 2016).   There are a number of methods 

of covering or cladding exterior insulation such as timber rain screens, renders, as well as specialist 

proprietary systems constructed from a variety of materials. One of the major problems with 

exterior insulation is that it can change the appearance of the building particularly if the appearance 

of the brickwork or stonework is important architecturally to the overall appearance of the building. 

This impacts on the visual heritage of the building. Exterior insulation needs to be fitted by specialist 

builders/contractors as particular care needs to be taken along the roof line of the building which 

often needs extending and the building needs to be properly sealed to stop the build-up of moisture 

and condensation (Pickles 2016).   

Internal wall insulation is normally only used where external wall insulation is not possible, 

especially when the external appearance of the building is important.  The main disadvantages to 

internal wall insulation are that it decreases the amount of internal space within a dwelling and 

because the insulation is on the inside of the masonry thermal mass properties of the wall will be 

lost. This has an impact on the way the building fabric is supposed to work. A building with thermal 

mass within the insulated shell of a building will heat up more quickly but will also cool down more 

quickly than an externally insulated dwelling.  Any electrical or plumbing services have to be 

disconnected and reconnected and any other projections need to be removed as internal insulation 

is normally glued directly to the interior side of the exterior walls.  Where an internal partition 

meets an exterior wall that has been fitted with internal insulation, this partition will need to be 

insulated approximately 300 mm into the partition to prevent cold bridging within and along the 

internal partition (Griffiths, 2007).   

As well as walls and roofs, both windows and doors can be thermally improved.  One of the most 

common ‘sustainable’ interventions considered most is replacing single glazed windows with 

double glazing units. However, more heat is lost through badly fitting doors and windows than is 
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usually lost through conduction through thin glazing (Griffiths, 2007).  The draught proofing of both 

doors and windows can thermally improve the efficiency of a building by reducing the amount of 

heat loss that escapes through badly fitting doors and windows. However, Griffiths (2007) goes on 

to state that the replacement of single glazed windows and doors will not only improve the thermal 

efficiency of the dwelling but also add an additional layer of security.  Secondary glazing is an 

alternative to the replacement of a single glazed window with double or triple glazed windows. A 

single glazed window has a typical U-value of 5.8 W/m2k, while the same window fitted with 

secondary glazing will have a typical U-value of between 2.9 and 3.4 W/m2k (Griffiths, 2007). 

Changing the windows of a building can have serious impact on the visual heritage of the buildings. 

Historic England (2020) compare the benefits and issues of wall insulation, double glazing and 

draught proofing and represented the findings in Figure 14 below. The diagram shows that internal 

and external wall insulation and double glazing has serious heritage impact as does replacement 

double glazing and therefore cannot be considered a benign change.  

 

Figure 71 Comparison of sustainable benefits and heritage values (Historic England 2020) 

 

The DCLG (2006) states that draught proofing installed would save around 43 KG of carbon dioxide 

equivalent and replacing single glazing with double glazing would save around 26 KG of carbon 
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dioxide equivalent. However, the cost payback period for double glazing is around 97 years and 

draught proofing is only 4.3 years. This shows the difference in cost benefit. This also shows the 

difficulty in trying to balance the triple bottom line. 
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3.9 Offsetting  

Most every day activities produce carbon dioxide emissions. Offsetting is a way of compensating 

for the amount of carbon dioxide by paying to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions elsewhere, 

i.e., the purchaser of a carbon offset aims to compensate (offset) their own emissions with an 

equivalent carbon dioxide saving. (Kullmuss et al. 2008). This involves calculating the original 

emissions and then purchasing equivalent credits from emission reduction projects. Carbon offset 

markets have been promoted for several reasons (see table below) and have been included in many 

sustainable strategies as an important part of the solution to the climate crisis because of their 

economic and environmental efficiency. (Kullmuss et al. 2008). These offsetting projects aim 

removed or prevented an equivalent amount of carbon dioxide elsewhere.  Due to the fact that 

carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases have a long lifespan within the atmosphere and have a 

tendency to mix evenly within the atmosphere, it is irrelevant where these gases are emitted and 

where the offsetting takes place, the effect on climate change and the overall global impact will 

remain the same. Therefore, unavoidable emissions that are offset with an equivalent emission 

reduction credit elsewhere would mean the overall effect will be zero (DEFRA, 2008). However, 

while the net effect globally will be zero if the emissions are offset, offsetting does not prevent 

localised pollution caused by emissions, whether they are offset or not.   

Reasons  for promotion of the 

offset market 

Benefit  

Possibility of Broad Participation The voluntary carbon market enables those in unregulated sectors 

or countries to offset their emissions. 

Preparation for Future Participation The voluntary carbon market enables companies to gain 

experience with carbon inventories, emissions reductions and 

carbon markets.  

Innovation and Experimentation Because the voluntary market is not subject to the same level of 

oversight, management, and regulation as the compliance market, 

project developers are more flexible to implement projects that 

might otherwise not be viable (e.g. projects that are too small or 

too disaggregated). 

Corporate Goodwill Corporations can benefit from the positive public relations 

associated with the voluntary reduction of emissions. 
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Reasons  that the offset market can 

strengthen  climate beneficial 

policies 

Benefit  

Cost-effectiveness that allows for 

deeper caps or voluntary 

commitments. 

By decreasing the costs of reductions, offsets can in principle make 

a compulsory mandate more politically feasible and a voluntary 

target more attractive, thereby accelerating the pace at which 

nations, companies and individuals commit to reductions. 

Higher overall reductions without 

compromising equity concerns. 

One of the greatest challenges of climate protection is how to 

achieve the deep global emissions reductions required while also 

addressing the development needs of the poor. Historically, 

developed nations have been responsible for a much larger share 

of the increase in atmospheric GHG concentrations than 

developing countries. But to achieve climate stabilisation, 

emissions must be curbed in all countries, both rich and poor. 

Offsets may be one way out of the conundrum of needing to 

achieve steep global emissions reductions while at the same time 

allowing poor nations to develop.  

 Table created form information from (Kullmuss et al. 2008) 

 

 Carbon offsetting is not a solution or a cure for climate change, but it is a useful tool when other 

methods of reduction of carbon emissions are either financially or socially impossible or the cost is 

too high.  Another benefit of carbon offsetting is that it raises awareness of the amount of emissions 

and activity such as flying or driving which releases into the atmosphere.  Carbon offsetting has 

become an important part of the government strategy to meet the 80% reduction of emissions by 

2050.  Offsetting remains a very useful tool especially when dealing with historic housing that has 

been improved to a pre-subscribed level but will fall short of the 80% reduction target.  This can be 

especially useful in buildings such as listed properties or properties of significant importance, where 

overall changes to the fabric may not be appropriate.  Offsetting should be seen as the last resort 

after reducing the amount of energy and sourcing energy from low carbon sources.  One of the 

major obstacles facing a carbon offsetting programme is the different amounts that the different 

carbon credit companies offset by.  DEFRA has announced a framework of the code of best practice 

for carbon offsetting on January 19, 2008 and this hopefully will begin to set minimum standards 

for carbon offsetting. In January 2007, only four out of 59 schemes met their new standards.   
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3.10 Energy usage - including methods of heating  

By far the largest area of consumption within the dwelling is the requirement of space and water 

heating.  Space and water heating account for around 73% of the average emissions from a 

dwelling. (See Figure 15.)  In fact, keeping a dwelling warm during the winter months accounts for 

three quarters of the total energy consumption in an average dwelling for the entire year (Clift & 

Cuthbert. 2008).  Different types of fuel used for heating have different amounts of emissions for 

every unit of heat it produces.  Electricity, oil and coal are highly carbon intensive fuels for heating, 

however, as with any use, if the electricity comes from a low or zero carbon sources it no longer 

becomes a high carbon intensive fuel. Most suburban property use gas as their main source of fuel 

heating and hot water. ( EHS 2011). 

 

Figure 72 The percentage energy consumption of an average UK home (Jones et. al. 2013) 

 

Around one third of heat created in the home is wasted through fabric losses and poor insulation.  

Along with the fuel type, making sure as little of the fuel consumed and therefore the heat created 

is wasted is a priority in lowering the carbon emissions in existing dwellings. Currently about 90% 

of the existing dwelling stock has central heating. (Shorrock & Utley 2003).  Behavioural changes 

can have a big effect on the amount of energy and therefore emissions from space and water 

heating, for example turning down the heating thermostat by 1° centigrade, reduces energy use by 

10%. (Clift & Cuthbert. 2008).   The recommended room temperature is around 18° centigrade for 

most rooms with the exception of the living room and a bathroom which is to be around 21°C.  The 

fitting of thermostatic controls to all radiators and heating systems has been shown to be an 
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effective way of reducing energy use through space heating because it gives the user individual 

control over individual spaces. For example, instead of having all of the house heated to 21°C via a 

central boiler, radiators in other rooms can be turned down and kept at around 18° centigrade.  

The importance of linking energy efficiency of the space heating system with the upgrade of the 

thermal insulation of the building fabric is an important one. Priority must be given to the 

improvement of the installation of the dwelling so that any heat produced is not wasted.  However, 

improvements to the building fabric and the installation is not going to be able to account for the 

reductions in energy use and emissions needed to meet the 80% reduction in emissions from the 

existing housing stock by 2050. There is considerable potential for improving the efficiency of gas 

heating systems via periodic replacements.  On average, a gas boiler will be replaced at least once  

or twice between now and 2050, giving two potential upgrade opportunities to improve the 

efficiency of the heating systems.  These replacements would happen as a matter of course and 

may not necessarily need to be considered as a green or renewable option. However, with the 

current energy efficiency of heating systems being around 70% and most condensing gas boilers 

efficiency around 90% efficient, considerable savings could be made by simply replacing existing 

gas boilers with higher efficiency condensing boilers when the existing boiler needs replacing.  The 

DCLG (2006) states that improved heating controls universally installed would save around 0.2 

million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent and universally replacing  non-condensing boilers  with 

high efficiency  condensing boilers  would save around 3 million tonnes of carbon dioxide 

equivalent. However,  Shorrock ET AL (2005) state the number is much closer with improved heating 

controls saving 2806.83 KG CO2e/yr  and fitting of a condensing boiler saving  2222.73 KG CO2e/yr. 

While both studies differ in their results, they both show that improvement in the heating and hot 

water system can have significant impact in reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption. 

This is a huge saving that could be achieved simply by enforcing minimum standards for gas boilers 

and through periodic replacements.  Another possible improvement to gas heated dwellings would 

be the use of micro-CHP systems. These can often be fitted to an existing gas boiler heating system 

for both space and water heating and have the added benefit of producing electricity whenever the 

gas boiler is being used.   

Cooking 

Cooking uses about 5% of the domestic carbon emissions and about 3% of our energy use in the 

average dwelling. Changing the way we all cook will lower a dwelling’s overall energy use. The main 

energy savings in cooking are expected through a combination of behavioural and technical changes 
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(Boardman et.al. 2005). Electric ovens are tested to the energy standard BS EN 50304 for the 

purpose of energy labelling and can be tested to performance standard BS EN 60350. Energy 

consumption is stated in kWh consumed by the appliance per test cycle (EST 2008). Domestic gas 

ovens currently do not have an energy label. However, a new test standard for gas ovens is being 

developed (EST 2008). Solo microwave ovens can be tested to BS EN 60705 for efficiency and 

performance, however, this is not a requirement and there is no energy label. They may have a 

’MAFF ‘power output rating A – E where E is the highest. Most microwave ovens are even more 

powerful than E and this does not imply that they are efficient microwave ovens (EST 2008). There 

are several energy saving technologies available that could help reduce the amount of energy.   Low 

emissivity electric oven design could reduce energy consumption by 35% (Boardman et.al. 2005) 

Microwave ovens use on average half as much energy as electric ovens, for example, microwaving 

a frozen ready meal rather than cooking it in the oven can halve energy use. Savings in electric hob 

consumption have been attributed to behavioural changes only (Boardman et.al. 2005). Energy 

display meters have been shown to result in a 15% reduction in the energy used in cooking 

(Boardman et.al. 2005). In addition to the energy savings available, there is a fuel switching 

opportunity in the cooking sector from electric to gas that could contribute towards carbon 

reductions. While 77% of homes have a gas heating system, only 37% use gas ovens so there is a 

large potential for the growth of gas cooking to homes that already have existing gas supply, 

particularly given that cooking is one of the main contributors to peak demand of electricity 

(Boardman et.al. 2005). 

Lighting 

Lighting represents one of the best opportunities for quick and simple reductions in energy 

consumption and carbon emissions.  Nearly a quarter of all electricity used in the average home is 

used for artificial lighting (Boardman 2007). The opportunities for reducing lighting energy 

consumption are significant.  Luminous efficiency is a measure of a lamp’s ability to convert 

electrical energy to light energy; it is measured by the ratio of light output to energy input. 

(Mcmullan 2002).  
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The running costs of a lamp can be calculated by using the luminous efficacy (Mcmullan 2002), a 

measure of how good a light fitting is at converting electricity into light. The efficacy of a lamp varies 

with its type and its wattage. Although exact data should be attained from the manufacturer, a 

rough guide to luminous efficiency is given in the table below. (The higher the figure, the better). 

Lamp type  Efficiency (lm/W) 

  
40W GLS 10 

60W GLS 12 

100W GLS 12 

Halogen 25 

Compact Fluorescent lamp (CFL) 40-60 

Current light emitting diode (LED) 50-80 

Linear fluorescent  60-80 

light emitting diode (LED)         150 

 

In addition to luminous output, colour temperature and colour rendering are important factors 

affecting the quality of the light and its effect on the space it is illuminating. The term white light is 

often used to describe a colour temperature and colour rendering characteristics of natural daylight 

which is considered to be the ideal natural rendering lighting conditions.   

Appliances  

Domestic energy usage on appliances has doubled in the last 30 years (Owen 2006). While the 

energy efficiency of our homes and the products we use within them has improved by around 2% 

per year since 1970, our insatiable appetite for energy consuming appliances and consumer 

electronics has far outstripped this improvement. Appliance ownership has been on the rise 

throughout the 20th century and this appears set to continue into the future (Boardman et.al. 2005). 

Over the past three decades this growth has been extraordinary, especially in the number and 

variety of power consuming consumer products. One of the biggest areas of growth has been in 

labour saving devices and personal/home entertainment systems (Owen 2006). The ‘digital 
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revolution’ that started in the 80’s is still continuing and has resulted in a multitude of new 

appliances onto the market. This would have been hard to predict 30 or 40 years ago (Boardman 

et.al. 2005). 

There is not only the energy consumption through the lifetime of these products to be considered 

but also the environmental implications of production and waste disposal of these items. The huge 

rise in popularity of rechargeable products such as the mobile phone, MP3 player and digital 

cameras can be seen as a positive development as it reduces the need for disposable batteries 

which can potentially pollute the environment. However, the method of recharging can result in 

constant energy demand if the recharging unit is left plugged in and switched on at the socket. This 

power consumption can be huge. If one mobile charger per household is left on standby, the energy 

wasted is enough to provide the electricity needs of 66,000 homes for one year (Owen 2006). Figure 

16 shows the average electricity consumption of many of the common household appliances.  

 

Figure 73 Average electricity consumption for appliances (Owen 2016) 

 

The shift towards reducing and reversing demand is going to require multiple methods. Many of 

the improvements could be achieved via the improvement in technology alone and this does not 

have to take into account the many possible behavioural shifts that could happen adopting the 
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technologies. (Boardman et.al. 2005). These include such features as lowering energy consumption 

when in use and when on standby.  

There has been a general trend over the last 20 years towards increased ownership of appliances 

and consumer electronics across all sectors. Whilst it was once uncommon to own a TV or 

refrigerator, practically all households now have at least one cold appliance and TV, if not two. 

Appliance ownership has increased with the trend towards multiple appliance ownership, for 

example, additional TVs in bedrooms. Ownership levels have now reached saturation in some areas 

such as the cold appliances but are still growing in other areas, particularly in the consumer 

electronics sector. The overall trend is still towards more appliances in each house. The growth of 

digital and computer products in the so called ‘digital revolution’ of the last 10-20 year begs the 

question of how many more such ‘revolutions’ are likely to occur between now and 2050. Whilst it 

is difficult to predict what will happen, it is clear that if consumption in appliances is to decrease, 

then the general ethos has to move away from accumulating more and more appliances. This would 

require a significant shift in peoples’ attitudes and the way in which manufacturers and retailers 

drive the newer trends (Boardman et.al. 2005). The possibility for appliance improvement is 

increased by their quick turnover. A cold appliance on average is replaced every 14-18 years, 

therefore by 2050, all appliances in a dwelling should have been replaced at least twice, providing 

ample opportunity for the introduction of more efficient technologies.  

The population is increasing and the rise in household numbers is a strong driver towards higher 

levels of total consumption and this is a trend that is virtually impossible to alter. This makes it all 

the more important to secure reductions in energy consumption per appliance and therefore each 

dwelling to compensate (Boardman et.al. 2005). While the improvements in energy consumption 

and efficiency are technologically based, they are usually brought about either through legislation 

or a secondary benefit of another need or feature, for example, the increased energy efficacy of a 

notebook computer to lengthen battery life.  For the past 10 years, technological improvements in 

energy efficiency have been the main focus of product policy at the European level using a market 

transformation approach (Boardman et.al. 2005). This is a set of policies that work together to bring 

about a shift in the market towards more efficient appliances. Whilst not the only factor behind 

reducing energy consumption, technological improvements have the advantage that savings are 

guaranteed and irreversible, unlike behavioural changes (Boardman et.al. 2005). Household 

appliances are now supplied with an energy performance certificate which indicates the efficiency 

of the product in relation to size and/or function. The efficiency in relation to size is a major criticism 

of the energy certificate. Whilst an emphasis on energy efficiency is important, without equal focus 
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on energy conservation this will not necessarily lead to reduced energy consumption, as portrayed 

by the appliance energy label. This is because the label is based on relative values, such as kWh/litre 

(Boardman et.al. 2005). This actually encourages manufacturers to produce larger models since this 

makes it easier to attain an A-rating in a larger appliance. A smaller appliance consuming the same 

amount of energy overall would have a higher kWh/litre value and would therefore receive a lower 

rating. If the aim is to reduce consumption, then the principle of smaller, not larger, is needed, 

particularly given the trend towards smaller households and dwelling sizes. Using absolute 

consumption as the basis for the energy label would help to encourage energy conservation 

(Boardman et.al. 2005) and give the consumer a better overall idea of the energy use of the 

appliance.  

The setting of a minimum standard can have a serious impact on the energy consumption of 

appliances. For example, the 1999 minimum standards for cold appliances in the UK was a 15% 

improvement in energy efficiency of the average appliance sold over 15 months (January 1999 - 

March 2000) this was also accompanied by a 14% drop in average purchase price (Boardman et.al. 

2005).  This benefitted both the environment (through lower energy consumption) and the 

consumer (through lower purchase price and lower energy bills). The application of minimum 

standards on all household appliances and consumer electronics could have similar effects further 

offsetting the increase in ownership levels. However, as with the energy performance labelling 

scheme, there has been criticism of the low/weak levels of the minimum standard imposed and 

some appliances have no minimum standards at all (Boardman et.al. 2005).  By applying minimum 

standards to all appliances and raising the existing standards, a similar saving that happened in cold 

appliances could be saved in all areas of consumer appliances and electronics.  
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3.11 Low / Zero Carbon (LZC) power sources and micro generation  

Photovoltaics (PVs) 

Photovoltaic panels convert solar energy to electricity.  Even in cloudy, northern latitudes, PV panels 

can generate power to contribute to the building’s electricity usage. Photovoltaics are a flexible and 

versatile technology and installation can often be carried out with very little disruption to the 

occupants. Panels can be used in roofs, curtain walls and decorative screens. PV can be used in glass 

roofs and in conservatories where they can also provide some solar shading to prevent overheating. 

PV products serve the same structural and weather protection purposes as traditional alternatives, 

as well as offering the benefit of power generation (EST, 2007). Photovoltaic panels are a clean 

green energy source, as they do not release CO2, NO, or SO2 emissions (in their use). The energy 

payback (the time for the PV to produce as much energy as is required for manufacture) is 2-5 years, 

while the working life of a PV panel can be well over 20 years. (Roaf et al, 2007). Photovoltaic panels 

are a reliable technology. They are easily fitted with a proprietary system, however, they will have 

a visual impact on the heritage of a building unless they can be positioned out of view.  They are 

low maintenance although they do require their surfaces to be regularly cleaned, especially in dusty 

environments which means they have to be fitted where they can be easily accessed. PVs are silent 

in their operation. (Roaf et al, 2007). 

 

Solar hot water (SHW) 

Solar hot water (SHW) systems use the sun’s energy to heat water. They are particularly appropriate 

where heating system improvements are already being undertaken and the solar collector can be 

fitted on the roof (EST, 2007). The main types of system use either flat plate collectors or evacuated 

tube collectors. In both types, liquid in the solar collector is heated by the sun, the liquid then passes 

through a coil in a hot water storage cylinder, heating the water. The water in the cylinder can be 

used at this temperature or raised to a higher temperature by an additional boiler or electric 

immersion heater (EST, 2007). 

Solar hot water (SHW) systems are amongst the most cost-effective renewable energy systems for 

existing dwellings. During the summer months, a typical system can supply between 80 and 100 % 

of hot water demand. However, this percentage drops to a much lower level in winter when more 

demand is needed (EST, 2007). Certain changes or checks may have to be made. A typical house 

requires an area of 2-5m2 of south-oriented (±45º) pitched roof (not shaded by chimneys, dormers, 

etc.) They can flat roof but efficiency does drop slightly.  A larger hot water storage cylinder would 
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normally be needed then in a gas-fired system. Planning permission is sometimes needed for roof-

mounted collectors, especially in conservation areas and other architecturally sensitive locations. 

All properties should be made ‘solar ready’ which allow systems to be added later with minimal 

disruption (EST, 2007). As with PV panels they can have a visual impact on the heritage of a building 

unless they can be positioned out of view.  They are also low maintenance although they do require 

their surfaces to be regularly cleaned, especially in dusty environments which means they have to 

be fitted where they can be easily accessed.   

Wind power 

There are many large housing estates where community wind turbines (CWT) might be appropriate. 

However, factors such as local wind regimes, planning permission, and noise levels have to be taken 

into account. Wind turbines work best on relatively open sites, but modern units on tall residential 

towers have opened up new possibilities (EST, 2007).  Their visual impact usually rules them out as 

a benign intervention due to their visual impact on heritage. Boardman (2007) states that they are 

only really an option in rural areas.  

Biomass 

If taken from a sustainable source, biomass fuels (which include waste wood sources and farmed 

energy crops such as willow) are ‘carbon neutral’ apart from the small amount of CO2 arising from 

the felling, processing and transportation (EST, 2007). Wood fuels come in three main forms - logs, 

chips and pellets. Biomass is well-suited for use with ‘wet’ boiler-based heating systems (EST, 2007), 

but certain issues must be addressed if replacing a gas-fired boiler. A biomass boiler needs a certain 

amount of personal monitoring and maintenance as well as professional servicing (as with all 

heating and generating systems). The fuel consumption must be monitored to ensure adequate 

stocks and automatic feed systems require maintenance, also the residual ash has to be removed 

and disposed. Depending on the fuel, method and timings of fuel deliveries, a large fuel storage 

facility may be required. Wood pellets are the most fuel dense and should be the preferred option 

where there is limited storage space. There are currently only a few pellet suppliers although the 

market is expanding. There is no UK standard for pellet quality, however, there is a voluntary code 

of good practice within British Pellet Club (EST, 2007). Boardman (2007) states that wood burning 

stoves alone are unlikely to meet all the requirement of heat within an existing house.  
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Ground Source Heat Pumps 

A ground source heat pump (GSHP) transfers heat from the ground to the dwelling by means of an 

electric heat pump (EST, 2007). A heat pump is like a refrigerator. Both are in effect heat engines 

that are running backwards. A heat engine takes in thermal energy at a high temperature and 

produces work (mechanical energy) by reducing the temperature and rejecting the thermal energy 

(heat) at a lower temperature (Roaf et al, 2007). A heat pump (a reversed heat engine) can be used 

to raise the temperature of thermal energy from the surroundings to a higher temperature in order 

to heat a house (Roaf et al, 2007). A GSHP is a low carbon technology, whilst it does consume 

electricity to power the heat pump unit a larger amount of useful heat is generated for every unit 

of electricity used. The systems require collectors in the ground which can be horizontal or vertical. 

Horizontal collectors are more economical but require sufficient available land near the dwelling 

(EST, 2007).The most obvious applications are for individual houses in rural areas away from gas 

mains and also low density urban housing with sufficient land such as a suburban dwelling with 

large gardens. Groups of small blocks of flats may also be appropriate and GSHPs can be used to 

replace base load boiler plants in communal heating systems (EST, 2007).The heat can be 

distributed in a variety of ways such as through large radiators, however, underfloor heating is more 

efficient because it operates at lower temperatures when heat pumps are more efficient (Roaf et 

al, 2007). A good heat pump can produce four units of heat (400% efficiency) for every unit of work 

put in (generated usually by electricity), therefore GSHPs are more efficient than traditional boilers. 

Heat pumps are widely used where cheap electricity and/or from renewable sources is available. If 

the electricity is cheap, the additional capital cost of installing and maintaining a heat pump is more 

justifiable and this is why a good combination is to use a GSHP with a localised renewable energy 

(electricity) production is available to run the heat pump (Roaf et al, 2007). However, in the UK the 

electric supply from the mains grid is more expensive than mains gas, making the cost saving less.  

Air Source Heat Pumps 

Air source heat pumps (ASHPs) use the same principles as the GSHP. The basis of the heat pump is 

to take the low temperature heat energy from the surrounding air by means of a fan pulling the 

outside air over a heat exchanger, the evaporator. The heat energy is condensed, and the higher 

temperature refrigerant vapour is released by means of another heat exchanger, the condenser 

(Fisher et al, 2008). In GSHPs the ground temperature is relatively stable throughout the year 

whereas in ASHPs the source air temperature range can be variable both seasonally and daily. All 

heat pumps operate at their most efficient when the source temperature is as high as possible 
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(ASHP - the exterior air temperature and GSHP - the ground temperature). However, the UK’s mean 

air temperature for winter is lower than the mean ground temperature. All of these factors have 

an impact on seasonal efficiency for ASHPs, which is lower compared to GSHP (Fisher et al, 2008). 

While ground source heat pumps have traditionally had a higher coefficient of performance than 

air sourced heat pumps. The technology behind air source heat pumps has been significantly 

improved in recent years (Cockcroft et al. 2006). To maximise the efficiency of a heat pump it is 

important to have a low heating distribution temperature, and in these circumstances typical 

seasonal efficiencies are about 250%, which reduces the demand for purchased electricity and 

associated carbon emissions (Fisher et al, 2008). Air source heat pumps require the installation of 

exterior fittings which could have a visual heritage impact on the building unless they can be sited 

out of view, they could be considered to have an impact on the visual heritage of the building. They 

also require a hot water tank which may make them not possible as a direct replacement for 

combination boiler existing systems. The capital cost associated with (ASHPs) installation and the 

lack of availability of land for the evaporator coils for GSHPs in urban areas coupled with the ready 

availability of other fuel sources, has meant that the number of heat pumps (both ASHPs and  

GSHPs) installed in the UK is very small (Cockcroft et al. 2006), but the installation rate is increasing. 

ASHPs potentially have a much greater market potential than GSHPs in the UK, especially in urban 

built-up areas as they do not require free land for the heat coil that GSHPs need and that ASHPs are 

more easily retrofitted and can be seen as a direct replacement for the gas boilers that are the main 

heat source for around 80% of the UK dwellings (Cockcroft et al. 2006).  

Micro-CHP 

Micro combined heat and power (Micro-CHP) is an emerging technology, which is expected to play 

a significant role in future domestic energy provision. Micro-CHP units are about the same size as 

small domestic refrigerators or floor-mounted boilers and are similar in appearance. They are 

predominantly gas-powered, however, newer biomass (especially wood pellet variations) are now 

available. Gas-powered micro-CHP units typically deliver between 1-3kW of electric power (1-

3kWe) and 4-8kW of heat (4-8kWth). They can therefore provide space heating and hot water, as 

well as the additional benefit of electricity generation (EST, 2007). In current systems, heat is 

delivered to radiators or underfloor heating systems by hot water and the domestic hot water is 

supplied by a conventional indirect storage cylinder. A micro-CHP unit can be connected into an 

existing wet heating system. Micro-CHP units can be used as a direct replacement for an existing 

boiler in many cases, therefore, existing dwellings are unlikely to require significant alterations and 

the disruption to the occupants is minimised. This system, similar to a conventional gas boiler, 
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creates heat and electricity in a single process. It’s likely to be less cost-effective if you don’t need 

continuous heat and electricity.  (Historic England 2020). Micro-CHP systems with higher thermal 

outputs will help with hard-to-treat dwellings (those with solid walls, solid floors and no loft space) 

where there is a relatively large heat demand and energy efficiency measures are expensive. In this 

case, micro-CHP will produce fewer carbon emissions than a condensing boiler (EST, 2007). Micro-

CHP is a relatively new technology and as such at the time of modelling ‘micro-CHP systems’ were 

not available on the NHER package used for the computer modelling so will not be included in the 

study data.  In the computer modelled and live case studies micro-CHP could be considered as later 

intervention  within the pathway to periodically renewing the heating system in the future. 
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3.12 Conclusion to Chapter 3  

The aim of this chapter of the literature review was to examine what interventions would come 

under the remit of benign interventions, periodic renewal and maintenance. Maintenance and 

periodic renewal are an important part of the life cycle of all buildings, especially historic dwellings. 

However, they are not currently prioritised for domestic owners either in the financial incentives 

such as full rate VAT, or in any form of legislation or guidance. Section 2.2 also established that 

maintenance and periodic renewal is an essential part of establishing a sustainable strategy for the 

historic (pre-1919) suburban dwelling. Section 2.1 established that for an intervention to be 

considered benign it must have little or no impact on either the visual heritage of the building, the 

fabric heritage of the building or alter or damage the use of the heritage of the building or element. 

Periodic renewal of elements with a set lifespan, be they sacrificial elements such as paint or 

appliances or services are part of the life cycle of the building and as long as their replacements 

meet the requirements of a benign intervention, they meet the requirements for use in this study. 

This will be particularly important when looking at a historic dwelling’s heating and hot water 

system as it was shown that this makes up the vast majority of both the energy consumption and 

carbon emissions of a dwelling. 

Insulation was shown to be an effective means of reducing carbon emissions from a dwelling, 

however, many forms of insulation have serious implications for the heritage of the building and 

care and specialist knowledge is often required when installing insulation into a breathable 

construction such as a historic dwelling. Wall insulation, both internal and external have an impact 

on the visual heritage of the building and can have implications to changing the building’s fabric by 

altering the moisture and permeability properties. Therefore, for this study wall insulation will not 

be considered a benign intervention. Roof insulation, if fitted correctly, can be considered a benign 

intervention but must be breathable and fitted with care to maintain the breathability and 

ventilation of the historic dwelling’s fabric. Floor insulation where applicable will be considered a 

benign intervention but again must be fitted with care and must be breathable to maintain the 

breathability of the historic dwelling’s fabric. The renewable technologies would neither be 

considered a direct periodic replacement, and most would have implications from either the visual 

or fabric heritage aspects of this study. However, as with all general principles there are exceptions: 

an example of this would be if a roof was to be replaced or significantly altered and would not be 

publicly visible, there would be little reason not to allow technologies such as photovoltaic or solar 

thermal panels to be installed. The installation of any of the renewable technologies reviewed 

would be considered a major intervention rather than a benign intervention, however, the 
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technology such as CHP heating and air source heat pumps could well be seen as either a 

replacement or an accompanying technology if they could be situated appropriately within the 

historic dwelling. In the table below (See Figure 17) a range of sustainable interventions are 

reviewed and analysed against the criteria of impact on the fabric heritage, impact on the visual 

heritage, and whether they would be considered a periodic renewal. Data from both (Shorrock ET 

AL 2005) & (DCLG 2006) on the approximate energy savings and carbon dioxide equivalent savings 

are also included as well as financial payback period. 

 

Figure 74 Overview of intervention from literature review 
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From the results above in Figure 17 the benign changes will be the intervention that answer low to 

the relevant heritage impact categories therefore the benign interventions considered for suburban 

dwellings will include: 

1. installing of loft insulation 

2. draught proofing the building 

3. insulating the hot water cylinder (if applicable) 

4. replacing a non-condensing boiler with a high efficiency condensing boiler 

5. improving the heating controls  

6. installing energy-saving lightbulbs 

7. micro-CHP 

8. installing floor insulation in raised timber floors. 

 

Note: At the time of modelling, micro-CHP systems were not available on the NHER package used 

for the computer modelling so will not be included in this study as part of the computer modelled 

and live case studies. However, they could be considered as later interventions as a pathway to 

periodically renewing the heating system. 
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Chapter 4 
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Chapter 4 will cover the findings of the primary research including the two datasets which will be 
reconstituted to look at the sustainability benefits of the benign changes included within those 
studies. The Chapter will go on to the computer modelling of various suburban historic dwellings 
and the real-life case study dwelling. The real-life case study will test the accuracy of computer 
modelling versus real-life changes and energy consumption. The final section discusses the overall 
findings and the key finding of the tipping point. 
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4.1 Secondary case studies  

4.1.1 Redbridge study  

The first case study used in this study started in 2010.  The East Thames Group and their partners 

the BRE refurbished 19 suburban dwellings in the London Borough of Redbridge.   The aim of the 

project was to improve all the dwelling to meet the requirements of the Decent Homes Standard, 

with 10 of these dwellings to be refurbished to higher levels of sustainability based on the Code for 

Sustainable Homes. Each dwelling prior to the refurbishment underwent detailed SAP modeling 

and physical monitoring to establish its existing performance and then each dwelling was physically 

monitored again after refurbishment. (Hartless & Standen 2013). The aim of the project was to test 

‘sustainable’ and ‘decent home’ refurbishment methodologies on the full range of properties found 

in the Redbridge area. This meant that some of the properties included in the Redbridge study were 

not applicable to this study. Below is a description of each of the properties and why certain 

properties were excluded from being analysed as part of this study. The criteria for inclusion was 

that the property would be of that typology found in suburban dwellings and were of traditional 

solid wall construction. This meant that two properties were included in the study that were of 

more recent construction than the pre-1919 criteria but were included due to them being of 

traditional construction and therefore applicable for analysis.  

The pre-refurbishment assessment and testing  

Before the refurbishment began, the BRE undertook whole house monitoring of all the dwellings. 

This was used to identify any differences between the predicted and actual energy performance. 

(Hartless & Standen 2013) (page 3).  These included air tightness, thermal imaging, indoor air quality 

and ventilation (tested via  temperature, relative humidity, carbon monoxide, volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs), formaldehyde  and air infiltration rate). Airtightness testing was carried out 

both pre- and post-refurbishment to test reductions in air infiltration heat losses. The testing 

included air leakage audits using a smoke pencil to identify where the air infiltration was highest 

(Hartless & Standen 2013) (page 3).  Thermal imaging using an IR camera was used to show fabric 

heat losses and heat-loss paths. This helped to plan remedial action and demonstrate where any 

improvements had been made following the refurbishment (Hartless & Standen 2013) (page 5).  For 

the testing of indoor air quality and ventilation rate testing was carried out at each dwelling  with 

tests carried out in at least three rooms (usually the living room, kitchen and bedroom) to 

demonstrate that indoor air quality had not been made worse by the refurbishment works. 

(Hartless & Standen 2013) (page 6).   
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Properties included in the study 

Below is a description of each property and its pre-refurbished state: 

 

Figure 75 Redbridge Dwelling  1 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number one is a terraced property built before 1900 which has three bedrooms that has 

been divided into two flats. The wall is solid brick construction with the ground floor being 

suspended to timber. While the building is in sound structural order, the overall condition before 

refurbishment was deemed to be very poor. The original building had an EPC level D with an SAP 

score pre-refurbishment of 64. (Hartless & Standen 2013) 

 

Figure 76 Redbridge Dwelling  2 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number two is a mid-terraced property with three bedrooms built around 1900. It has 

solid wall construction with suspended timber ground floor construction and is in sound structural 

order and reasonable condition before refurbishment. The original dwelling had an EPC level E with 

an SAP score pre-refurbishment of 40. (Hartless & Standen 2013) 
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Dwelling number three was deemed not to be suitable for this study because of its age being built 

around 1980 and of cavity wall construction. 

 

Figure 77 Redbridge Dwelling  4 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number four is a semi-detached turn-of-the-century (1900) suburban dwelling with solid 

wall construction and suspended timber ground floor. The dwelling has three bedrooms and was 

both in good structural order and in reasonable condition before refurbishment. The original 

building had an EPC level rating of F and a pre-refurbishment SAP score of 31. This dwelling had the 

worst environmental performance score of any of the dwellings in the Redbridge study. (Hartless & 

Standen 2013) 
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Figure 78 Redbridge Dwelling  5 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number five is again a mid-terraced turn-of-the-century (1900) two-bedroom house with 

solid brick construction and suspended timber ground floor and was deemed to be reasonable but 

with damp condition before refurbishment. The original dwelling had an EPC level E and a pre-

refurbishment SAP score of 50. (Hartless & Standen 2013). 

 

Figure 79 Redbridge Dwelling 6 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number six is a 3-bedroom mid terrace, turn-of-the-century (1900) dwelling. It has a solid 

wall construction with suspended timber floors. It was deemed to be in reasonable condition before 

refurbishment. It had a pre-refurbishment EPC level of E and a pre-refurbishment SAP Score of 48. 

(Hartless & Standen 2013). 
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Figure 80 Redbridge Dwelling  7 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number seven is a terraced 1930s three-bedroom property. Despite its age, it is relevant 

to this study due to its solid wall construction and suspended timber floors making it of traditional 

construction. The original building before refurbishment was in reasonable condition. The pre-

refurbished house had an EPC level E and a pre-refurbishment SAP score of 51. (Hartless & Standen 

2013) 

 

Figure 81 Redbridge Dwelling  8  (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number eight is a three-bedroom semi-detached 1930s suburban dwelling and is again 

relevant to this study due to its solid wall construction and suspended timber floors making it of 

traditional construction. The original building before refurbishment was in reasonable condition. 

The pre-refurbished house had an EPC level E and a pre-refurbishment SAP score of 45. (Hartless 

& Standen 2013) 
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Figure 82 Redbridge Dwelling  9 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number nine is a three-bedroom mid-terraced property built around 1900. The walls are 

solid brick construction with suspended timber floor construction. Its condition before 

refurbishment was considered to be very poor. The pre-refurbished property has an EPC level E 

with an SAP score of 51. (Hartless & Standen 2013). 

 

Figure 83 Redbridge Dwelling  10 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number 10 is a 19th-century mid-terraced house built around 1890 with two bedrooms. 

The walls are of solid brick construction with suspended timber ground floor. Its condition before 

refurbishment was reported to be very poor. The pre-refurbished property had an EPC level E and 

a pre-refurbishment SAP score of 67. (Hartless & Standen 2013). 
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Figure 84 Redbridge Dwelling  11 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number 11 is a mid-terraced two-bedroom property built again in the turn-of-the-century 

(1900). It has a solid wall, traditional construction with suspended timber ground floor. It was in 

reasonable condition before refurbishment took place. The dwelling had a pre-refurbishments EPC 

level D and a pre-refurbishment SAP score of 57. 

Dwelling number 12 was an end of terrace 1980s property making it unsuitable for this study due 

to its age and its cavity wall construction. 

Dwelling number 13 was a semi-detached 1950s property with three bedrooms and was unsuitable 

for this study due to it having a cavity wall construction. 

 

Figure 85 Redbridge Dwelling  14 (East Thames Group 2012) 
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Dwelling number 14 is an end of terrace 1930s house with three bedrooms. Included in this study 

due to it being of solid wall traditional construction. The suspended timber ground floor and 

condition for judgement was deemed to be very poor. The dwelling pre-refurbishment EPC level C 

and a pre-refurbishment SAP score of 72. This property had the best pre-refurbishment 

environmental performance score. 

Dwelling number 15 was not suitable for this study being a mid-terraced property built in the 1980s 

and having a modern cavity wall construction. 

 

Figure 86 Redbridge Dwelling  16 (East Thames Group 2012) 

Dwelling number 16 is a mid-terraced, turn-of-the-century (1900) three-bedroom dwelling with 

solid wall construction and suspended timber ground floor. The condition pre-refurbishment was 

considered to be good. The dwelling had a pre-refurbishment EPC level D and a pre-refurbishment 

SAP score of 58. (Hartless & Standen 2013). 

Dwelling number 17 was deemed to be not suitable for this study due to being a 1960s built 

terraced property with cavity wall construction. Dwelling number 18 was excluded from this study 

also because it was a semi-detached suburban dwelling built in 1950 with a cavity wall construction. 

Finally, dwelling number 19 was excluded as it was a mid-terraced property from 1980 with cavity 

wall construction.  

Interventions applied to the dwellings 

The dwellings in the Redbridge study were split into two groups. The first group was refurbished to 

what was referred to as decent homes plus refurbishment, this is the most relevant to this study. 

The second group was refurbished to both the decent homes plus standard and a much greater 
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sustainability refurbishment standard based upon the BRE’s Code for Sustainable Homes. This latter 

group will be used as a comparison of how successful sustainable focused refurbishments are in 

comparison to benign and small-scale changes. 

Each property was subjected to a number of refurbishments which suit the property. Below are the 

descriptions of each of the properties and what interventions were applied to that property’s 

refurbishment. The first group of properties were refurbished to the decent homes plus standard. 

These involve properties 2, 5, 6, 7 and 16.  

Dwelling number two was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom, the electrics, boiler and 

central distribution system was tested and made good, window restrictors were fitted to the first 

floor windows, a reduced flow shower was fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation installed on the roof, 

all the lights in the building were replaced with 100% low-energy light fittings, an air extractor fan 

was fitted as well as the creation of an external clothes dryer.  

Dwelling number five was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom and the electrics, boiler 

and central distribution system was tested and made good, window restrictors were fitted to the 

first floor windows, eco-sure paint was applied to all areas, the carpets were replaced with a 

hardboard finish, smoke and air carbon monoxide detectors fitted, siphon valves were applied to 

all WCs, reduced flow shower unit was fitted,  a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation installed 

on the roof, low-energy light fittings were placed in all areas, an extractor fan fitted where 

necessary and finally the creation of an external clothes drying area. 

Dwelling number six was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom and the electrics, boiler 

and central distribution system was tested and made good, window restrictors were fitted to the 

first floor windows, eco-sure paint was applied to all areas, the carpets were replaced with a 

hardboard finish, smoke and air carbon monoxide detectors fitted, air bricks fitted, siphon valves 

were applied to all WCs, reduced flow shower unit was fitted,  a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft 

insulation installed on the roof, low-energy light fittings were placed in all areas and extractor fan 

fitted where necessary. 

Dwelling number seven was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom and the electrics, boiler 

and central distribution system was tested and made good, window restrictors were fitted to the 

first floor windows, eco-sure paint was applied to all areas, the carpets were replaced with a 

hardboard finish, smoke and air carbon monoxide detectors fitted, air bricks fitted, siphon valves 

were applied to all WCs, reduced flow shower unit was fitted,  a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft 
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insulation installed on the roof, low-energy light fittings were placed in all areas and extractor fan 

fitted where necessary and finally the creation of an external clothes drying area. 

Dwelling number sixteen was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom and the electrics, 

boiler and central distribution system was tested and made good, window restrictors were fitted 

to the first floor windows, eco-sure paint was applied to all areas, the carpets were replaced with a 

hardboard finish, smoke and air carbon monoxide detectors fitted, siphon valves were applied to 

all WCs, reduced flow shower unit was fitted,  a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation installed 

on the roof, low-energy light fittings were placed in all areas and extractor fan fitted where 

necessary and finally the creation of an external clothes drying area. 

The second set of properties were refurbished to a much higher sustainable refurbishment 

standard. They also included most of the fittings that were included in the decent home plus 

refurbishment in the properties above but with the addition of many more sustainable features. 

These properties were properties number 1, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, and14.  

Property number 1 was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom tested and refurbished 

electrics, boiler and central heating system, window restrictors fitted on the first floor, new paint 

applied to all areas, carpets removed and replaced with hardboard fittings, installing of smoke and 

carbon monoxide detectors, the installation of air bricks, dual flush toilets, spray taps and flow 

regulators fitted to all taps, a 156 L Bath installed, a reduced flow shower installed, a water butt 

fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation fitted along with a dry lining insulation to the external walls, 

improved airtightness around the whole property, the windows were replaced with FSC timber 

framed double glazed windows units, the installation of an A-rated condensing boiler installed along 

with thermostatic and programmable central heating control system and thermostatic radiator 

valves to all radiators with weather compensator, all light fittings were replaced with a low-energy 

lamp, extractor fans fitted, on the roof was installed a 0.5 kW photovoltaic panel and two solar 

thermal panels with an insulated hot water cylinder installed in the interior of the property, waste 

and recycling storage units fitted along with a compost bin and a waste management plan 

implemented, the creation of a home office space as well as an external clothes drying area and 

finally ecological improvements to the garden. 

Property number 4 was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom tested and refurbished 

electrics, boiler and central heating system, window restrictors fitted on the first floor, new paint 

applied to all areas, carpets removed and replaced with hardboard fittings, dual flush toilets 

installed , spray taps and flow regulators fitted to all taps, a 156 L Bath installed, a reduced flow 
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shower installed, a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation fitted along with a dry lining 

insulation to the external walls, improved airtightness around the whole property, the installation 

of an A-rated condensing boiler installed along with thermostatic and programmable central 

heating control system and thermostatic radiator valves to all radiators with weather compensator, 

all light fittings were replaced with one low-energy lamp and extractor fans fitted, on the roof was 

installed a 0.5 kW photovoltaic panel and two solar thermal panels with an insulated hot water 

cylinder installed in the interior of the property, waste and recycling storage units fitted along with 

a compost bin and a waste management plan implemented, the creation of a home office space as 

well as an external clothes drying area and finally ecological improvements to the garden. 

Property number 8 was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom tested and refurbished 

electrics, boiler and central heating system, window restrictors fitted on the first floor, new paint 

applied to all areas, carpets removed and her replaced with hardboard fittings, dual flush toilets 

fitted, spray taps and flow regulators fitted to all taps, a 156 L Bath installed, a reduced flow shower 

installed, a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation fitted along with a dry lining insulation to 

the external walls, improved airtightness around the whole property, the installation of an A-rated 

condensing boiler installed along with thermostatic and programmable central heating control 

system and thermostatic radiator valves to all radiators with weather compensator, all light fittings 

were replaced with one low-energy lamp and extractor fans fitted, on the roof was installed a 0.5 

kW photovoltaic panel and two solar thermal panels with an insulated hot water cylinder installed 

in the interior of the property, waste and recycling storage units fitted along with a compost bin 

and a waste management plan implemented, the creation of a home office space as well as an 

external clothes drying area and finally ecological improvements to the garden. 

Property number 9 was refurbished to the highest standard with the most features installed with a 

new kitchen, new bathroom tested and refurbished electrics, boiler and central heating system, 

window restrictors fitted on the first floor, new paint applied to all areas, carpets removed and 

replaced with hardboard fittings, installing of smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, the 

installation of air bricks, dual flush toilets, spray taps and flow regulators fitted to all taps, a 156 L 

Bath installed, a reduced flow shower installed, a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation fitted 

along with a dry lining insulation to the external walls, improved airtightness around the whole 

property, the windows were replaced with FSC timber framed double glazed windows units, the 

installation of an A-rated condensing boiler installed along with thermostatic and programmable 

central heating control system and thermostatic radiator valves to all radiators with weather 

compensator, all light fittings were replaced with one low-energy lamp and extractor fans fitted, on 
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the roof was installed a one kW photovoltaic panel and to solar thermal panels with an insulated 

hot water cylinder installed in the interior of the property, waste and recycling storage units fitted 

along with a compost bin and a waste management plan implemented, the creation of a home 

office space as well as an external clothes drying area and finally ecological improvements to the 

garden. 

Property number 10 was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom tested and refurbished 

electrics, boiler and central heating system, window restrictors fitted on the first floor, new paint 

applied to all areas, carpets removed and replaced with hardboard fittings, installing of smoke and 

carbon monoxide detectors, dual flush toilets, along with spray taps and flow regulators fitted to 

all taps, a 156 L Bath installed, a reduced flow shower installed, a water butt fitted, 250 mm of loft 

insulation fitted along with a dry lining insulation to the external walls, improved airtightness 

around the whole property, the installation of an A-rated condensing boiler installed along with 

thermostatic and programmable central heating control system and thermostatic radiator valves 

to all radiators with weather compensator, all light fittings were replaced with one low-energy lamp 

and extractor fans fitted, on the roof was installed a 0.5 kW photovoltaic panel and two solar 

thermal panels with an insulated hot water cylinder installed in the interior of the property, waste 

and recycling storage units fitted along with a compost bin and a waste management plan 

implemented, the creation of a home office space as well as an external clothes drying area and 

finally ecological improvements to the garden. 

Property number 11 was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom tested and refurbished 

electrics, boiler and central heating system, window restrictors fitted on the first floor, new paint 

applied to all areas, carpets removed and her replaced with hardboard fittings, installing of smoke 

and carbon monoxide detectors, the installation of air bricks, dual flush toilets, spray taps and flow 

regulators fitted to all taps, a 156 L Bath installed, a reduced flow shower installed, a water butt 

fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation fitted along with a dry lining insulation to the external walls, 

improved airtightness around the whole property, the windows were replaced with FSC timber 

framed double glazed windows units, the installation of an A-rated condensing boiler installed along 

with thermostatic and programmable central heating control system and thermostatic radiator 

valves to all radiators with weather compensator, all light fittings were replaced with one low-

energy lamp and extractor fans fitted, on the roof was installed a 0.5 kW photovoltaic panel and to 

solar thermal panels with an insulated hot water cylinder installed in the interior of the property, 

waste and recycling storage units fitted along with a compost bin and a waste management plan 
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implemented, the creation of a home office space as well as an external clothes drying area and 

finally ecological improvements to the garden. 

Property number 14 was refurbished with a new kitchen, new bathroom tested and refurbished 

electrics, boiler and central heating system, window restrictors fitted on the first floor, new paint 

applied to all areas, carpets removed and her replaced with hardboard fittings, installing of smoke 

and carbon monoxide detectors, the installation of air bricks, dual flush toilets, spray taps and flow 

regulators fitted to all taps, a 156 L Bath installed, a reduced flow shower installed, a water butt 

fitted, 250 mm of loft insulation fitted along with a dry lining insulation to the external walls, 

improved airtightness around the whole property, the installation of an A-rated condensing boiler 

installed along with thermostatic and programmable central heating control system and 

thermostatic radiator valves to all radiators with weather compensator, all light fittings were 

replaced with one low-energy lamp and extractor fans fitted, on the roof was installed a 0.5 kW 

photovoltaic panel and two solar thermal panels with an insulated hot water cylinder installed in 

the interior of the property, waste and recycling storage units fitted along with a compost bin and 

a waste management plan implemented, the creation of a home office space as well as an external 

clothes drying area and finally ecological improvements to the garden. 
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  Pre-refurbishment Post-refurbishment Costs 

House 
Number  

Annual 
Fuel Cost 
(Pounds) 

CO2 
emissions 

(kg/yr) 

EPC 
Level  

SAP 
Score  

Annual 
Fuel Cost 
(Pounds) 

CO2 
emissions 

(kg/yr) 

Annual Fuel 
Cost Saving 

(Pounds) 

Reduction 
in CO2 

emissions 
(%) 

EPC 
Level  

SAP 
Score  

Decent homes 
improvements  

Approximate 
Cost of the 

environmental 
improvements  

Approximate 
Cost of the 

refurbishment 
in total  

1 808 3974 D 64 418 1865 390 53 B 84 19040 33405 52445 

4 1338 7108 F 31 317 1342 1021 81 B 83 9669 18586 28255 

8 1068 5567 E 45 377 1548 691 72 B 81 17447 14618 32065 

9 788 3907 E 51 342 1265 446 68 C 79 18534 29605 48139 

10 595 2735 D 67 324 1233 271 55 B 82 24502 17394 41896 

11 786 3867 D 57 319 1202 467 69 B 83 22292 26064 48356 

14 1457 7915 F 26 379 1560 1078 80 C 80 14634 26720 41354 

2 1349 7232 E 40 1016 5315 333 27 D 55 4645 1068 5713 

5 875 4419 E 50 537 2446 338 45 C 69 8184 2427 10611 

6 1126 5882 E 48 622 2934 504 50 C 71 14445 475 14920 

7 1086 5652 E 51 588 2737 498 52 C 74 25582 1456 27038 

16 751 3673 D 58 493 2184 258 41 C 73 14752 1437 16189 

Figure 87 Table of the results of the refurbishments of the traditionally built dwellings in the Redbridge case study Redbridge created from original data from (East 
Thames Group 2012) & (Hartless & Standen 2013)  
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Analysis of the results  

The results from the refurbishment can be seen in the table (See Figure 30) and they show a range 

of improvements. To create figure 30, the core data from both sources (Hartless & Standen 2013) 

& (East Thames Group 2012) were combined then re-analysed and in some cases converted into 

units used by the rest of the thesis to allow for comparison. Several of the columns of data are 

original to this thesis derived from the Redbridge Case published study data set (Hartless & 

Standen 2013) & (East Thames Group 2012).  

The costs of the refurbishments varied from £5,700 to over £52,000. These costs didn't just cover 

the sustainable refurbishment measures but also cover the costs associated with the Decent 

Home’s improvements such as new kitchens and new bathrooms. It has to be noted that it is not 

straightforward in separating the costs between the decent homes plus refurbishments and the 

specific sustainable refurbishments as the improvements from the decent home’s strategy may well 

help reduce the carbon emissions. (Hartless & Standen 2013). 

In the context of the case study the decent homes improvement would mostly come under the 

benign changes and maintenance changes. These changes are in most cases either repairs, periodic 

replacements or small benign changes, such as heating system maintenance, the fitting of energy 

efficient lightbulbs, etc (Hartless & Standen 2013) & (East Thames Group 2012). The significant 

environmental change is the installation of 250 mm loft insulation (U-value 0.16 W/m2K), as long  

as fitted correctly comes under the category of benign changes as it neither impacts on the visual, 

use or fabric heritage of the building. The replacement of bathrooms and kitchen could be argued 

as non-benign changes as they could cause damage to the fabric heritage, but it could also be 

argued that they are also periodic changes. Certainly, the replacement of older appliances in the 

kitchens and update of toilet and showers units would be considered periodic replacements in line 

with the benign changes definition. 	

This case study project shows that the decent homes type refurbishment (benign changes) can 

potentially achieve significant carbon emission reductions in the range of between 10% to 50%. It 

also shows that the dwellings and within the case study that had the poorest initial energy efficiency 

achieve the greatest energy savings carbon emissions reductions when refurbished via the decent 

home type refurbishment (benign changes) methodology. 

The case study report (Hartless & Standen 2013) states that the refurbishment of the properties 

was considerably easier if the properties were vacant. If the dwellings were occupied, the works 
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needed careful consideration and the installation of the various interventions needed to be 

programmed differently to minimise the disruption to the dwelling’s occupants. The report further 

goes on to show that post-refurbishment infrared camera surveys show that there were still scopes 

for improvement such as better draught proofing of windows and doors this again comes under the 

remit of benign changes and could therefore show the possibility of further improvements.  

 Both the report and the data clearly show that there is a significant shift in investment required to 

go above the decent homes type refurbishment and benign changes savings (greater than 50%). 

Interestingly, there is no direct correlation between the amount of money invested in the 

environmental improvements and direct savings in carbon emissions and energy consumption. The 

correlation between the cost of interventions and reduction in CO2 emissions can be seen in the 

reports graph below. (See Figure 31) 

 

Figure 88 Comparison between cost and carbon emission saving % (Hartless & Standen 2013). 

The decent homes plus results (benign changes) vary between 27% and 52% savings in carbon 

emission. The interventions have a few variations both within cost and carbon emission reduction 

levels achieved. Only properties number 4 and number 14 were found to have carbon emission 

reductions of over 80%. Property 1 had the largest financial capital expenditure of £52,445 of which 

£33,405 was spent on sustainable improvements. This dwelling (converted two-bedroom flat in a 

pre-1900 house) only reduced the carbon emissions by 53%. This was only 1% higher than the 

highest performing decent homes plus (benign changes) refurbishment. This is in contrast to 

property for which achieved an 81% saving of carbon emissions with only £18,586 worth of 
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sustainable refurbishment improvements. (£28,255 in total refurbishment costs) (Hartless & 

Standen 2013). 

Further analysis of the data shows when the two refurbishment methodologies are compared, 

there is a  clear cost differential of going above the decent home plus refurbishments to give higher 

energy savings and greater carbon reduction emissions. For all of the properties that are applicable 

to this study, the average SAP score was 49 pre-refurbishment. This goes for both the groups of 

properties that were included in the decent home plus standard and the full sustainable 

refurbishment home standard. The average SAP score for the decent home plus refurbishment 

methodology (benign changes) post refurbishment was 68. The average SAP score for the full 

sustainable home and decent home plus standard refurbishment was 82. This shows an 

improvement of 14 SAP points, an improvement between the competing methodologies within this 

case study. The average reduction in carbon emissions from the decent homes plus standard 

(benign changes) was 43% compared to the average improvement in the sustainable home and 

decent home plus sustainable refurbishments of 68% reduction in carbon emissions. However, the 

average cost of environmental improvements in the decent homes plus standard (benign changes) 

was only £1373 compared to the average cost of environmental improvements for the sustainable 

home and decent home plus standard group of properties which was £23,770. This means to get 

the additional 14 points improvement in the SAP score and an additional 25% reduction in carbon 

savings costs 16 times more capital investment in sustainability improvement interventions. Many 

of the highly sustainable refurbishments (methodology) would have serious impacts on either the 

visual heritage or fabric heritage of the properties involved. They would not often be considered 

benign improvements in either the heritage or the financial sense. 

Another key finding is that the normal sustainability refurbishment methodology of installing 

double glazed windows in replacement for single glazed windows showed no direct correlation to 

dramatically improved carbon savings. However, it must be noted that all of the properties where 

double glazed windows were installed (that are related to this study) were in an either very poor or 

poor condition pre-refurbishment. Although further details of the exact window condition were not 

included in the information, it may be the case that the existing windows were beyond reasonable 

repair and required replacements. 

The ratio of reduction in carbon emissions to the number of pounds spent on sustainability 

improvements shows that there is a line in which diminishing returns becomes apparent. This 

turning point can be seen in the graph below. (See Figure 32.) 
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Figure 89 Chart showing the comparison between cost and reduction in CO2 emissions 

This turning point [tipping point] in the graph line shows the difference in the cost to benefit with 

the benefit being the reduction in CO2 emissions and the cost being the financial outlay in 

sustainable interventions, changes dramatically. This turning point also highlights that the 

measures that have little impact on the existing heritage of the property (decent homes plus 

standard (benign changes)) are also the most financially efficient in delivering carbon reduction 

savings. Beyond this point, increasing amounts of financial capital spent on environmental 

improvements is needed for limited reduction in carbon emissions and also increases the possibility 

of heritage damage to the existing property. It is therefore this turning point (later referred to in 

the study as tipping point) that could be seen as the most balanced between the three sustainability 

values of culture (preservation of heritage values), economic investment and environmental 

performance improvement.  
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4.1.2 Reading case study buildings  

Introduction  

The second case study used in this study started in late 2013/early 2014. English Heritage and 

Reading Borough Council funded the case study to analyse energy saving measures in four solid-

walled properties, all of a suburban typology in Reading. (Newman, 2017). The aim of the project 

was to investigate the various interventions such as different wall insulation options, and how they 

compare with other measures in terms of effectiveness of reducing carbon emission and lowering 

energy consumption and cost efficiency of the proposed measures. (Newman, 2017). 

The project methodology  

For each property a number of solid wall insulation thicknesses were evaluated for both internal, 

external and hybrid solutions. (The hybrid solution was for external wall insulation (EWI) on the rear 

of the properties and internal wall insulation (IWI) on the front). The project relied on the willing 

volunteer homeowners to participate in the project, because of this it was not always possible for 

the project to perform actual analysis on all types of solid wall properties but a range of suburban 

houses were selected to be part of the project. Parity Projects used its own proprietary ‘Home 

Energy Masterplan tool’ to evaluate the existing building as well as a range of possible changes and 

interventions. The modelling package is based on BREDEM (Newman, 2017) with additional 

modules and functionality added to allow heating, hot water, lighting and appliances to be included 

as they are actually used (Newman, 2017).  Parity Projects modelled between 62 and 89 possible 

changes and interventions for each property. These included heating, hot water, fabric, lights and 

appliances along with the replacement of heating and hot water systems and changes in usage. The 

analysis was calibrated to the actual energy bills of the owners so that the results could inform them 

about the costs and benefits of going ahead with energy saving measures.  
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The houses used in the project  

The houses used in the project came from volunteers. All of the houses are in Reading. They all have 

solid brick walls, gas-fired central heating and hot water systems. Below is a description of each 

house used in the project.  

House 1  

 

Figure 90 Reading case study House 1 (Newman, 2017). 

House 1 in the study is a 3-bedroom mid-terraced house of around 78m2 in size. The house has a 

slate roof with solid brick walls, the windows are single glazed timber frames with a ground floor 

bay window. The currently installed boiler is rated A for efficiency.   
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House 2  

 

Figure 91 Reading case study House 2 (Newman, 2017). 

House 2 in the study is a five-bedroom detached property of around 252m2 in size. The house has 

a slate roof with solid brick walls, the windows are single glazed timber frames with ground floor 

double bay windows either side of the front door.  The currently installed boiler is rated D for 

efficiency.   
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House 3  

 

Figure 92 Reading case study House 3 (Newman, 2017). 

 

House 3 in the study is a six-bedroom detached property of around 233m2 in size. The house has a 

slate roof with solid brick walls, the windows are single glazed timber frames with a two-storey bay 

window. The currently installed boiler is rated B for efficiency.   
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House 4  

 

Figure 93 Reading case study House 4 (Newman, 2017). 

House 4 in the study is a four-bedroom semi-detached property of around 100m2 in size. The house 

has a slate roof with solid brick walls, the windows are single glazed timber frames with a single bay 

window. The currently installed boiler is rated D for efficiency.   

 

Range of interventions  

While single interventions were discussed and analysed for installation cost, cost savings and £ per 

CO2. (See Appendix 2.) Groups of intervention were analysed as a range of packages. Six packages 

of measures were evaluated for each house. In order to see what levels of improvement could be 
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achieved without upgrading the walls, the first three packages excluded wall insulation. (Newman, 

2017) page 1-2.  

1. Low Cost intervention group 
This group consisted of relatively cheap measures that were easy to install such as chimney 
balloons. This package consisted of self-installed interventions and behavioural measures. 

2. Medium Cost intervention group 
This group consisted of the low-cost group plus additional interventions that typically cost 
less than £2,000 each and have a payback period of up to 15 years when evaluated 
individually.  

3. Higher Cost and/or Longer Payback intervention group 
This group consisted of the medium cost group plus additional interventions that had a 
payback less than 25 years but cost of the intervention was not a limiting factor. This 
package of interventions was considered by the project team to be the best that could be 
achieved without wall insulation. 

4. Higher Cost and/or Longer Payback plus Internal Wall Insulation intervention group 
This group consisted of the Higher cost group plus internal wall insulation which brought 
the walls up to at least current Building Regulations U-value standard.  

5. Higher Cost and/or Longer Payback plus Internal and External Wall Insulation intervention 
group 
This group consisted of the Higher cost group plus external on the rear elevation and 
internal on the front elevation which brought the walls up to at least current Building 
Regulations U-value standard.  

6. Higher Cost and/or Longer Payback plus External Wall Insulation intervention group 
This group consisted of the Higher cost group plus external insulation on all elevations and 
internal which brought the walls up to at least current Building Regulations U-value 
standard. (Newman, 2017) page 1-2. 
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Report discussed results  

The results show that considerable carbon dioxide savings can be made to the building with 34%-

38% savings that could be made to each house with the higher cost packages and this increases to 

58%-66% with the addition of wall insulation. The overall results can be seen in Figure 37&39. 

 

Figure 94 Published results for Reading (Newman, 2017).  

 

The cost payback period shown in the graph below (Figure 39) clearly shows that the payback period 

increases with expenditure of the intervention, with the low-cost groups having less than five year 

payback period, the medium cost group having a payback period of between 5 and 15 years, etc. 

The chart also shows that the payback period is also dependent on how the heating system is used. 

The results show that the more the heating system is used, the shorter the payback period. This 

becomes more evident in the higher cost with insulation with reducing the payback period by 

almost half. This shows that the behaviour has a large impact of the environmental performance of 

the building and the houses’ final CO2 emissions.  

 

Figure 95 Published cost payback results for Reading (Newman, 2017). 
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The inefficiency in the heating systems of the various houses shows that considerable savings 

could be made in improving the heating system reducing such a wasteful amount of energy could 

usually be done with little or no damage the property and the results show to be highly effective 

cost wise. 

 

The case study report highlights some key factors that affect the final real-life performance of the 

refurbished house. The first factor the report highlights is the impact of behaviour and lifestyle has 

on the cost effectiveness and final CO2 emissions savings. (Newman, 2017) page 28. The report 

highlights the issue of using wall insulation, specifically the movement of moisture and the impact 

on heritage (visual and fabric) of installing wall insulation. The report also highlights the need for 

concurrent working to reduce the costs but also the impact on installing some interventions, for 

example, the costs related to re-rendering needs to be taken into account when installing external 

wall insulation. Conversely, it also highlights that if the rendering does need replacing then it is an 

Figure 96 Cost to reduction of carbon dioxide emissions (Developed from data sourced from Newman, 2017). 

    Cost  % CO2 saving  

House 1  

Low Cost  £850 25 
Medium cost  £3,675 34 
Higher Cost  £5,025 38 
Higher Cost-plus wall insulation  £7,945 57 

House 2  

Low Cost  £780 10 
Medium cost  £9,210 36 
Higher Cost  £10,290 37 

Higher Cost-plus wall insulation  £25,670 66 

House 3  

Low Cost  £980 16 
Medium cost  £7,310 28 
Higher Cost  £15,115 38 

Higher Cost-plus wall insulation  £29,125 58 

House 4  

Low Cost  £245 6 
Medium cost  £4,055 22 
Higher Cost  £7,425 34 
Higher Cost-plus wall insulation  £15,045 61 

Average House  

Low Cost  £715 14.25 

Medium cost  £6,060 30 
Higher Cost  £9,465 36.75 

Higher Cost-plus wall insulation  £19,445 60.5 
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ideal time to install insulation if it's to be fitted. The report highlights the need of installing at various 

interventions as an important factor in the decision-making process for the owners of properties. 

(Newman, 2017) page 28. The report also highlights that there are various reasons why certain 

technologies may be installed, this may be part of a wider refurbishment such as insulating the 

floorboards when replacing the floor for example. The report concludes by stating that CO2 savings 

of around 40% is possible but above that (up to around 60%) will require the installing of wall 

insulation. Effectiveness of an intervention is dependent upon behaviour of the occupant and this 

becomes increasingly relevant the more cost expensive the interventions that are installed.  

 
Deeper analysis (Thesis new analysis) 

From the data given in the case study further analysis can be done. Further analysis of the various 

interventions shows that a heating (both space and water) focused intervention produces the best 

cost to CO2 savings. While costing an average of £2075 per property it produces a saving of 1010 

kgCO2 per year. Some of the smaller low-cost intervention annual CO2 savings were not given. 

Looking at the overall figures it is likely that they also produced high cost to saving ratios (from the 

over data low cost group measures produced an average of 14.25% CO2 savings for an average 

install cost of £715).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The worst performing interventions on the cost to benefit ratio (pound per kilogram CO2 saved) 

were windows, doors and floors with doors having the least impact on the annual CO2 savings. The 

  
Measure Category Estimated 

Install Cost 

Annual 
kgCO2 
Saving 

£ per kg CO2 
saved  

Pr
op

er
ty

 a
ve

ra
ge

s  

HEATING £2,075.00 1010.33 £2.05 

DRAUGHTS £378.00 110.83 £3.41 

ROOFS £504.75 139.00 £3.63 

WALLS £5,841.75 1599.67 £3.65 

RENEWABLES (Property 1 only) £5,000.00 1212.00 £4.13 

WINDOW DRAUGHTS £176.50 33.33 £5.30 

WINDOWS £1,834.50 181.92 £10.08 

DOORS (property 1 &2 only) £820.00 33.00 £24.85 

FLOORS £1,161.75 43.00 £27.02 

APPLIANCE STANDBY £0.00 NA NA 

APPLIANCES £302.75 NA NA 

LIGHTING £179.50 NA NA 

HOT WATER £125.00 NA NA 

Figure 97 Cost to benefit table Published Cost Payback Results for Reading (Newman, 2017). 
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average cost for the window refurbishments was £1834.50 which is unlikely to cover the cost of a 

like-for-like heritage replacement. Again, the report does not go into detail about the replacement 

specification. 

While the report does talk about the issues of installing wall insulation in historic dwellings it does 

not go into any detail about the heritage impact such an installation might have on the property. 

There is no mention of the visual change to the building or how the installation will be fitted 

concerning semi-detached and terraced properties. Because of the issues highlighted in both the 

literature review and in the report itself, the installing of insulation to solid walls cannot be 

considered a benign improvement. The renewables are only fitted to one property and there is no 

mention of why this was not tested for the other properties or any technical information about 

where the renewables were fitted on the property. As discussed in the literature review, 

renewables technologies can have a visual impact on historic property as well as possible fabric 

damage, therefore this again cannot be considered a benign improvement to the property. 

 

 

It is possible from the table above (See Figure 42) to estimate what benefits the benign changes 

would have on the building. The benign changes range between £3000-£4000 and save an 

estimated 1290 - 1475 kg of CO2 per year. This gives them a very good cost benefit ratio and would 

not impact on the historic property either visually or fabric wise in heritage terms. (To estimate the 

value of the low-cost interventions an additional 14% savings were calculated.) Further analysis 

could be plotted by taking the results of CO 2 savings of the different intervention groups (low, 

medium, higher & higher plus insulation) and comparing those to the install costs. This allows a 

comparison with other dataset used in this study. An average of all houses was also calculated 

  

Measure  Estimated 
Install Cost 

Annual 
kgCO2 
Saving 

£ per kg CO2 
saved  

          

Benign 
changes 
choices  

HEATING, DRAUGHTS, ROOFS & 
WINDOW DRAUGHTS £3,134.25 1293.5 £2.42 

HEATING, DRAUGHTS, ROOFS, 
WINDOW DRAUGHTS + low cost 

14% CO2 saving  
£3,741.25 1474.59 £2.54 

Figure 98 Analysis of benign changes from the Reading study 
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combining the average of both install costs and CO2 savings for all properties. These results were 

then plotted and a trend line drawn.  

 

Figure 99 Cost to reduction in carbon emissions trend in Reading Study  

 

The trend line shows that the low-cost measure quickly starts reducing the CO2 but it increasingly 

becomes more expensive (cost £) as the amount of CO2 saved increases. The cost to benefit 

increases markedly past around £5,000 expenditure on intervention and after this tipping point the 

saving becomes increasingly the most expensive per KgCO2 saved.  

The tipping point at approximately £5000 and 40% KgCO2 saved is a key point. This is the point at 

which the economic benefits and the environmental benefits (in this case KgCO2 saved) is at its 

most optimal. Beyond this point the KgCO2 saved becomes increasingly more costly to achieve as 

long as these interventions are benign in terms of impact on the heritage. 
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4.2 Computers modelling  

This section contains the computer modelling of three typical Suburban historic dwellings.  For each 

dwelling the existing dwelling was modelled in NHER Plan Assessor in their existing state.  To create 

the NHER plan assessor model, a survey was carried out of the building by the author and detailed 

notes taken and the recorded information inputted into the modelling package. In each case, a 

variety of improvements have been tested, which represent both improvements through 

maintenance and benign environmental improvements which have little or no effect on the historic 

fabric. Also modelled are other common changes such as replacing the single glazed windows with 

double glazing to compare these changes with the benign changes. 

Three historic suburban dwelling types have been selected for assessment  

a) A converted flat in a large Victorian house, 
b) A Victorian terrace house 
c) A semi-detached Edwardian house. 

 

The converted flat in a large Victorian house 

The first property to be modelled was a converted flat in a larger historic dwelling in the suburban 

area of Surbiton, South West London/Surrey. This dwelling was in a conservation area. This type of 

dwelling was selected as many of the large and suburban dwellings (six bed plus) have been 

converted from their original large dwelling into smaller several domestic units. 

 

Figure 100 One-bedroom flat in computer modelling (author’s own) 
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The flat is a one-bedroom flat with a separate small kitchen, large lounge and double bedroom and 

family bathroom. The flat is on the upper ground floor of the dwelling and is constructed with solid 

brick wall construction and timber flooring. The windows and the flats are very large single glazed 

timber sash windows with one in the rear bedroom and one in the front lounge. There are smaller 

timber casement windows in the kitchen area. The lighting in the flat was a mixture of low and 

halogen light fittings. The boiler was a condensing gas boiler and as such, the flat had no hot water 

tank. The heating in the house was central heating radiators. The flat had shared access to the rear 

garden but no direct access to the roof of the property. 

Choice of interventions 

The flat was already reasonably energy-efficient with the existing EPC rating of C and the existing 

gas combination boiler was fitted five years previous to the modelling so a range of basic benign 

changes were modelled. The first was simply the change to all energy saving lightbulbs. The second 

was the energy saving light bulbs plus the addition of new draught proofing around the doors and 

windows. The third was the replacement with the highest efficiency gas boiler on the market at the 

time. The fourth set was the installation of new double glazed window units (except that is not a 

benign change but due to the size of the windows was seen as a possible energy saving 

improvement) also used for comparison. The final set was a combination of all elements. 
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Victorian terraced cottage 

The second property modelled was a mid-terraced Victorian two-bedroom cottage. This was a 

conservation area in the South West London suburb of Surbiton. This property was selected 

because many of the suburbs contained the smaller Victorian terraced properties commonly 

referred to as two-up two-down or traditional workers’ houses. 

  

 

Figure 101 Mid-terrace cottage (author’s own) 

 

The cottage is comprised of two double bedrooms and bathroom on the first floor with a kitchen 

diner and front lounge. The cottage is a solid brick construction cottage with timber floors and slate 

roof. The roof space is unconverted in line with the neighbouring buildings. There is a small rear 

garden and small front garden. The timber windows are traditional timber sash (presumed original) 

single glazed to the front and rear with a traditional timber front and rear door. The cottage had an 

old non-condensing combination gas boiler, thus no hot water tank. The heating in the house was 

central heating radiators. There was a mixture of non-energy saving light fittings. The roof space 

had very thin old compressed fibreglass insulation applied between the timber ceiling  joists.  
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Choice of interventions 

The benign intervention considered was replacing all of the non-energy saving light fittings with 

energy saving lightbulbs of the highest efficiency. The second set of interventions modelled was 

fitting of energy saving lightbulbs and improving the airtightness of all of the doors and windows 

by fitting and replacing the seals around all of the doors and windows. The third set of interventions 

was the energy saving light bulbs, fitted new draught proofing of the doors and windows and the 

addition of 300 mm of roof insulation. The fourth set of interventions was the fitting of energy 

saving lightbulbs and draught proofing of windows and the replacement of the older gas boiler with 

a new highest efficiency combination gas boiler. The fifth set of interventions was the combination 

of all of the above fittings applied at the same time. A sixth set of modelling was conducted for 

comparison of the replacement of the existing windows with double glazed units. 
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Edwardian semi-detached house 

The third property modelled was a large Edwardian semi-detached house in the London suburb of 

Chiswick. The property was situated in a conservation area. The house had a recently built high-

efficiency modern annex attached to it which connected to the main house through a connecting 

corridor. For this study, the improvements were only applied to the original dwelling. 

 

Figure 102 Edwardian semi-detached house (author’s own) 

 

The house had three stories and was of traditional brick construction with timber flooring. The third 

story was within the roof space of the property and had a timber and tiled roof. The windows in the 

property were all original. The original property had a small ground floor rear extension which 

currently housed the family room and kitchen space. The existing boiler was a non-condensing gas 

boiler with an uninsulated hot water tank. The heating in the house was central heating radiators 

with an additional wood-burning fire in the main family space/kitchen. The other fireplaces in the 

property were active but unused. The rear of the property was south facing and the local 

conservation guidance allowed for solar panels (either photovoltaic or solar thermal) to be fitted if 
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unseen from the public realm. The house has a large rear garden and a small front garden (the new 

annex has parking space in the front garden) 

Choice of interventions 

The first intervention was the replacement of all of the non-energy efficient lightbulbs with the 

highest energy efficient light fittings available. The second intervention was the replacement of the 

gas boiler. The third set of interventions was energy saving light bulbs, a new high-efficiency gas 

boiler and a well-insulated hot water tank. The other interventions  also tested were for comparison 

and they included the above benign interventions plus the installation of double glazed windows 

(because of conservation area rules they had to visually match the existing) and the final set for 

comparison was the benign changes plus a 2 kW photovoltaic panel to the rear of the property.  
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RESULTS  

The converted flat in a large Victorian house  

The effect of the benign changes on the converted flat had little improvement to the environmental 

performance of the dwelling. This is most likely because of the relatively small area of fabric heat 

loss in the flat. Changing the large front and rear windows which take a large portion of the thermal 

element of the dwelling had only an 8% improvement on CO2 emissions savings. The existing 

property was already a reasonably high performing property with an EPC rating of C. In this 

particular property the question of preserving heritage may become simpler. The fact that the 

property has been converted for one large dwelling into four separate flats highlights a loss of 

heritage and historic fabric due to the internal alterations to the property. Therefore, more 

aggressive sustainable improvements may be allowed due to previous changes to the property. This 

highlights a particular problem in converted flats in larger historic dwellings on how any large-scale 

environmental improvements could be made. In this flat there was no access or facility for the 

incorporation of renewable technologies because of neither a sole ownership of a garden or access 

to a roof space therefore removing the possibility for the incorporation of the renewable 

technologies such as ground source heat pumps or solar heating/photovoltaic panels.  
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  Fuel  

 Required 

(kWh/year) 

Fuel  

Saved % 

Fuel cost 

(£/Year) 

Fuel 

 Saving 

 % 

Emissions               

(Kg 

CO2/year) 

Emissions  

Saving               

(%) 

Cost of 

 installation 

Pay Back 

 period 

Existing  upper ground 

floor flat in an historic 

dwelling  

10773 0.0% 709 0.0% 2638 0.0% 0 0.00 

Energy saving light 

bulbs  
10754 0.2% 694 2.1% 2598 1.5% £20 1.33 

energy saving light 

bulbs, seals fitted to 

doors and windows  

10554 2.0% 688 3.0% 2559 3.0% £50 2.38 

energy saving bulbs 

fitted and new Boiler  
10068 6.5% 671 5.4% 2465 6.6% £1,750 46.05 

Existing with energy 

saving bulbs fitted and 

New double glazed 

(6mm) windows fitted  

9845 8.6% 664 6.3% 2421 8.2% £4,500 100.00 

Existing with energy 

saving bulbs fitted, 

New double glazed 

(6mm) windows fitted 

and new boiler   

9305 13.6% 646 8.9% 2316 12.2% £6,250 99.21 

Existing with energy 

saving bulbs fitted and 

New double glazed 

(12mm) windows 

fitted  

9680 10.1% 658 7.2% 2389 9.4% £5,250 102.94 

Figure 103 The results of the modelling of the converted flat in a large Victorian house 
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 Mid-terraced Victorian cottage  

Over 30% savings could be made on both emissions and fuel use through simple benign changes 

within the case study property. One of the most significant changes was the fitting of a new boiler 

to replace the older, less efficient non-condensing gas boiler. This would have little or no effect on 

the heritage of the building as it would be replacing an existing appliance with an updated modern 

high-performance appliance. Further savings of adding insulation to the roof from 150 mm to 300 

mm proved not to be as successful as expected. The approximate cost of the benign changes was 

just under £2500 and had a very short payback period of under four years, making the benign 

changes successful in environmental and economic criteria while still not affecting the heritage and 

appearance of the dwelling. The adding of double-glazed windows to replace the single glazed 

windows had very little impact on either the environmental or cost saving of the property but would 

have an impact on the heritage of the building and involve loss of several important parts of the 

historic fabric. The payback period of installing windows would be around 100 years.  
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  Fuel  Required 

(kWh/year) 

Fuel  Saved % Fuel cost 

(£/Year)  

Fuel 

 saving % 

Emissions               

(Kg CO2/year) 

Emissions  

Saving               

(%) 

Cost of 

 installation  

Pay Back period  

Existing 

Victorian 

terrace cottage  

52290 0.0% 2312 0.0% 11273 0.0% £0 0.00 

Energy saving 

light bulbs  
52546 -0.5% 2279 1.4% 11212 0.5% £60 1.82 

Energy saving 

light bulbs  and 

seals fitted to all 

doors and 

windows  

52069 0.4% 2263 2.1% 11120 1.4% £140 2.86 

Energy saving 

light bulbs, seals 

fitted to all 

doors and 

windows and 

300mm Roof 

insulation 

added  

51348 1.8% 2239 3.2% 10980 2.6% £640 8.77 

Energy saving 

light bulbs, seals 

fitted to all 

doors and 

windows and 

boiler fitted  

34692 33.7% 1684 27.2% 7750 31.3% £1,750 2.79 

Energy saving 

light bulbs, seals 

fitted to all 

doors and 

windows, boiler 

fitted and 

300mm 

insulation 

added to roof 

space  

34224 34.5% 1668 27.9% 7659 32.1% £2,390 3.71 

Energy saving 

light bulbs and 

new timber 

double glaze 

(Low E 6mm 

Gap) windows  

51462 1.6% 2242 3.0% 11000 2.4% £7,000.00 100.00 

Figure 104 The results of the modelling of the Mid-terraced Victorian cottage 
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Edwardian semi-detached house  

This property showed considerable savings from the benign changes. The largest saving was from 

installing a new boiler resulting in emission savings of 16% alone through replacing the existing 

appliance with an updated, more modern high-performance appliance thus not affecting the 

heritage of the building. Further low-cost improvements were found from replacing the hot water 

cylinder again having an environmental improvement and a cost saving benefit without damaging 

or affecting the heritage of the building. In this case study, the client was interested in the benefits 

of adding photovoltaic panels to the rear roof of the building and replacing the existing single glazed 

windows with double glazed units. Interestingly, the environmental benefits of installing a 2 kWp 

photovoltaic panel to the rear of the property was approximately the same amount of energy saving 

as fitting double glazed windows throughout the entire property. However, the cost of fitting 

double glazed windows was £5,000 more and would have a direct effect due to the loss to the 

historic fabric and the effect on the appearance of the building. The rear photovoltaic panel could 

be seen as a reversible intervention to the property and met the local planning office’s guidelines 

for the conservation area as there would be no effect on the street frontage. The benign changes 

had the shortest financial payback period and the greatest environmental and energy benefits and 

would cost the owner around £2,000 to implement and have a short payback period of under three 

years. Again, these benign changes would have little effect on the heritage of the building that has 

both short and long-term financial and environmental benefits to the property. 
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Fuel  

 Required 

(kWh/year) 

Fuel  

Saved % 

Fuel cost 

(£/Year) 

Fuel  

saving % 

Emissions               

(Kg CO2/year) 

Emissions 

Saving               

(%) 

Cost of 

installation 

Pay Back 

period 

Existing Historic Semi 

detached Property 
92513 0.0% 4315 0.0% 20842 0.0% £0.00 0.00 

Energy saving light bulbs 92844 -0.4% 4224 2.1% 20633 1.0% £150.00 1.65 

Energy saving light bulbs 

and new boiler 
75292 18.6% 3638 15.7% 17228 17.3% £1,900.00 2.81 

Energy saving light bulbs, 

new boiler and well 

insulated tank 

73597 20.4% 3582 17.0% 16899 18.9% £1,950.00 2.66 

Energy saving light bulbs 

and new boiler and tank 

jacket with 300mm roof 

insulation  and double 

glazed windows through 

out 

69225 25.2% 3435 20.4% 16050 23.0% £20,800.00 23.64 

Energy saving light bulbs 

and new boiler and tank 

jacket with 300mm roof  

insulation  and 2 KW PV 

panel to the rear 

71220 23.0% 3411 21.0% 15939 23.5% £14,400.00 15.93 

Figure 105 The results of the modelling of the Edwardian semi-detached house 
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Overall result analysis of the computer modelled results  

Both houses showed good savings by benign changes. The mid-terraced cottage showed the most 

savings via the benign intervention methodology. The converted flat showed little improvement by 

either benign or non-benign improvements. It is unclear however, what other improvements could 

be applied to the property as it had no direct access to either garden spaces or the roof spaces for 

additional installation of further renewable technologies. This is further hampered by the building 

being in a conservation area which may restrict the installation of such technologies.  The 

replacement of the older, non-condensing boiler with a high efficiency condensing boiler showed 

significant carbon savings in both houses. Having the roof space insulated also showed to be an 

effective measure. In the converted flat the boiler replacement only saved an additional 3.6% in 

carbon emissions; this may be due to the fact that the already installed boiler was reasonably up-

to-date and efficient. In the mid-terraced cottage, the boiler reduces carbon emissions by almost 

30%. The replacement of existing single glazed windows with double glazed units was the most 

expensive intervention but had one of the lowest carbon emission savings. This was one of the non-

benign changes tested in all the buildings. This was especially surprising in the converted flat with 

very large sash windows covering the two main occupied spaces. The additional draught proofing 

also showed in the modelling to not be a very effective method. This may be due to the software 

not being adequately able to model this small change. As many of the case study datasets show 

that draught proofing can have a considerable impact on reducing the carbon emissions from a 

dwelling, the addition of extra roof insulation had little impact on the overall emission savings which 

was surprising considering the results from the data tables in the literature review. The energy 

saving lightbulbs in all properties saved very little, especially in the carbon dioxide equivalent 

emissions savings with the higher saving being only 1.5%.  

The improvement in the insulation of the hot water tank in the large Edwardian dwelling also had 

less than predicted energy savings of around 2% and a reduction in carbon emissions of about 1.5%. 

This again was lower than the datasets reviewed in the literature review. The payback period for 

the benign changes was much less than the non-benign interventions sometimes to the magnitude 

of tenfold. The installation of double glazed windows replacing the existing single glazed units had 

a very long payback period and this is in line with the case study datasets reviewed in the literature. 
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Figure 106 Overall results of computer modelling comparing cost to carbon emissions reduction 

 

When the results from all of the dwellings were tabulated and put into a chart (See Figure 47) it 

shows that  the turning point for this particular set of dwellings occurs around the £5000 mark with 

a carbon saving of around 20% to 22% reduction in carbon emissions. This is lower than the case 

studies in both Redbridge and Reading. However, it does follow the same shape of graph with a 

clear turning point (tipping point). It also shows that the non-benign improvements have very little 

impact on the reduction of carbon emissions but do have a larger impact on the cost of installing 

the interventions. It is clear from this that in these case study buildings the benign changes are the 

most cost-effective in terms of cost benefit ratio where the benefit is the reduction in carbon 

emissions. Other improvements are possible, however they come at a much greater financial cost. 

This was best demonstrated in the large Edwardian dwelling where the benign changes costing 
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around £2000 saved 18.9% in carbon emissions and the non-benign changes costing between 

£14,400 to £20,800 only saved around 23.5%. Therefore, it cost 10 times as much to save an 

additional 4% reduction in carbon emissions. 
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4.3 Live case study  

Case study building  

The building used in this case study is a 3-bedroom Victorian suburban house. The house is based 

in a suburb of Kingston upon Thames in South West London.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 107 Photo of the front of the Live case study house (authors own) 

The property is made up of 3 bedrooms (one of which was being used as a home office) and a 

bathroom upstairs. On the ground floor there is a separate lounge, kitchen and dining room.  The 

dwelling is not in a conservation area. The property was in poor condition but structurally sound.  

The walls are solid 9-inch brick with timber floors. The roof is timber frame with slates with 

insulation fitted above ceiling level.  The windows were single glazed and in a very poor condition 

with many not fitting properly. The front door was thin with no draught proofing. The boiler was at 

least 10 years old and not working properly. The rest of the heating was not serviced. The kitchen 

appliances were at least 5 years old, probably much older. The house already had energy saving 

light bulbs and the roof space was insulated with old +/- 100mm fibreglass insulation.  
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Figure 108 Plan of the Live case study house 

 

Choice of interventions  

The current owners were a couple who recently purchased the property and wanted to not only 

improve the condition of the property but also wanted to improve its environmental performance. 

The new owners had made the decision about what changes they wanted to make to the building 

and these were mostly based on lifestyle requirements rather than any energy consumption or 

heritage aspect. However, the owners were aware of the need to preserve the overall heritage of 

the building as well as being focused on improving the environmental performance of the building.  

The owners as first-time buyers did not have access to large financial resources to refurbish the 

property. One of their first steps was to change their energy supply to a supplier that provides its 

electricity from wind power. This also meant that accurate energy readings were taken every 
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month. These energy readings formed the base of the actual energy consumption of the house of 

the building.  

Their first building change within the first few months after moving in was to remove the old roof 

insulation and refit a thicker high-performance insulation. The second change was the boiler was 

replaced 11 months later with a high efficiency condensing boiler. The final change was the 

windows. The windows were decided to be changed to double glazing for three reasons. First, the 

existing windows were in such poor condition that it was financially difficult to justify the 

refurbishment. Secondly, for the reduction in the sound from the nearby main road and thirdly  the 

security requirements of the area meant that the cost for the contents insurance of the building 

increased considerably by not having secured double glazing on the ground floor windows. The 

windows chosen were designed to match the period of the building and were of sash timber 

construction with double glazed units. They were fitted to all of the front and side windows. 

Methodology  

The data was collected on the actual energy consumption from the case study dwelling. These were 

taken directly from both the standard gas and electricity meters in the dwelling and this formed the 

basis for the energy consumption data. (See Appendix 2.2) 

For comparison, three further datasets were created following the same improvements to the 

original dwelling so that a comparison could be made between different techniques used in 

modelling improvements to existing dwellings. For the first set, the dwelling was modelled in NHER 

Plan Assessor in the state at purchase then the further energy improvements were modelled to 

match the other computer modelling case studies.  The second set was sourced from existing 

datasets of improvements to existing dwellings and the third set was from original data from the 

earlier case study buildings’ computer modelling in this study. These changes to the actual property 

were modelled via each methodology and the energy performance improvements shown in 

percentage terms to allow for easy comparison. To create the NHER Plan Assessor model a survey 

was carried out of the building and detailed notes taken and the recorded information was input 

into the modelling package. This accompanied a series of interviews with the current occupier to 

gather information on occupancy rate and energy usage behaviour. Further information was also 

obtained via existing survey documentation when the property was purchased, and the previous 

occupant’s information pack left with the current owner. This provided a relatively accurate set of 

data to construct the computer model.  
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An additional set was also created following the interviews with the current owners of the dwelling 

who said that they were actively changing their behaviour to reduce energy consumption within 

their dwelling so for each change an additional improvement was added to the modelled data. This 

was to be used to show how behavioural changes could have an impact on energy consumption 

within the home. Another reason was that as the dwelling was modelled in a static modelling 

package concerted efforts of the occupants in their behavioural change were impossible to model 

although, it has been shown through various studies (Kelly, 2013) that behaviour change can 

increase the effectiveness of physical improvements to the energy performance of the building. 
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Results and comparison  

The table (See Figure 50) clearly shows that while there are differences between the various 

modelling techniques compared to the actual energy savings, the rate of saving are similar. 

 

 

 

The actual house results and the different modelling techniques all show that intervention of 

double glazing and roof insulation has smaller impacts on the energy performance of the dwelling. 

The biggest saving by far is the installation of a new boiler. This is in line with the rest of the findings 

in the wider study. One of the most energy-efficient improvements that can be done to any historic 

dwelling is making sure that the existing heating system (in this case gas boiler) is as efficient as 

possible. Overall, while the results are different the rates of change shown by the gradient in the 

bar chart (See Figure 51) between the changes remains reasonably consistent: smaller 

improvements in energy efficiency for the roof insulation and increasing with the double glazing 

and finally the largest increase, the new boiler. The rates of change are reasonably consistent and 

therefore it can be concluded that while the modelling packages and the datasets may not be 

accurate in predicting precise energy savings they at least will show a reasonable state of accuracy 

in the amount of savings that will be occurred by installing a particular intervention. The difficulty 

 Actual 

House 

Modelling Modelling with 

behaviour 

changes added 

Wider data 

set 

Similar from 

the study 

 Percentage 

saved 

Percentage 

saved 

Percentage saved Percentage 

saved 

Percentage 

saved 

 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Roof 

insulation 

9% 1% 11% 6% 3% 

Above plus 

double 

glazing   

20% 4% 14% 20% 5% 

Above plus 

new boiler  

46% 29% 39% 36% 36% 

Figure 109 Comparing results from each method 
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of modelling benign changes in behaviour can be clearly shown by the column of behavioural 

changes much closer matching the actual energy savings that were achieved by the real-life 

dwelling. This is evidence of the lack of homogeneity in the residential built environment coupled 

with the variances of lifestyle. 

 

Figure 110 Graph showing results from the comparison of the different techniques to estimate 
energy saving  
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4.4 The tipping point and carbon value 

  The aim of this study was to investigate if maintenance and benign changes could be seen as the 

most sustainable approach for the refurbishment of historic suburban dwellings. To be considered 

sustainable cultural, economic and environmental factors have to be considered and ideally in 

balance. There is a point at which these factors become in equilibrium. This point is defined as the 

tipping point or the carbon value of heritage.  

All of the primary results when mapped against carbon reduction and cost of intervention from the 

primary research showed the same pattern shown in Figure 54. Figure 54 compares the cost savings 

of the building intervention (set of interventions) against the CO2 saving incurred.   

 

Figure 111 Comparing the cost savings of the building intervention against the CO2 saving incurred tipping 
point highlighted in yellow 

 

 The point circled in Figure 54 is the point in which the gradient changes. Significantly this can be 

seen as a tipping point or the turning point in which the rate of the cost benefit (carbon 

saving/energy savings) changes in relation to the amount of financial  costs of the sustainable 

interventions applied to the dwelling. 
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This cost benefit analysis (CBA) starts to put real-world numbers on the findings and the hypothesis 

of this study. In the cost benefit analysis, the value unit is the financial cost of the intervention and 

the benefit is the reduction in CO2 emissions from that intervention. The units are defined as: £ per 

KG CO2 reduced or £ per %CO2 reduced. The steeper the gradient shown in the chart, the more 

CO2 is saved per pound spent, in other words, the greater the cost benefit ratio. The smaller the 

cost benefit ratio and the lesser the amount of CO2 saved per pounds spent on the intervention. 

For the best balance between the economic and environmental, values of an intervention should 

be calculated. 

All of the primary results follow a similar trend. While the individual buildings follow slightly 

different result gradients, the trend remains constant. In the Redbridge study the ratio for the 

benign changes £6.71 per kg CO2 which then rose to £42.90 per kg CO2 past the tipping point. In the 

Reading study ratio for the benign changes £2.54 per kg CO2 which then rose to £27.02 per kg CO2 

past the tipping point. This ratio changes but the tipping point remains within a consistent tipping 

point. This tipping point occurs around the £3000-£7000 mark and shows a carbon emission savings 

of between 30% and 50%. 

If the triple bottom line criteria are taken into account this is the point where environmental and 

economic values could be seen to be in balance or at least to be the most efficient. This would be 

the case if all of the interventions are seen as benign, little to no damage to either the visual or 

fabric heritage. This is the point in which the graph gradient turns from a steep slope to a gradual 

incline. This tipping point is a key part of the contribution to knowledge of this study as it shows the 

balance point between the economic and the environmental values. It creates the carbon value of 

the heritage. 

Carbon value  

Another key finding is that from the tipping point it is possible to begin to define what is possible in 

reducing the carbon emissions from a historic dwelling within the financial capabilities of the owner 

and without damaging the heritage (visual and fabric) of the dwelling. This number when compared 

to the overall target of reduction in CO2 emissions is labelled the carbon value of the heritage of 

the dwelling. This is the differential between what is economically and culturally possible calculated 

against the perceived target of the reduction in CO2 emissions. 
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It is possible to define the carbon value in a simple equation and this could be translated as: 

 

  

 

 

 

As defined earlier in the study the benign changes are interventions that do not have a negative 

impact on either visual fabric heritage so therefore the question can be written as: 

 

 

 

 

This can be further rewritten as to bring in the third value of economic limitations, therefore the 

equation has to be further defined to bring in the economic limitations 

 

 

 

 

At this point, the tipping point, results can be used to provide the owner with the best value. This 

is the best cost to benefit in the case of historic suburban housing. The results show that the tipping 

point occurs in the range of £2,000 to £7,000 which provides a carbon emission saving of between 

30% and 50%. When these numbers are put into the final equation the results show that the triple 

bottom line carbon value of historic dwellings is between 30% and 50% of carbon emissions target.  
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Cost differential 

While the carbon value shows the gap between the proposed target and what the study finds is 

optimal in terms of carbon emissions reduction in historic suburban dwellings (in England) this 

could be seen as a failure to achieve the desired target. However, the tipping point and the cost 

benefit analysis highlights the economic reality of trying to reduce the historic housing stock’s 

carbon emissions by the UK government’s target of  80% to 100% reduction in carbon emissions by 

using refurbishment methodology. 

It would cost between £9 billion and £32 billion to reduce their historic housing stock in the U.K.'s 

carbon emissions to around 40% to 50%. To reduce the same stock by an additional 30% to 50% (to 

meet the government target) an additional £61 billion-£373 billion will be needed. This additional 

cost needs to be seen within the context of the overall cost to benefit for the country as a whole. 

 

 

There is a tenfold increase in financial cost to increase the saving from 30%-50% CO2 emissions to 

80%-100% reduction in CO2 emissions. This large jump in cost raises the question as to whether the 

cost of the further intervention (above the benign intervention) can be better spent elsewhere in 

Type of interventions  Cost  
Number of 

dwellings  
Total cost  

Upper full refurbishment  £80,000.00       4,700,000.00  £376,000,000,000.00 

Mid  full refurbishment  £40,000.00       4,700,000.00  £188,000,000,000.00 

Lower full refurbishment  £20,000.00       4,700,000.00  £94,000,000,000.00 

  

Upper benign changes £7,000.00       4,700,000.00  £32,900,000,000.00 

Mid benign changes  £3,000.00       4,700,000.00  £14,100,000,000.00 

Lower Benign changes  £2,000.00       4,700,000.00  £9,400,000,000.00 

Figure 112 Overall costs compared for total pre-1919 housing stock 
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policy such as greening the electricity grid which would benefit the whole of the built environment 

rather than a small group of buildings.  

To put this number into context, the Labour party in their 2019 general election manifesto promised 

£60 billion public subsidies to fund the whole of the U.K.'s housing stock sustainable refurbishment, 

(this includes refurbishing all of the required post-1919 housing stock as well). The building industry 

capacity also needs to be taken into account with 4.7 million pre-1919 dwellings in England. This 

would equate to over 420 refurbishments to be completed every day from now until 2050. If the 

target of refurbishing old dwellings by 2035 is to be reached this would mean that 850 dwellings 

every day need to be completed between now and 2035. 

 

Figure 113 Carbon value of heritage 

 

Figure 54 shows the carbon value of the heritage. That shows the size of the triple bottom line 

carbon value of our historic housing. The small size of the carbon value can be seen against the 

other savings required.  

The cost figures discussed also make one assumption, while the benign changes occur as part of a 

focus of a small and continual process of change within the built environment, the costs of large-

scale interventions and sustainable focused refurbishments assume that only one refurbishment 
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will be needed to any single dwelling between now and 2050/2035 (the two key dates in the 

government’s targets in reduction of carbon emissions). Given the timeframe of 30 years it is 

possible that significant additional works will be needed such as technologies such as PV panels 

with a 25 year lifespan may need to be replaced again within this timeframe. This additional cost 

only adds and further decreases the cost benefit ratio of large-scale sustainable focus 

refurbishment onto historic dwellings thus increasing the overall costs needed to refurbish the 

historic housing stock. It also must be noted that both methodologies need to include the update 

and maintenance of the historic dwelling within the cost analysis. 

Other uses for the carbon value 

As much as the carbon value was intended to be used as a decision-making tool it could however 

be used for other purposes. The carbon value could be used in further scenarios - it could be used 

as a measure for carbon taxation applied to historic dwellings or for the use of offsetting to help 

meet the target of net reduction in carbon emissions. It is the net target that is important as part 

of the government's carbon reduction strategy. 
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3.5 Overview and comparison of data and analysis  
 

The first overall finding is that this study found that benign maintenance (conservation focus) 

refurbishment has the potential to save between 30% and 50% of carbon emissions and along with 

this, up to around 40% savings in energy consumption. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The live case study building SAP/RdSAP/EPC via NHER modelling of pre-1919 dwellings show that 

these static modelling packages underestimate the environmental performance of pre-1919 

dwellings. However, they do provide a good guide to what impact established improvements may 

have on a dwelling but are poor at predicting the improvements of smaller more benign changes. 

The government has a target of all dwellings to be improved to EPC level B by 2050 (Dowson et. al.  

2012.) From the results shown in this study, the target might be more appropriate for all pre-1919 

dwellings to become EPC level C. This would provide the best cost benefit and at the same time 

protect the heritage of the building. Behaviour was found to be a large variable in all studies. Both 

the primary and secondary research show that behaviour of the dwelling’s occupants and the users 

can have considerable impact on the final energy and resultant carbon emissions of the refurbished 

dwelling. 

 

 

Action  Percentage Energy 
Saved % 

Capital Cost 
Used in Study 

(£) 

Impact on 
Fabric 

Heritage  

Impact on 
Visual 

Heritage 

Upgrading the loft 
insulation to 300mm  4.0% 31.1% £273.00 LOW LOW 

Draught proofing and 
window repair 2.0% 10.0% £50-£2000 LOW LOW 

Hot water cylinder 
insulation to >75mm  3.6% 8.7% £20.00 LOW LOW 

Fitting of a 
condensing boiler  16.0% 46.0% £1,750.00 LOW LOW 

Improved heating 
controls  12.0% 14.1% £250.00 LOW LOW 

Energy saving light 
bulbs  0.1% 0.2% £200.00 LOW LOW 

Floor insulation fitted 
in raised timber floor  8.3% 14.0% £1,000.00 LOW LOW 

Figure 114 Overall energy saving found in the primary research 
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 Insulation  

Rather than the more accepted approach of insulate, insulate, insulate as the basis for sustainable 

refurbishment and sustainable construction the study showed that the refurbishment and 

upgrading of the heating and hot water system was the most effective measure in lowering carbon 

emissions and energy consumption from the historic dwellings studied. 

Insulation installed in a historic building had to be carefully considered with many options not 

possible under the benign interventions criteria and some interventions being outright harmful to 

the historic fabric of the pre-1919 dwellings. It turns out wall insulation had too many issues to be 

considered a robust technology. The literature review clearly states that has to be specified very 

carefully to make sure that the moisture transmission within reasonable construction is not altered 

thus creating issues of dampness and moisture retention within the historic fabric of the building. 

Further issues related to attached/neighbour dwellings, particularly in the suburban context of the 

study. Both interior and exterior wall insulation would have an impact on the visual heritage and 

possibly the fabric heritage of the dwelling and therefore cannot be considered a benign 

intervention. Floor insulation was deemed to be costly to install as a single intervention but 

becomes a more cost-effective part of a wider refurbishment work. The study showed that it saved 

between 8% and 14% reduction in energy consumption - when floor insulation was installed in 

properties with no existing floor insulation. Roof insulation was seen to be cost-effective if the roof 

space was unconverted. However, many of the properties in this study had roof spaces converted. 

The cost of installing and the inconvenience to the dwelling occupants increases if the roof space 

had been converted into a habitable space which was common in the suburban domestic built 

environment. When roof insulation could be installed it was shown to save between 4% and 31% 

of energy consumed within the dwelling. 

Heating and hot water system  

The largest energy and carbon emission savings came from upgrading the heating and hot water 

system. The largest single saving came from upgrading a non-condensing boiler to a high efficiency 

condensing boiler. This saved between 16% and 46% in energy consumption. Further heating and 

hot water system improvements had positive improvement in lowering the energy consumption. 

The low-cost measure of insulating a hot tank lowered energy consumption between 3% and 8%. 

Improved heating controls saved between 12% and 14% in energy consumption.  
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The heating system falls into the category of periodically renewed elements within the dwelling, so 

replacements are benign and have little impact on the overall heritage of the dwelling. As the 

heating system is  a periodically renewed element and the recommended lifespan is 25 years for a 

new boiler this upgrade is most likely to happen between now and 2050 simply due to the lifespan 

of the system. For the greatest cost benefit, any intervention should be as forward-looking (future 

proof) as possible. For example, if the hot water tank was to be replaced the new hot water tank 

should have multiple heating coils to allow for the easy installation of future technologies such as 

supplementary heating solar panels. This would allow for a more cost-effective upgrade in the 

future. See Figure 58 as an example route. 

 

 Figure 58 Heating system evolution diagram 

 

Existing non-condensing 
boiler with poorly insulated 

hot water tank 

Fitting of a high effiency 
boiler, the hot water tank 

additionally insulated 

Installtion of improved 
heating controls 

Hot water tank replaced with 
highly insulated with 

multitable heating coils 

Seconadary heating input 
added such as solar thermal 

(if heritage permitting)

Primary boiler replaced with 
lower carbon technology 

such as air source heat pump

TIM
E  

Present Day 

2050 and 

beyond  
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Converted flats 

The conversion of larger dwellings into smaller flats has become a common strategy in urban and 

suburban environments. Large dwellings, sometimes as large as 12 bedrooms, are not uncommon 

in urban and suburban environments. These dwellings have a larger market penetration because 

such a large dwelling in the current market is either so expensive to all but the very richest and the 

need for such dwellings does not meet the current population demographic. It has become more 

economically viable to sell such large dwellings as a single unit rather than to convert them into 

several smaller converted flats which are more affordable and marketable in the current real estate 

market.  

One of the unexpected findings of the study was the sustainable refurbishment of a converted flat 

in a larger existing dwelling. While converted flats could have benign improvements applied them,  

these were the only interventions that could be realistically applied to the flat. It must be noted 

that even poorly maintained flats were generally better performing than their equivalent separated 

dwellings. Further reduction by other more typical sustainable refurbishment interventions such as 

roof insulation, installation of solar panels, etc, became not possible or problematic either because 

the interventions were not applicable to that type of dwelling or they became problematic due to 

the shared ownership of the exterior fabric and exterior space. An example of this was found in the 

live case studies that were modelled in this study. The upper ground floor flat had no roof space 

which would allow for solar panels and the flat had a combination boiler with little or no room for 

a new hot water tank to be installed. The hot water tank is a prerequisite for most heat pumps (air 

or ground) to be installed. The insulation of the walls would be ineffective without the full 

cooperation of not only the other dwellings within the converted house but all other attached 

properties. Any further interventions became difficult or ineffective either because of cost or simply 

showing little in terms of reduction in energy consumption. 

How the proposal meets the triple bottom line  

Cultural benefits     

Large-scale studies by English Heritage (2007) have shown that the general UK population value the 

cultural importance of historic buildings. The main cultural benefit of a maintenance strategy is the 

improvement of the historic preservation of the building. Maintenance retains historic fabric 

because less material is lost in regular, minimal and small-scale work than in disruptive and 

extensive restoration (Kindred, 2004). The survival of any building is underpinned by regular and 

continued maintenance (Forster & Kayan, 2009), but other than historic churches there is no 
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current UK legislative driver for the enforcement of maintenance of historic building (Dann & Wood, 

2004). Heritage impact can be assessed firstly by the impact on the use of the building or element, 

secondly the impact on the visual heritage and thirdly the impact of on the fabric of the affected 

element. If the interventions to a building are benign then the heritage of the pre-1919 dwelling 

will be preserved but allow the suburbia to evolve and change in meeting today’s and tomorrow’s 

need to be more environmentally friendly. This evolution, in adapting to changing lifestyle 

requirements is very much part of suburbia’s history and heritage.  

Economic benefits 

Financing has long been seen as a barrier to widespread integration of sustainable changes into the 

existing built environment. It is also believed by the owners of historic dwellings that EPC 

certificates have little or no impact on the resale financial value of their properties (Husle, 2011).  

Any sustainable policy has to meet the financial and economic constraints of the affected parties. 

Thus, any proposed strategy in dealing with the historic built environment has to not only be 

successful in lowering carbon emissions but also has to be financially attractive to the participants 

who are going to be involved in implementing any such strategy. 

 The three main economic factors that concern historic dwelling owners are: 

(a) the value of their property 

(b) the maintenance and repair costs of the property 

(c) the cost of current and future energy bills for that property.  

The work by Forster & Kayan (2009) has shown the costs of such maintenance and benign changes 

inspections are more than covered by the savings of preventing expensive unnecessary repairs 

through the use of preventative maintenance strategies. In Figure 59 (adapted from (Forster & 

Kayan, 2009)) it is shown that over a period of time preventative maintenance along with the cost 

of periodic inspection actually reduces the overall repair costs of a historic dwelling.  Figure 1 shows 

that as long as Area 2 is larger than Area 1 there is an economic saving on the use of preventative 

maintenance schedules identified through periodic professional inspection. Area 3 shows 

additionally the reduced energy costs from the benign environmental improvements. Further 

financial benefit is identified through the energy savings that come from the benign changes of the 

environmental performance of the building. Additionally, Area 3 can be seen as a further cost 

incentive for professional inspection incorporating preventative maintenance and benign changes. 
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Figure 59 Maintenance costs with and without preventative maintenance compared over time 

 

The English House Condition Survey (EHCS, 2009) indicates that essential repair costs for historic 

dwellings are more than twice that in modern dwellings. This again further highlights the economic 

benefits of continued professional inspection and preventative maintenance to secure the financial 

sustainability of historic dwellings. There are wider economic benefits of the strategy, as small-scale 

maintenance and repair work is often carried out by local tradesmen there is a further economic 

benefit to the local economy (Dann, 2004). Although difficult to quantify, the improved condition 

increases the resale value of historic dwellings. This is in addition the higher market value of historic 

and traditional housing compared to the modern equivalent dwelling. Benign changes 

(environmental improvements) have been shown to have the highest cost to benefit to cost ratio 

providing the owner with the greatest amounts of savings in carbon and energy for the minimum 

amount of capital investment. It is more economically viable to refurbish an existing dwelling rather 

than knock it down and replace with the minimum average demolition cost of £17,000, even the 

most expensive benign refurbishment package is less than just the demolition cost of removing an 

existing dwelling. Therefore, benign changes and building maintenance provide the most 

economically beneficial strategy for maintaining the suburban historic built environment. 
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Environmental benefits 

The main environmental benefit found in this study was that benign maintenance (conservation 

focus) refurbishment has the potential to save between 30% and 50% of carbon emissions along 

with this, up to around 40% savings in energy consumption. While the UK government has a target 

that all dwellings should reach an EPC rating of B, this study found that EPC rating of C maybe more 

realistic if the heritage and cost of refurbishment for pre-1919 dwellings be taken into account. The 

study shows through both the literature review and the primary research that the SAP/RdSAP/EPC 

via NHER modelling of pre-1919 dwellings show that these static modelling packages underestimate 

the environmental performance of pre-1919 dwellings and until more dynamic and live energy 

usage can be used to replace the EPC they will remain a poor way to show the environmental 

performance of pre-1919 suburban dwellings.  
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Recommendations  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5 presents the conclusions and the recommendations from the study. The 

recommendation contains the framework for the implementation 
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5.1 Conclusion  

While it is accepted that the historic built environment must respond to the demand for reducing 

its energy consumption and lowering its carbon emissions but at the same time the need to 

preserve inherent heritage. This defines the need for change If we take the definition of building 

conservation as the management of change (Drury & McPherson 2008) and the basis of 

sustainability is the balance of the triple bottom line. The hypothesis of the study was The most 

sustainable future for historic Suburban housing does not lie in sustainable focused refurbishment, 

but in historic building maintenance, periodic renewal and benign improvements in hindsight the 

criteria was difficult to prove especially with the word most, however, what the study has shown is 

that benign changes and maintenance do offer a triple bottom line sustainable strategy for lowering 

carbon emissions and increased energy efficiency of historic suburban homes.  

Aims of the study  

1. Discover the overall carbon emissions and energy saving that can be achieved via building 
maintenance, periodic renewal and benign improvements. 

2. The cost effectiveness of building maintenance, periodic renewal and benign 
improvements. 

3. Identify the criteria for an intervention so that do not impact negatively on the heritage of 
historic dwellings.  

4. Identify the key interventions that should be the focus of sustainable refurbishment of 
historic dwellings  

5. Identify the accuracy of EPC’s and computer modelling of energy consumption and carbon 
emissions on the historic dwellings  

Aims one and two will be concluded in the following paragraphs. The study has shown that benign 

changes and maintenance are cost-effective with a high cost to benefit ratio. Benign changes help 

preserve the cultural value and historic fabric of the dwelling and finally the study shows that the 

Tipping point occurs around the £3000-£7000 mark and show a carbon emission savings of  

between 30% and 50%. The study clearly shows that the optimal balance between economic 

measures and environmental improvements can be found at the tipping point. 
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Figure 60 Graph showing the tipping point 

 

After the tipping point the cost benefit ratio decreases and becomes increasingly more expensive 

to lower carbon emissions and reduce energy consumption. It must also be noted that as the 

interventions to the property are either benign or maintenance based there is little or no impact to 

the visual heritage, furthermore, maintenance is critical to the survival of the historic fabric of the 

building. Historic building maintenance, periodic renewal and benign improvements methodology 

can be expected to get most pre-1919 dwellings up to an EPC level C rating.  

To further support the strategy that benign changes and maintenance are the most sustainable 

further criteria has also to be taken into account in the context of a sustainable strategy for all of 

the historic dwellings in England real-life limitations have to be taken into account such as the 

amount of financial capital, the capacity of the built environment to be able to refurbish a large 

number of properties et cetera. The vast scale of the number of interventions and refurbishments 

that need needs to be understood. While it has been shown that it is technically possible to 

refurbish a dwelling beyond the tipping point the time and resources needed to do such a 

refurbishment provide their own limitations with 4.5 million of these dwellings in England alone 

this equates to at least 425 refurbishment every single day from now until 2050 so any 

policy/strategy for encompassing all of the historic built environment dwellings needs to able to be 

scaled up simply to meet the huge number of refurbishments that have to be completed. 
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Another key point to support the hypothesis is that benign changes and maintenance is not a set, 

restrictive strategy. Benign changes and maintenance do not restrict other sustainable 

improvements to take place on the dwelling, if correctly applied, actually they should support them. 

The example [of the heating system improvements] given in the overall finding show that when an 

element is to be replaced, if it is replaced with an element that is as future proofed and as flexible 

as possible in use, allowing for easier installation of other technologies, it allows for a more 

affordable and effective sustainable improvement in the property in the future. 

The strategy does not rely on a single large refurbishment completed at a single point, but in a 

collection of small interventions done over a period of time. This has two distinct advantages the 

first is that it spreads the financial cost over a longer period of time and much of this cost would be 

part of a generalised periodic repair and replacement strategy within the life cycle of the property. 

The second advantage is that it offers flexibility and adaptability, the future is always a prediction 

and often an unknown but the very thing that makes historic dwellings (pre-1919) sustainable is 

their flexibility and their ability to adapt and change to varying requirements and changing lifestyles. 

Any strategy that needs to be applied to these heterogeneous buildings has to be as flexible as the 

buildings themselves. The step-by-step approach of the benign changes and maintenance allows 

for these interventions to be adaptable and react to changing requirements, rather than making a 

singular large intervention at a particular point in time that may not meet future requirements it 

relies on a step-by-step approach to improve the property over a period of time meeting the current 

needs while understanding the future requirements for lowering carbon emissions and energy 

consumption. It may also allow for technologies that are currently either unaffordable or not 

available to become a more cost-effective and usable technologies in the future.  

Aims three and four were required in the study to define what interventions can be applied to a 

historic building that would be considered benign in terms of impact on the heritage of a historic 

suburban dwelling but at the same time lower carbon emissions and energy usage in the dwelling. 

No set definition describes the entire cultural and geographical understanding of what is a suburb. 

The clearest understanding of a suburb that can be drawn is that it is predominantly of residential 

usage linked directly to an urban centre. Its success is dependent on various factors, especially the 

connection to the urban centre, the quality of the residential urban fabric and local amenities. It is 

clear from the work of Urry & Gwilliam (Urry, 1995). & (Gwilliam, 1998) that the suburbs are a 

constantly evolving and changing urban environment that adapts and alter throughout history, and 

as English Heritage (Historic England) states, that conservation is about the management of change 

not merely the preservation of what exists. This helps define the overall topographical heritage of 
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the environment considered in this study. The literature review established that for an intervention 

to be considered benign, it must have little or no impact on either the visual heritage of the building, 

the fabric heritage of the building, or alter or damage the use of the heritage of the building or 

element. Periodic renewal of elements with a set lifespan, be they sacrificial elements such as paint 

or appliances or services are part of the lifecycle of the building, and as long as their replacements 

meet the requirements of a benign intervention, they meet the requirements for use in this study. 

This will be particularly important when looking at a historic dwelling’s heating and hot water 

system, as it was shown that this makes up the vast majority of both the energy consumption and 

carbon emissions of a dwelling. 

The visual heritage impact is one of the most considered impact factors by planners in the writing 

planning guidance. It is mostly applied to the public-facing exterior elements of a dwelling. This 

focus on the public visual heritage enforced by planning authorities in the UK has often allowed for 

loss or change of historic fabric if the replacement has the same or similar appearance. The focus 

by planning authorities on the visual aspects has its critics due to the risk of damage to the historic 

fabric. This is the third impact category which is the preservation of the historic fabric. The historic 

dwellings themselves have an inherent historical value embodied in the fabric of the building as the 

drilling is altered and change the loss of historic fabric lessons the historical value of the dwelling. 

This, however, has to be considered against the current owner’s rights to adapt the home and allow 

for adaptability of the dwelling and the heritage of the suburban environment as an environment 

which is constantly changing and adapting and evolving to the changing needs and requirements of 

the residents. Heritage impact can be assessed firstly by the impact on the use of the building or 

element, secondly the impact on the visual heritage and thirdly, the impact on the fabric of the 

affected element. From these findings, it can therefore be defined that benign changes need to 

have as little or no impact on the visual heritage of the dwelling, the least amount of fabric damage 

and allow for the continual use allowing for the changing sustainability requirements that is needed. 

This aligns directly with the Burra Charter (ICOMOS, 1999) “as much as necessary, as little as 

possible”. Maintenance is at the core of preserving any historic building, including residential 

dwellings, and are part of the lifecycle of any building. There is a clear definition made between 

essential maintenance, which includes periodic renewal and direct intervention.  

The most widely recognised definition of sustainability comes from the Brundtland Commission 

(1987) is too generalised for the study and needs to become more focused in this study. 

Sustainability (in this study will be) will be defined as meeting the needs of today without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs. At the same time, applying the 
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necessary preservation requirements for preserving the intrinsic historical values within the built 

environment and being with the economic capacity available.  

 

Aim five sort to Identify the key interventions that should be the focus of sustainable refurbishment 

of historic dwellings. The literature review identified many of the different interventions that could 

be applied to the historic dwelling these were tested against the criteria for benign interventions 

this was summarised in figure 17. The benign changes considered for suburban dwellings will 

include: 

1. installing of loft insulation 
2. draught proofing the building 
3. insulating the hot water cylinder (if applicable) 
4. replacing a non-condensing boiler with a high efficiency condensing boiler 
5. improving the heating controls  
6. installing energy-saving lightbulbs 
7. micro-CHP 
8. installing floor insulation in raised timber floors. 

These are going to be used in the computer modelling in the study. It also has to be noted that at 

the time of modelling micro-CHP systems were not available on the NHER package used for the 

computer modelling so will not be included in the study is part of the computer modelled and live 

case studies they could be considered as later interventions as a pathway to periodically renewing 

the heating system. 

Aim five sort to identify the accuracy of computer modelling of energy consumption and carbon 

emissions on the historic dwellings. The SAP-based models such NHER were designed to give an 

overall picture of a buildings energy performance rather than give an exacting and accurate figure 

that matches every building's actual energy consumption.  The live case study showed that the 

static based computer energy modelling does provide a good ‘what if’ guide to the success of typical 

sustainable improvements in a typical dwelling. However, if the improvements are not typical or 

the dwelling is of traditional construction, the accuracy of the results is reduced. However, the most 

extensive variability in any prediction will be the behaviour and lifestyle, and this variability will 

always be the weak point of any modelling package or method. One of the key reasons that the 

results from the computer modelling package do not match the actual results is due to the lack of 

detailed options while inputting the information to the NHER model.  One example of this lack of 

accuracy was identified in the live case-study was the windows. The windows in the original 

dwelling were in a very poor condition, with many of them not closing properly and in a very poor 
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state of repair. The other key error factor was identified was the occupant behaviour. It can be 

concluded that while the modelling packages may not be accurate in predicting precise energy 

usage, they at least will show a reasonable state of accuracy in the amount of savings that will be 

occurred by installing a particular intervention. 

Limitations of the study have been discussed throughout the study. In conclusion, the main 

limitations are in the narrow scope of what was to be covered. The main focus of the thesis was on 

the lowering of carbon energy usage and having a low impact on the heritage of the dwelling.  

Therefore the interventions were explicitly chosen to focus on lowering energy consumption and 

its related carbon emissions. This, however, is not the full extent of the environmental impact of 

historic suburban dwellings in the UK. Other factors such as waste & water usage are equally crucial 

to creating a sustainable historic suburban dwelling. Another critical limitation was the use of a 

static based modelling computer programme, NHER. NHER was used as it was one of the few UK 

government listed SAP and EPC generating software. The study identified that Dynamic modelling 

packages might bring more accurate overall results. One major limitation was the limited number 

of data sets.  Due to the focused topic of this thesis, lots of case studies were reviewed. While some 

case studies only the overall energy or carbon emission reduction data, and some had extensive 

‘environmental focused’ deep refurbishments. However, only the two discussed in this thesis had 

the granular detail needed for the analysis necessary. These both needed further data analysis to 

be used in the thesis.  

Another limitation was external variables. Within the carbon reduction calculations, the current (at 

time of modelling) electricity carbon intensity was used, however with the increasing 

decarbonisation of the UK electricity power grid (at least in the long term) makes some data change 

and make some other technologies more carbon-efficient such as electric boilers. This changing 

power supply plan and possible impact on energy prices need to be tested more thoroughly in terms 

of the carbon value calculation, which again were limited to the current cost and power supply in 

this study. 

 The main limitation has been the length of the study due to several interruptions in the study due 

to personal tragic personal events related to the author of this study. This thesis is written 

accurately from when the research took place. However, the built environment continued to adapt 

and change and especially the topic of sustainability has moved from a relatively outlying issue to 

a headline topic. This increased focus on sustainability and the length of the study means that a 

total overview of the literature was not possible. The core data in this study was updated, which 
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would have an impact on the overall results has been updated. Where possible, fundamental 

changes that affected the data have been updated so the calculations remain accurate. Wider 

changes such as government priorities such as the discussed decarbonisation of the electricity grid 

will have an impact on the studies. The older references have been checked for their relevance and 

deemed still relevant in this thesis's context. 

In final conclusion then, if all historic dwelling sustainably refurbished to their tipping point and 

those interventions are benign then the balance between the need to lower carbon emissions and 

energy consumption, then need to preserve the heritage of the building and the need for the 

intervention to offer the best values and be affordable will be met and be at the optimal balance of 

the triple bottom line sustainability requirements. After the tipping point, the question is which of 

the triple bottom line has to give way to the other criteria or does it require the use of other models 

such as carbon off-setting or carbon taxation.  
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5.2 Recommendations and framework  

All doctorial research has limits to its remit and as such identify areas that warrant further research 

but also the aims of this project have practical ’real world’ applications. Therefore, this study has 

two set of recommendation the first for further research and investigation. The second set of 

recommendations forms the framework of recommendations to allow for the benign changes, 

periodic renewal and maintenance as the basis for sustainable refurbishment of historic dwellings 

in the UK.  

The first set of recommendations are for further research  

1. Further research in the comparison of cost to benefit analysis- comparing the cost to 
benefit of refurbishing individual building sustainable improvements and to the cost to 
benefit of improving wider improvements such as greening and increasing the capacity of 
the national electricity grid. 
 

2. Further research into benign changes and maintenance as a strategy for the wider UK 
housing stock. The Historic housing stock only accounts for around 20% of the current 
housing stock, but within the remaining housing stock there will many dwelling that may 
well be difficult to apply more typical sustainable refurbishment strategies (such as the 
converted flats) further research in whether benign changes and maintenance strategy 
could be applied to wider housing stock.  
 
 

3. Further research into benign changes and maintenance as a strategy for wider 
improvements to other sustainability factors. Such as waste and water usage to further 
improve the sustainability of the existing historic UK housing stock. The main 
environmental sustainability criteria considered in this report was carbon emissions and 
energy usage within UK suburban historic dwellings there are, however, many other key 
systems environmental sustainability considerations to be taken into account further 
research into how small changes may significantly improve the overall environmental 
sustainability of historic UK dwellings is needed to help provide a more sustainable future 
for the UK historic housing building stock. 

 

The second set of recommendations the framework for the implementation of benign changes 

periodic renewal and maintenance as the basis for sustainable refurbishment of historic dwellings 

in the UK the following recommendations are made based on the research of this thesis. 

1. Reinstate the boiler scrappage scheme and extend to upgrading all the heating system. 
The heating system and in particular the efficiency of the gas boiler has been seen as one 
of the most cost-effective benign changes that can be applied to a building. The heating 
and hot water system consumes most of the energy and carbon emissions in a dwelling 
therefore, it makes sense to make sure that this system is as efficient as possible. The 
previous boiler scrappage scheme should be reinstated but extended to cover all aspects 
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of dwellings hot water and central heating system including heating controls and 
replacement/insulation of hot water tanks. 
 

2. Remove the VAT on building refurbishment interventions - the removal of the VAT on 
building refurbishments and building refurbishment interventions would help lower the 
cost of a sustainable refurbishment of UK historic dwellings, which would encourage more 
sustainable refurbishments to occur. 
 
 

3. Developing clearer guidance with shared building fabric. One of the key factors found in 
this study was the issue of shared building fabric. This is particularly important in the 
suburban (also urban) built environment as many dwellings are either Terrace, semi-
detached or flats within converted historic dwellings. The rights of access to roof space for 
further interventions such as the fitting of hidden solar panels (photovoltaic or solar 
thermal) the issue of fitting of insulation and other key wider environmental improvements 
limits these buildings solely to internal benign changes this possibly reducing any future 
provision of additional environmental improvements to buildings. 
 
 

4. Continue tightening of the minimum energy efficiency standards of energy consuming 
appliances. Periodic renewal is an important part of this strategy and for this to become a 
sustainable strategy the continual improvement of the energy performance of replacement 
appliances and in energy consumption needs to continue. By continually improving the 
efficiency of the energy consuming appliances within the home will help reduce the energy 
consumption in the future. 
 

5. Allow for dynamic modelling package and actual energy consumption to be used as an 
alternative to the reduced SAP methodology for production of an EPC rating. The static 
modelling packages used to develop the EPC rating of a building is inaccurate when dealing 
with pre -1919 buildings therefore a more reliable dynamic modelling package should be 
used to correctly predict the actual energy consumption of a building this would allow for 
a more accurate representation of a pre-1919 historic suburban dwellings actual energy 
performance.  
 

6. Change to target for Pre-1919 dwelling to have an EPC rating of B to have an EPC rating 
of C. This study showed that to reach an EPC rating of higher than C often requires 
interventions that can damage the heritage of an existing historic dwellings and also 
becomes extremely expensive for the dwelling's owners. By changing the target for the 
small percentage of overall housing stock will have minor changes in the overall carbon 
dioxide emissions and energy consumption targets but allow for these buildings to sustain 
their heritage and be financially viable. 
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An evaluation of the use of building maintenance as a strategy 
for reducing carbon emissions in historic English dwellings 

 
J.S. Ritson 
Kingston University  

ABSTRACT: The need to reduce carbon emission from the existing built environment is 
well recognized. However the advice for historic (Pre-1919) home owners remains 
ambiguous at best and at worst ineffective and damaging to the historic fabric of their 
home. This paper explores the carbon saving achieved by using building maintenance 
and benign environmental improvements. It will also discuss how this methodology 
helps preserve the inherent heritage and reduce the repair and maintenance costs 
associated with historic dwellings. Using computer modelling of three typical historic 
dwellings from south west London and applying various benign environmental 
improvements to quantify the carbon savings of the strategy. The paper concludes that 
building maintenance and benign changes can considerably lower carbon emissions, 
reduce the repair and maintenance costs and preserve the historic fabric of the historic 
dwelling.   
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Introduction	

Building maintenance and conservation plans are an accepted part of building conservation work. 

However they are rarely done for common place, domestic, historic dwellings. Rather, owners 

have been encouraged by various bodies to refurbish sustainably and apply environmental 

improvements to their properties. Many of these methodologies can be damaging to the historic 

fabric of pre-1919 dwellings and can be costly both in financial outlay and to the intrinsic heritage 

for which the building is culturally valued.  

This paper proposes that the most sustainable future for historic housing does not lie in 

sustainable focused refurbishment, but in historic building maintenance and benign 

improvements. The paper reviews key strategic datasets and documents such as the English 

House Condition Survey and original research case studies carried out at Kingston University. To 

support this position, the paper reviews how maintenance strategies could be incorporated , as 

well as existing barriers that include fiscal and legislative as well as cultural and architectural. It 

specifically reviews the huge problem of what the architectural press calls ‘hard to treat’ 

dwellings. These dwellings are typically historic (pre-1919) homes with solid wall construction.  

The paper identifies key benign improvements that can be carried out in the majority of historic 

dwellings, comparing these changes through various criteria such as carbon savings, financial 

outlay, financial savings and the effect of changes have on the heritage and historic fabric. 

Although these proposals have a lesser reduction of carbon emissions on an individual house-by-

house basis than the larger grander schemes, it is proposed that a greater overall reduction of 

carbon emissions can be found from improving the vast majority of historic dwellings modestly 

through benign changes rather than radically improving a minority of these hard to treat 

properties.  

Context		

The pre-1919 housing stock in the UK has, on average, the worst SAP score and the highest carbon 

emission of any house age group, and typically, over twice the maintenance costs compared with 

modern housing for basic repairs. However, they usually have a higher market value because they 

have intrinsic value and are valued more by potential purchasers. There are over 4.7 million of 

these dwellings in England alone (EHCS, 2009), which equates to over 325 home refurbishments 

every single day from now until 2050 if the carbon reduction and other sustainable goals are to be 

met. The average tenure length in historic dwelling is higher than the national average with higher 
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levels of ownership (Husle, 2011. EHCS, 2009). This is coupled with an older average age of the 

occupiers (Husle, 2011). Husle’s (2011) work on achieving zero carbon in conservation areas has 

revealed some interesting questions relating to why long financial payback periods are not as 

attractive to historic home owners. He quotes survey responses such as ‘…solar power is the way 

forward but at our age we cannot wait for a return on investment…’ (Husle, 2011. p53).  This 

highlights again the difference in dealing with the historic dwelling, not only in the way the 

historic building is dealt with but also demographics of the people involved. 

Sustainability	and	Heritage		

It is accepted that sustainability involves environmental, economic, social and cultural issues. 

There is an increasing acceptance that dealing with the existing built environment is critical if 

carbon reduction and other sustainable goals are to be met. Whilst the historic built environment 

is valued for its intrinsic heritage and cultural value, methodologies for improving environmental 

performance of this important sector of the built environment continue to be the most 

challenging and controversial with various competing ideologies.  While frameworks have been 

developed for much of the built environment, the frameworks for refurbishment and 

redevelopment of historic dwelling remains at best ambiguous. Building maintenance and 

conservation plans have, until recently, rarely considered energy efficiency and environmental 

improvements within their remit. It has been shown that large environmental improvements can 

be made to individual historic dwellings, and these are only possible with large financial outlay 

and often at considerable changes to the historic building fabric. While these projects are 

successful in proving what can be achieved, these schemes however lie beyond most people’s 

financial means. They currently make up a minority of historic house refurbishments and are only 

having a negligible impact on the carbon emissions of the historic housing stock in the UK.  

historic	building	MAINTENANCE	and	Benign	Changes	

Preventative maintenance is internationally recognised and has been central to building 

conservation legislation and charters (Forster & Kayan, 2009).  Building maintenance and 

conservation plans are an accepted part of building conservation work. However they are rarely 

carried out in historic dwellings. In fact, it is much more common for reactive repair to be 

implemented, rather than preventive maintenance (Forster & Kayan, 2009).  It is critical to 

understand that the fabric of an historic dwelling has cultural significance - the building itself is an 

artefact and historical asset.  Therefore it is important to emphasise that the terms ‘maintenance 
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and repair’ should not be as interchangeable as they might be for other building types. This is 

because no matter how well thought of the repair is, it will involve some form of damage, 

removal or replacement of the historic fabric (Dann & Worthing, 2005). Maintenance is important 

in protecting cultural significance because, correct maintenance is the least destructive of all the 

interventions which have take place in the process of conserving the historic built environment. 

The idea of approaching work from a minimum intervention methodology is best summarised by 

the Burra Charter (ICOMOS, 1999) “as much as necessary, as little as possible”. The methodology 

for this study is the improvement in energy saving and carbon reduction with as little damage or 

change to the inherent heritage of the historic dwelling. The Historic Town Forum (2011)  support 

this methodology stating that ‘One of the most energy efficient ways to preserve historic buildings 

is to ensure that continued, regular maintenance is carried out to safeguard its historic fabric.’ 

Both the Historic Town Forum and English Heritage encourage the use of benign changes to 

improve the environmental performance of a historic dwelling. Benign changes are changes to the 

building that either have little or no effect on the heritage of the dwelling or damage the dwelling 

fabric either to the fabric itself or the way it needs to perform or react. Below is a list of suggested 

benign changes that could be done to a historic home from the Historic Town Forum (2011) and 

where relevant, and practical, were used as a basis for the changes tested in the case studies.  

1. Ensure all windows and doors fit correctly. 
2. Draught proof all windows and doors. 
3. Hang heavy curtains in front of windows.   
4. Use, repair or reinstate historic shutters. 
5. Close doors in draughty buildings. 
6. Maintain a constant temperature.  
7. If fire place are not in use, reduce heat loss up the chimneys with balloon or damper.  
8. Replace a boiler, (if over 15 years old), with a new high efficiency condensing boiler. 
9. Insulate the hot water cylinder.  
10. Insulate all the pipe work.   

In addition, improvements to roof insulation were modelled on the relevant case studies.   

The key part to any preventative maintenance schedule involves professional and knowledgeable 

inspection of the property. This inspection should involve highlighting any necessary repairs, and 

identifying the vulnerable parts of the dwelling that need regular inspection and maintenance 

(such as clearing of rainwater goods and painting of exterior woodwork). Frameworks for these 

kinds of inspections are already in place, through the Quinquennial inspections that take place to 

churches every five years. Quinquennial inspections identify key repairs that are needed to the 

building, areas of focus, and prioritised works that are required. Along with these inspections of 

the fabric, inspections of the dwelling services identifying such elements as the age of the boiler, 
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possible energy sources, and quantifying key areas of heat loss and energy wastage throughout 

the building, are required. The report from such inspections should then identify preventative 

maintenance strategies for the individual historic dwelling, identify any urgent repairs and include 

suggestions of benign environmental improvements to the historic dwelling. It is also important 

that any benign sustainable improvements suggested are forward looking, for example if a new 

hot water cylinder is required, the one that is recommended/fitted is one with multiple in-

lets/heating coils to allow for future integration of renewable technologies.  

sustainable	benefits		

Any proposed sustainable methodology framework has to meet the cultural, economic as well as 

environmental criteria. This section shows how maintenance strategies can not only help lower 

carbon emissions and energy use but also help preserve the historic fabric and reduce the running 

costs of maintaining historic dwellings. 

CULTURAL	BENEFITS					
The main cultural benefit of a maintenance strategy is the improvement of the historic 

preservation of the building. Maintenance retains historic fabric because less material is lost in 

regular, minimal and small-scale work than in disruptive and extensive restoration (Kindred, 

2004). The survival of any building is underpinned by regular and continued maintenance (Forster 

& Kayan, 2009), but other than historic churches there is no current UK legislative driver for the 

enforcement of maintenance of historic building (Dann & Wood, 2004).  Preventive maintenance 

can help reduce the need for both damaging and expensive repairs and prolong the life of the 

existing historic fabric. Large-scale studies by English Heritage (2007) have shown that the general 

UK population value the cultural importance of historic buildings. 

ECONOMIC	BENEFITS	
Financing has long been seen as a barrier to widespread integration of sustainable changes into 

the existing built environment. It is also believed by the owners of historic dwellings that EPC 

certificates have little or no impact on the re-sale financial value of their properties (Husle, 2011).  

Any sustainable policy has to meet the financial and economic constraints of the affected parties. 

Thus, any proposed strategy in dealing with the historic built environment has to not only be 

successful in lowering carbon emissions but also has to be financially attractive to the participants 

who are going to be involved in implementing any such strategy. The three main economic factors 

that concern historic dwelling owners are (a) the value of their property; (b) the maintenance and 
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repair costs of the property, and (c) the cost of current and future energy bills for that property. 

This section will show how long-term preventative maintenance strategies and benign 

environmental improvements changes to the historic dwellings can help meet these 

requirements. 

The cost of any periodic professional inspection to historic buildings has to be added to any 

financial calculation in considering the economic impact of this strategy. The work by Forster & 

Kayan (2009) has shown the costs of such inspection are more than covered by the savings of 

preventing expensive unnecessary repairs through the use of preventative maintenance 

strategies. In figure 1 (adapted from (Forster & Kayan, 2009)) it is shown that over a period of 

time preventative maintenance along with the cost of periodic inspection actually reduces the 

overall repair costs of historic dwelling. The data (costs) shown in figure 1 have been averaged out 

over time (in a linear fashion), rather than shown at time of expenditure to allow for comparative 

analysis. The costs include both maintenance and repair costs and the cost of inspection are 

shown average out between inspection periods.  Figure 1 shows that as long as area two is larger 

than area one there is an economic saving on the use of preventative maintenance schedules 

identified through periodic professional inspection. Area 3 shows additionally the reduced energy 

costs from the benign environmental improvements. Further financial benefit is identified 

through the energy savings that come from the benign changes of the environmental 

performance of the building. Additionally area three can be seen as a further cost incentive for 

professional inspection incorporating preventative maintenance and benign changes. 
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Figure 1 Maintenance costs with and without professional inspection compared over time 

 

The English House Condition Survey (EHCS, 2009) indicates that essential repair costs for historic 

dwellings are more than twice that in modern dwellings. This again further highlights the 

economic benefits of continued professional inspection and preventative maintenance to secure 

the financial sustainability of historic dwellings. There are wider economic benefits of the 

strategy, as small scale maintenance and repair work is often carried out by local tradesmen there 

is a further economic benefit to the local economy in encouraging more maintenance work to 

historic dwellings (Dann, 2004). Although difficult to quantify, the improved condition increases 

the resale value of historic dwellings. This is in addition the higher market value of historic and 

traditional housing compared to the modern equivalent dwelling. Therefore the economic benefit 

of preventative maintenance can be seen by the increase in the market value of the property. 

ENVIRONMENTAL	BENEFITS	
The environmental benefits of benign changes are one of the key foci of this study. The modelling 

cannot take into account behavioural changes and other specific factors that may affect the 

energy use, and carbon emissions from an individual dwelling. Considerable energy savings can be 

made simply through behavioural changes and through small but gradual lifestyle changes. 

Examples of these changes are turning off lights in rooms when not in use, or wearing warm 

clothes inside and turning the heating thermostat down. It is accepted that in many cases this 
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may not be a viable option particularly for elderly occupants, but it reinforces the importance of 

behavioural changes in reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption in historic dwellings.  

MODELLING	METHODOLOGY		

Case studies have been carried out for a variety of typical historical dwellings using the 

Government’s Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) calculation for domestic energy 

consumption and carbon emissions. The NHER Plan Assessor (ref) was used to simulate existing 

environmental performance of case study dwellings and then a variety of improvements. Three 

historic suburban dwelling types have been selected for assessment  

d) A converted flat in a large Victorian house, 
e) A Victorian terrace house 
f) A semi-detached Edwardian house. 

In each case, a variety of improvements have been tested, which represent both improvements 

through maintenance and benign environmental improvements which have little or no effect on 

the historic fabric. Also modelled are other common changes such as replacing the single glazed 

windows with double glazing to compare these changes with the benign changes. The choices of 

the benign improvements were made by professional judgement by the author, based upon the 

guidance from English Heritage and the Historic Towns Forum.   

The NHER ratings have been used rather than the SAP ratings as they gave the option of testing 

various other criteria more reflected in these types of traditional buildings. The NHER rating gives 

a more accurate estimate than SAP in regards to the energy used, CO2 emissions and running 

costs. As they include an estimate of fuel use for cooking and appliances and the actual way the 

dwelling is heated which are not part of SAP. (NES. 2012.) However even with NHER’s larger data 

inputs some of the proposed changes could not be modelled and therefore cannot be quantified, 

these included the energy saving of insulating the internal hot water pipes, the inclusion of 

specific energy saving devices such as dead switches. The data from the NHER modelling is 

fuel usage, fuel cost and emissions; the cost of insulation is based upon average estimates 

of similar work.  The saving from each of the sections is shown as percentage saving from 

the existing dwelling for each option modelled. The payback period is the ‘cost of 

installation’ divided by ‘the saving in energy costs of the year’ and assumes no increase in 

fuel prices over that period of time.  The data is displayed in single tables for each case 

study property. 
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RESULTS		

The	converted	flat	in	a	Large	Victorian	House		
The effect of the benign changes on the converted flat had little improvement to the 

environmental performance of the dwelling. This is most likely because of the relatively small area 

of fabric heat loss in the flat. Changing the large front and rear windows which take a large 

portion of the thermal element of the dwelling, had only an 8% improvement on CO2 emissions 

savings. The existing property was already a reasonably high performing property within EPC 

rating of C. In this particular property the question of preserving heritage may become simpler. As 

the fact that the property has been converted for one large dwelling into four separate flats, 

highlights a loss of heritage and historic fabric due to the internal alterations to the property. 

Therefore more aggressive sustainable improvements may be allowed due to previous changes to 

the property. This highlights a particular problem in converted flats in larger historic dwellings on 

how any large-scale environmental improvements could be made. In this flat there was no access 

or facility for the incorporation of renewable technologies because of neither a sole ownership of 

a garden or access to a roof space therefore removing the possibility for the incorporation of the 

renewable technologies such as ground source heat pumps or solar heating/photovoltaic panels.  

 

  Fuel  

 Required 

(kWh/year) 

Fuel  

Saved % 

Fuel cost 

(£/Year) 

Fuel 

 Saving 

 % 

Emissions               

(Kg 

CO2/year) 

Emissions  

Saving               

(%) 

Cost of 

 installation 

Pay Back 

 period 

Existing  upper ground 

floor flat in an historic 

dwelling  

10773 0.0% 709 0.0% 2638 0.0% 0 0.00 

Energy saving light 

bulbs  

10754 0.2% 694 2.1% 2598 1.5% £20 1.33 

energy saving light 

bulbs, seals fitted to 

doors and windows  

10554 2.0% 688 3.0% 2559 3.0% £50 2.38 

energy saving bulbs 

fitted and new Boiler  

10068 6.5% 671 5.4% 2465 6.6% £1,750 46.05 

Existing with energy 

saving bulbs fitted and 

New double glazed 

(6mm) windows fitted  

9845 8.6% 664 6.3% 2421 8.2% £4,500 100.00 
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Existing with energy 

saving bulbs fitted, 

New double glazed 

(6mm) windows fitted 

and new boiler   

9305 13.6% 646 8.9% 2316 12.2% £6,250 99.21 

Existing with energy 

saving bulbs fitted and 

New double glazed 

(12mm) windows fitted  

9680 10.1% 658 7.2% 2389 9.4% £5,250 102.94 

 

Mid	terrace	Victorian	cottage		
Over 30% savings could be made on both emissions and fuel use through simple benign changes 

within the case study property. One of the most significant changes was the fitting of a new boiler 

to replace the older less efficient non-condensing gas boiler. This would have little or no effect on 

the heritage of the building as it would be replacing an existing appliance with an updated 

modern high-performance appliance. Further savings of adding insulation to the roof from 150 

mm to 300 mm proved not to be as successful as expected. The approximate cost of the benign 

changes was just under £2500 and had a very short payback period of under four years, making 

the benign changes were successful in environmental and economic criteria while still not 

affecting the Heritage and appearance of the dwelling. The adding of double glazed windows to 

replace the single glazed windows had very little impact on either the environmental or cost 

saving of the property but would have a perfect on the heritage of the building and involve loss of 

several important parts of the historic fabric. Payback period of installing Windows would be 

around 100 years.  

 

  Fuel  

Required 

(kWh/year) 

Fuel  

Saved % 

Fuel cost 

(£/Year)  

Fuel 

 saving % 

Emissions               

(Kg 

CO2/year) 

Emissions  

Saving               

(%) 

Cost of 

 installation  

Pay 

Back 

period  

Existing Victorian terrace 

cottage  

52290 0.0% 2312 0.0% 11273 0.0% £0 0.00 

Energy saving light bulbs  52546 -0.5% 2279 1.4% 11212 0.5% £60 1.82 

Energy saving light bulbs  

and seals fitted to all doors 

and windows  

52069 0.4% 2263 2.1% 11120 1.4% £140 2.86 
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Energy saving light bulbs, 

seals fitted to all doors and 

windows and 300mm Roof 

insulation added  

51348 1.8% 2239 3.2% 10980 2.6% £640 8.77 

Energy saving light bulbs, 

seals fitted to all doors and 

windows and boiler fitted  

34692 33.7% 1684 27.2% 7750 31.3% £1,750 2.79 

Energy saving light bulbs, 

seals fitted to all doors and 

windows, boiler fitted and 

300mm insulation added to 

roof space  

34224 34.5% 1668 27.9% 7659 32.1% £2,390 3.71 

Energy saving light bulbs 

and new timber double 

glaze (Low E 6mm Gap) 

windows  

51462 1.6% 2242 3.0% 11000 2.4% £7,000.00 100.00 

Edwardian	semi	detached	house		
This property showed considerable savings from the benign changes. The largest saving was from 

installing of a new boiler resulting in emission savings of 16% alone through replacing the existing 

appliance with an updated more modern high-performance appliance, thus not affecting the 

heritage of the building. Further low-cost improvements were found from replacing the hot water 

cylinder again having an environmental improvement and a cost saving benefit without damaging 

or affecting the heritage of the building. In this case study the client was interested in the benefits 

of adding photovoltaic panels to the rear roof of the building and replacing the existing single 

glazed windows with double glazed units. Interestingly the environmental benefits of installing a 2 

kWp photovoltaic panel to the rear of the property was approximately the same amount of 

energy saving as fitting double glazed windows throughout the entire property. However the cost 

of fitting double glazed windows was £5000 more and would have a direct effect due to the loss 

the historic fabric and the effect on the appearance of the building. The rear photovoltaic panel 

could be seen as a reversible intervention to the property and met the local planning office’s 

guidelines for the conservation area, as there would be no affect on the street frontage. Again the 

benign changes had the shortest financial payback period and the greatest environmental and 

energy benefits and would cost the owner around £2000 to implement and have a short payback 

period of under three years. Again these benign changes would have little effect on the heritage 

of the building that has both short and long-term financial and environmental benefits to the 

property. 
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FUTURE	STRATEGY	

With no financial or fiscal incentives, little enabling support, and a contradictory and reactive 

legislative framework, historic home owners are reliant on their own resources and knowledge in 

understanding, prioritising and undertaking building maintenance (Dann, 2004). There are two 

existing frameworks that could be used as a way forward in implementing a proposed framework 

of sustainable refurbishment though preventative maintenance and benign sustainable changes. 

The first is the legislative framework behind the Quinquennial inspection of churches. Each 

inspection happens at least every five years and the reports detail any repair work that is needed, 

a statement on the condition of the fabric, recommendations on the maintenance of the building 

and any areas that needed further or specialist inspection (Quarme, 1994). Another maintenance 

strategy could be modeled on the Dutch Monumentenwacht service; this service offers customers 

an inspection of areas critical for maintenance and a report explaining the priorities for 

maintenance works. (Dann, 2004; Dann & Steel, 1999). Within either framework additional 

 
Fuel  

 Required 

(kWh/year) 

Fuel  

Saved % 

Fuel cost 

(£/Year) 

Fuel  

saving % 

Emissions               

(Kg 

CO2/year) 

Emissions 

Saving               

(%) 

Cost of 

installatio

n 

Pay 

Back 

period 

Existing Historic Semi 

detached Property 

92513 0.0% 4315 0.0% 20842 0.0% £0.00 0.00 

Energy saving light bulbs 92844 -0.4% 4224 2.1% 20633 1.0% £150.00 1.65 

Energy saving light bulbs 

and new boiler 

75292 18.6% 3638 15.7% 17228 17.3% £1,900.00 2.81 

Energy saving light bulbs, 

new boiler and well 

insulated tank 

73597 20.4% 3582 17.0% 16899 18.9% £1,950.00 2.66 

Energy saving light bulbs 

and new boiler and tank 

jacket with 300mm roof 

insulation  and double 

glazed windows through 

out 

69225 25.2% 3435 20.4% 16050 23.0% £20,800.0

0 

23.64 

Energy saving light bulbs 

and new boiler and tank 

jacket with 300mm roof  

insulation  and 2 KW PV 

panel to the rear 

71220 23.0% 3411 21.0% 15939 23.5% £14,400.0

0 

15.93 
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services of recommending the benign sustainable improvements to the building based on the 

English Heritage and Historic Town Forum methodologies would need to be added.  

Further changes could help facilitation of the framework. Other parties, such as building insurance 

providers, could help drive this framework forward. They could make maintenance strategies a 

mandatory part of a policy, or give a reduced premium for historic home owners that implement 

such inspection and works.  

The Green deal is the UK government’s proposed sustainable strategy for lowering carbon 

emissions. The green deal is a frame work in which home owners can get a financial loan for 

sustainable improvements to their home which is paid for through the saving in their energy bills 

(DECC. 2010). The framework is still in consultation and final details of which are still to be 

confirmed. Previously successful government schemes could be reinstated or integrated back into 

the proposed Green Deal such as the boiler scrappage schemes. (The boiler scrappage scheme 

was UK government incentive to provide a reduction in the cost of replacing an inefficient older 

boiler with new high efficiency condensing boiler.) All the case studies show reduced running cost, 

reduced emissions and energy use by replacing an older boiler with a new more efficient 

condensing boiler.  The removal of VAT on repair and maintenance as well as connected trade and 

professional services would help make building maintenance more financially attractive to the 

home owner. This could also shift the building related trades from new build towards 

maintenance and repair which would increase the demand for heritage-skilled work force, which 

in turn benefit the historic built environment. Government and planning policy is at odds with 

conservation principles (Kindred, 2004). Current legislation and policies do not adequately 

encourage maintenance but rather, focus on the aesthetic and visual preservation of the building 

rather than a broader view of heritage requirements of historic buildings. There should be an 

inclusion of maintenance and benign sustainable improvements in the UK governments proposed 

Green Deal. This could then be combined with a government programme aimed at refocusing 

conservation related stakeholder’s attention away from the approach of rescue and repair and 

refocus it towards the more sustainable strategy of preventive maintenance (Dann, 2004). This 

could be further supported by a statutory duty of care balanced by financial, advisory and 

technical support; local authorities could be enabled by central government to introduce a 

minimum maintenance code to maintain historic and listed buildings. This would have to 

supported by both local and national financial incentives and advisory and technical support 

(Kindred, 2004). 
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CONCLUSION	

The study has shown that there is an economic cultural and environmental benefit to 

preventative maintenance and repair accompanied with benign environmental improvements. 

Also it has highlighted several barriers which exist including the generally perceived view of only 

repairing after damage is done. 

Within the constraints of environmental modelling, it has been shown that savings of up to 30% 

can be made the historic building stock. If some of these changes also include forward-looking 

interventions such as multiple inlet hot water tanks and evaluation to future installation of 

renewable technologies professional inspection schemes that incorporate preventative 

maintenance and repair schedules as well as recommendations for benign environmental 

improvements can play a valuable part in establishing a low carbon existing building stock. 

This study has shown that benign changes alone do not meet the 80% reduction in carbon 

emissions that the government is seeking. It is questionable whether these targets are realistic in 

relation to the historic building stock. An honest evaluation of what sustainable interventions can 

be done to a property without the property losing its heritage significance.   

Benign changes seem to have the greatest effect on the poorest performing buildings; the better 

environmentally performing the building is, the less is the effect on the environmental 

performance of the benign changes. It can therefore be concluded that the benign environmental 

improvements being suggested are the priority strategies for poorly environmentally performing 

historic dwellings. However the lack of improving environmental performance does not take away 

from the economic and cultural benefit of preventative maintenance schedules on all historic 

dwellings. Incorporation of both professional inspection and preventative maintenance is an 

important part of any sustainable strategy dealing with the historic built environment and needs 

to be actively encouraged by both national and local governments as well as associated bodies to 

encourage individual householders to take up such policy frameworks. Barriers such as VAT on 

maintenance and repairs needs to be removed to further boost the financial desirability of 

maintenance of the historic housing stock. 

The study also highlights the fact that certain dwelling types, such as a flat in a converted historic 

house, will have limitations even with large-scale sustainable refurbishment options in order to 

improve their environmental performance dramatically. This highlights perhaps the need for 

wider environmental strategies to be incorporated such as carbon offsetting, lower carbon 
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national electricity supply and although wider environmental improvements to the man-made 

and built environment that will in turn have benefits for individual householders. 

Given the results of the environmental modelling, a target of 50% reduction in carbon emissions 

seems more realistic than the 80% target. The other 20% savings could come from elements that 

were not included in the environmental modelling such as improved appliance efficiency 

behaviour changes and other fabric changes that could not be modelled by NHER. Meeting the 

80% target could mean a damaging valued heritage of all historic building stock and could lead to 

irreversible loss of inherent heritage of these buildings. However reversible changes such as 

retrofitted panelled PV and solar heating panels as well as other renewable technologies such as 

ground source heat pumps could well be incorporated as reversible interventions in the historic 

built environment and careful thought and intervention is needed by knowledgeable professional 

bodies to guide inclusion of such elements within the historic built environment. Other national 

and wider environmental improvements may also be made from such as supplying a low carbon 

electricity supply these will have environmental benefits to the historic building stock. 

Dramatically altering and damaging the historic environment to meet a requirement of today's 

society while trying to protect our future society is a decision that needs to be given 

knowledgeable academic and professional thought if a clear pathway for the future is to be set.  

Sustainability includes cultural, economic and environmental issues. Only when these are met can 

a strategy be deemed to be truly sustainable. Strategies for the historic built environment are no 

exception. The current requirements of lowering carbon emissions have to be balanced against 

the both cultural value of heritage and economic viability. Balancing these factors is necessary if 

the correct sustainable strategy is to be chosen for the historic housing stock. 
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A Comparative Analysis of Modelling Techniques for the Reduction of Energy and Carbon 

Emissions in A London Victorian Dwelling 

James Ritson  

Abstract  

There is an increasing acceptance that dealing with the existing built environment is 

critical if carbon reduction and energy consumption targets are to be met. Computer 

modelling has become an important and accepted tool in the assessment of the 

environmental performance of historic buildings. While the results have been 

questioned by many it remains an important part of any sustainable strategy for the 

improvement of buildings.  

This paper focuses on one particular case study that compares three strategies for 

assessing the energy consumption improvements of a Victorian urban dwelling.  

 The study compares the computer-modelled results from the carbon emissions and 

energy consumption computer simulation program NHER against previous datasets 

of improvements against the real-life actual improvements. It discusses the issue of 

computer modelling as a method of assessment environmental improvement in the 

historic built environment. The paper will show the limitations of the software in the 

decision-making process and the importance of the intangible factors that affect the 

environmental performance of a historic dwelling. It will show while it is difficult to 

match the exact energy use of the building computer modelling it is an effective tool 

in showing the impact of sustainable improvement interventions. 

 

Introduction 

There is now an acceptance that if any of the sustainability targets are to be met the existing built 

environment has to improve it environmental performance. However much of the advice given to 

historic homeowners are at best ineffective or at worst damaging to the historic fabric. This paper 

looks at the largest stock of the UK’s historic dwellings, the Victorian suburban dwelling. This 

paper is part of a larger study into the environmental benefits of building conservation-based 

building maintenance and benign improvements to this type of housing stock.  
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One of the key tools used to assess options for energy consumption reduction is computer 

modelling. This paper will look at the issues when these maintenance and benign based 

interventions are applied into computer energy modelling package and compare these results with 

those from datasets and compare all of these against the actual energy reduction results in the 

dwelling. The study highlights the difficulties in Computer modelling small changes to the building 

which can have impacts on the energy performance of the dwelling. 

 

Context  

There are over 4.7 million of pre-1919 dwellings in England alone (EHCS, 2009), this equates to 

over 325 home refurbishments every single day from now until 2050 if the carbon reduction and 

other sustainable goals are to be met. The pre-1919 housing stock in the UK has, on average, the 

worst SAP score and the highest carbon emission of any house age group, and typically, over twice 

the maintenance costs compared with modern housing for basic repairs. However, historic houses 

usually have a higher market value because they have intrinsic historic value and are valued more 

by potential purchasers (EHCS, 2009).  

 

The context of sustainability also needs discussing. For a project to sustainable in this context, it 

has to meet the requirements of environmental factors, respect the heritage and cultural importance 

of the building and fall within the financial limitations of the dwelling owners. This interpretation 

of the sustainable triple bottom line is key to the understanding the context of this paper and the 

wider study. It is also to recognised that while this study is focusing on energy consumption there 

are many other factors that do need to be taking to account across all three categories of the 

sustainable triple bottom line. Such as waste production, water usage, upfront costs, changes in 

lifestyle, impact on house value and planning guidance etc. These factors and many more that are 

not easily defined and therefore difficult model and require professional judgement.  

 

Dwellings are perhaps the most heterogeneous of all of building stock. And they are one of the 

most continually updated adapted buildings. Different people have different levels of comfort in 

terms of heating and similar dwellings may have very different lifestyle occupancy and usage. This 

variety adds an increased complexity to accurate computer modelling. Each set of owners of a 

dwelling make their own changes to the property, so therefore the properties that may have 

originally been built to the same design are in fact unique via these various updates and alterations. 
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This continual adaption allows for houses to adapt to changes in lifestyle which allows the building 

to remain a viable dwelling. It could be argued that because the dwellings that have survived 

decades and centuries are actually within themselves inherently adaptable because of their 

continued successful use. This is recognised by national conservation and heritage bodies as 

defining building conservation as the management of change rather than simply the preservation of 

a heritage asset. 

  

Project aims  

This paper comes out of a larger study looking at how conservation-based principles can help 

improve the environmental performance of historic dwellings. The wider project hypothesis is ‘The 

most sustainable strategy for owners of historic Suburban housing does not lie in sustainable 

focused refurbishment of their dwellings but in historic building maintenance and benign 

improvements.’ The overall aim of the project is to show that by building maintenance and 

carefully selected interventions could significantly improve the environmental performance of 

historic dwellings and at the same time be economically viable and culturally beneficial to the 

preservation of the historic asset thus meeting the triple bottom line.  

As part of that process computer modelling was extensively used. While other techniques were also 

used within the project. This paper focuses on the variances between the modelling results, existing 

datasets and the combined findings from the rest of the study. This paper looks at the difficulties of 

computer modelling packages in modelling the energy performance improvements of these smaller 

changes typically used in this methodology. 

 

Historic building maintenance and benign changes 

It is important to understand that the fabric and the appearance of a historic dwelling has a cultural 

significance - the building itself is an artefact and historical asset. Preventative maintenance is 

internationally recognised and has been central to building conservation legislation and charters 

(Forster & Kayan, 2009).  Building maintenance and conservation plans are an accepted part of 

building conservation work.  However, they are rarely carried out in historic dwellings. In fact, it is 

much more common for reactive repair to be implemented, rather than preventive maintenance 

(Forster & Kayan, 2009).  
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It is important to emphasise that the terms ‘maintenance and repair’ should not be as 

interchangeable as they might be for other building types. This is because no matter how well 

thought of the repair is, it will involve some form of damage, removal or replacement of the 

historic fabric (Dann & Worthing, 2005). Maintenance is important in protecting cultural 

significance because correct maintenance is the least destructive of all the interventions which take 

place in the process of conserving the historic built environment. The idea of approaching work 

from a minimum intervention methodology is best summarised by the Burra Charter (ICOMOS, 

1999) “as much as necessary, as little as possible”. The methodology for this study is the 

improvement in energy saving and carbon reduction with as little damage or change to the inherent 

heritage of the historic dwelling. In the case study house used in this paper, the changes were 

changing electricity supplier, the replacing that of the insulation in the roof space, replacement of 

the gas boiler and the replacement of windows. (The reasoning for changing the windows will be 

discussed later in the paper). 

 

The Historic Town Forum (2011) supports this methodology stating that ‘One of the most energy 

efficient ways to preserve historic buildings is to ensure that continued, regular maintenance is 

carried out to safeguard its historic fabric.’ Both the Historic Town Forum and English Heritage 

encourage the use of benign changes to improve the environmental performance of a historic 

dwelling. Benign changes are changes to the building that either have little or no effect on the 

heritage of the dwelling or do not damage the dwelling fabric either to the fabric itself or the way it 

needs to perform or react.  

The key part of this methodology involves professional and knowledgeable inspection of the 

property. This inspection should involve highlighting any necessary repairs, and identifying the 

vulnerable parts of the dwelling that need regular inspection and maintenance (such as clearing of 

rainwater goods and painting of exterior woodwork). Along with these inspections of the fabric, 

inspections of the dwelling services identifying such elements as the age of the boiler and 

quantifying key areas of heat loss and energy wastage throughout the building, are required. The 

report from such inspections should then identify preventative maintenance strategies for the 

individual historic dwelling, identify any urgent repairs and include suggestions of benign 

environmental improvements to the historic dwelling. It is also important that any benign 

sustainable improvements suggested are forward-looking, for example, if a new hot water cylinder 

is required, the one that is recommended/fitted is one with multiple in-lets/heating coils to allow for 

future integration of renewable technologies.  
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Computer modelling  

Energy modelling package can be roughly divided into two major types: static and dynamic.  Static 

modelling packages model the material aspects of the building such as the wall, roof construction 

and window & door types. They also include fuel type and heating sources. Dynamic modelling 

package are more complicated and as well as taking into account the aspects of static modelling 

criteria but also add on other factors depending on the package these include air movement (TAS) 

and people movement and activity. Newer packages are also now integrating past energy usage to 

provide more accurate modelling results. The modelling package used in this study was NHER 

which is a static modelling package. It was chosen as it is one of the energy modelling programmes 

that UK government approved to provide energy performance certificates and ratings (SAP)for 

residential buildings (NES, 2012). It is worth noting that the UK government currently only allows 

certain static modelling packages to be used in the residential energy assessment process. While 

NHER is a static modelling package it does have limited dynamic features such as occupancy rate 

and limited usage modelling (Bothwell et al 2011). NHER Plan Assessor focuses on energy use and 

gives a location-specific model. It models basic occupancy behaviour and the geometry of the 

building along with space & water heating, lighting hot water tank size and insulation and cooking 

appliances.  

 

Modelling will presume a generic typical usage because this allows for comparison between 

buildings. However, this does lead to inaccuracy as compared to actual energy usage.  Each 

modelling package makes various assumptions and the behaviour of the occupants and how the 

building is used is a typical error while comparing predicted energy consumption to accrual. As 

previously discussed the modelling packages was designed for modern buildings and therefore 

some of the U values of some of the construction within traditional buildings is inaccurate (Baker 

2011). This along with other factors such as thermal mass can lead to inaccurate results from the 

computer modelling package compared to the actual results from the dwelling.  

  

Due to the limited range of options available in the NHER package it was difficult to model all of 

benign changes. It was also difficult to model the lifestyle changes that the occupant had discussed 

during the refurbishment process. All of these difficulties would have had an impact on the 

differential between the modelling results and the actual energy consumption readings. the NHER 

package is SAP based so certain assumption are made the heat loss though party walls, the energy 
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consumption non-listed appliances and forms of secondary heating are given a set figure, which 

may not match the real-life building again further adding to the inaccuracy of the results.  

 

The limitation of computer modelling needs to be understood. Energy modelling packages 

calculate the energy consumption and carbon emissions of a building and predict the impact of 

various interventions on the building. The package itself does not suggest what interventions to 

include or what would be suitable for a particular dwelling and cannot discuss various planning and 

heritage implications of such an intervention. This is an important context to understand as it is up 

to the professional to decide what interventions to model. This leads to important points of the 

study of understanding key interventions are most likely to have a positive reduction in fact on the 

energy consumption of the building while still meeting the planning heritage requirements as well 

as the budgetary limitations of the client. 

 

The choice of intervention is rarely solely down to the improvement of environmental performance. 

Other factors such as home improvement, reducing energy costs, repair and building improvement 

are all part of the client's decision-making process. While the professional advising the client can 

recommend a particular intervention it is up to the actual client to make the decision on whether to 

proceed with such an intervention. 

 

Case study building 

The building used in this case study is a 3-bedroom Victorian suburban dwelling. The property was 

in poor condition but structurally sound. The walls are solid 9-inch brick with timber floors. The 

roof is timber frame with slates with insulation fitted above ceiling level.  The windows were single 

glazed and in a very poor condition with many not fitting properly. The front door was thin with no 

draft proofing. The boiler was at least 10 years old and not working properly. The rest of the 

heating was not serviced. The kitchen appliances were at least 5 years old probably much older. 

The house already had energy saving light bulbs and the roof space was insulated with old +/- 

100mm fibreglass insulation.  
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Figure 115 Plan of the house     Figure 116 Photo of the front of the house 

 

The current owners were a couple who recently purchased the property and wanted to not only 

improve the condition of the property but also want to improve its environmental performance. One 

of their first steps was to change their energy supply to supplier that provides its electricity from 

wind power. This also meant that accurate energy readings were taken every month. These energy 

readings formed the base of the actual energy consumption of the house of the building. The new 

owners had made the decision about what changes that they wanted to make to the building these 

were mostly based on lifestyle requirements rather than any energy consumption or heritage aspect. 

However, the owners were aware of the need to preserve the overall heritage of the building as well 

as being focused on improving the environmental performance of the building. The owners as first-

time buyers did not have access to large financial resources to refurbish the property. Their first 

building change within the first months after moving in was to remove the old roof insulation and 

refit a thicker high-performance insulation. The boiler was replaced 11 months later with a high 

efficiency condensing boiler.  

The final change was the Windows. The windows were decided to be changed to double glazing 

for two reasons. First, the existing windows were in such poor condition that it was financially 

difficult to justify the refurbishment. Secondly, the security requirements of the area meant that the 

cost for the contents insurance of the building increased considerably by not having secured double 

glazing on the ground floor windows. The windows chosen were designed to match the period of 
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the building and were of sash timber construction with double glazed units. They were fitted to all 

of the front and side windows. 

 

Methodology  

The data was collected on the actual energy consumption from the case study dwelling. These were 

taken directly from both the standard gas and electricity meters in the dwelling this formed the 

basis for the energy consumption data. 

 

For comparison, three further datasets were created following the same improvements to the 

original dwelling so that comparison could be made between different techniques used in 

modelling improvements to existing dwellings. For the first set the dwelling was modelled in 

NHER Plan Assessor in the state at purchase then the further energy improvements were modelled. 

For the second set was sourced from existing datasets and national databases are of improvements 

to existing dwellings and for the third set was from original data from the wider project (Ritson 

2012). These changes to the actual property were modelled via each methodology and the energy 

performance improvements shown in percentage terms to allow for easy comparison.  

 

To create the NHER plan assessor model a survey was carried out of the building and detailed 

notes taken and the recorded information inputted into the modelling package. This accompanied a 

series of interviews with the current occupier to gather information on occupancy rate and energy 

usage behaviour. Further information was also obtained via existing survey documentation when 

the property was purchased, and the previous occupant’s information pack left with the current 

owner. This provided a relatively accurate set of data to construct the computer model.  

 

An additional set was also created at following the interviews with the current owners of the 

dwelling who has said that they were actively changing their behaviour to reduce energy 

consumption within their dwelling so for each change an additional improvement was added to the 

modelled data this was to be used to show how behavioural changes could have an impact on 

energy consumption within the home. Another reason was that as energy or was a relatively static 

modelling package concerted efforts via behavioural change were impossible to model although it 
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has been shown through various studies (Kelly, 2013) that behaviour change can increase the 

effectiveness of physical improvements to the energy performance of the building. 

 

Results and comparison  

The table (figure 3) clearly shows that while there are differences between the various modelling 

techniques compared to the actual energy savings. 

 

 

The actual house results and the different modelling techniques all show that intervention of double 

glazing and roof insulation has smaller impacts on the energy performance of the dwelling. The 

biggest saving by far is the installation of a new boiler. This is in line with the rest of the findings 

in the wider study. One of the most energy-efficient improvements that can be done to any historic 

dwelling is making sure that the existing heating system (in this case gas boiler) is as efficient as 

possible. Overall while the results are different the rates of change shown by the gradient in the bar 

chart (figure 4) between the changes remains reasonably consistent smaller improvements in 

energy efficiency for the roof insulation and increasing with the double glazing and finally the 

largest increase the new boiler. The rates of change are reasonably consistent and therefore it can 

be concluded that while the modelling packages and the datasets may not be accurate in predicting 

precise energy savings they at least will show a reasonable state of accuracy in the amount of 

savings that will be occurred by installing a particular intervention. The difficulty of modelling 

Change Actual 
House Modelling 

Modelling with 
behaviour 

changes added 

Wider data 
set 

Similar 

from the 

study 

 Percentage 
saved 

Percentage 
saved 

Percentage saved Percentage 
saved 

Percentage 
saved 

Base House  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 
Roof 
Insulation  9% 1% 11% 6% 3% 

Roof 
Insulation + 
Double 
glazing  

20% 4% 14% 20% 5% 

Roof 
Insulation + 
Double 
glazing + 
New Boiler  

46% 29% 39% 36% 36% 

Figure 117 Table showing the results of the intervention on the energy performance via the various methods 
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benign changes in behaviour can be clearly shown by the column of behavioural changes much 

closer matching the actual energy savings that were achieved by the real-life dwelling. This is 

evidence of the lack of homogeneity in the residential built environment coupled with the variances 

of lifestyle. 

 

Figure 118 Graph showing results from the comparison of the different techniques to estimate energy saving  

 

 

 

Future 

While currently only static modelling packages are approved to be used in residential buildings. 

The growth of embedded dynamic modelling in packages such as Revit and IES coupled with the 

growth of smart meters and heating control systems opens up the possibility for more accurate 

dynamic modelling of residential buildings in the future (Zhou & Yang. 2016). While not currently 

approved the possibility of more accurate models will indeed lead to more accurate results 

compared with actual energy consumption. However, no matter how accurate the results are they 

will be still based on a prediction and one of the major difficulties in dealing with residential 

buildings is the fact that we all live different lifestyles. The lack of homogeneity in the residential 

built environment and coupled with different personal lifestyles will always lead to an inaccuracy 

predicted energy consumption results compared to actual energy usage.  
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While more data that can be fed into a dynamic model such as heating timing & temperature and 

electricity consumption will lead to more accurate results the future prediction will be based solely 

on past behaviours.  

Results from the all of the methods of modelling show that benign changes can make significant 

improvements to the energy performance of a historic dwelling. However, they do fall short of 

some of the more extensive sustainably focused refurbishments. It has to be noted however that 

these more extensive sustainable refurbishments often have a much higher impact on the heritage 

of the building as well as being much more financially expensive to implement. A judgement has to 

be made on whether the impact of the heritage justifies the improvements to environmental 

performance of the building. 

 The results above show that the impact that behaviour can have on the energy consumption of a 

building in real life. And while the building may very well be improved significantly by either 

benign or environmental focused refurbishments it is still dependent on the occupant of the 

building behaving and using the building in the perceived and correct way. 

 

Conclusion  

One of the key reasons that the results from the computer modelling package do not match the 

actual results is due to the lack of detailed options while inputting the information to the NHER 

model. As previously described the windows in the original dwelling were in a very poor condition 

with many of them not closing properly and in a very poor state of repair. However, NHER Plan 

Assessor does not give this level of detail in the options of the original base model of the dwelling. 

Another key factor will be the lack of detail been able to provide for other subtle changes, for 

example while the was existing roof insulation in the original dwelling, the age and efficiency of 

the insulation was much reduced therefore there will be a much greater saving when the new high 

efficient roof insulation was imported even though the thickness and the stated U-value was not 

that different from the previously installed insulation. Again, this shows a discrepancy between 

real-life computer modelling package.  

SAP-based models such NHER are designed to give an overall picture of a buildings energy 

performance rather than to give an exacting and accurate figure that matches every building actual 

energy consumption. It does provide a guide to ‘what if’ (Todd 1995) guide to the success of 

typical sustainable improvements in a typical dwelling. However, if the improvements are not 

typical or the dwelling is of traditional construction the accuracy of the results will be reduced. 

However, the biggest variability in any prediction will be the behaviour and lifestyle and this 
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variability will always be the weak point of any modelling package or method. The future 

integration of smart metering and dynamic modelling could lead to a more accurate interpretation 

of behaviour with a dwelling. This increase data could lead to better assessments to the more 

effective environmental improvements to dwellings.  

 

All of the different modelling methods and the actual results show that the best intervention was the 

replacement of the gas boiler. The gas boiler was used for both space and water heat which is the 

largest consumer of energy with a dwelling. The replacement of a boiler has very little heritage 

impact on the building. The smaller improvements made via the benign and behaviour have had a 

positive impact in decreasing the energy consumption, however, it should be noted that that 

different behaviour changes could have also had a negative impact on the energy consumption. As 

stated by Kelly (2011) ‘Dwellings are heterogeneous. A decarbonisation strategy that works well 

for one may not work for another.’ Results from the all of the methods of modelling show that 

benign changes can make significant improvements to the energy performance of a historic 

dwelling. Further improvements to the environmental performance of the building are possible but 

it has to be justified against the impact of heritage and the financial outlay. This decision cannot be 

modelled and comes down to policy and professional judgement. 
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Benign changes and building maintenance as a 
sustainable strategy for refurbishment of historic (Pre-
1919) English dwellings. 
James Ritson 
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Abstract – The need to reduce carbon emissions and lower energy consumption of the historic built 
environment is now being recognised as a critical factor in helping the U.K.'s government's aim to reduce 
carbon emissions by 80% (compared to 1990 values) This paper proposes rather than encourage historic 
homeowners to sustainably refurbish their properties it proposes that the most sustainable option is adopt a 
building conservation focused strategy to maintain and apply small benign changes to the property. The 
hypothesis is tested by three approaches, existing datasets, computer modelling and case studies. The results 
show that through maintenance and benign changes to a historic property significant energy and carbon 
savings can be made without affecting the visual or fabric heritage of the property. The study will go on to 
show that it is also the most economically effective method for sustainably refurbishing historic dwellings. 

Keywords – Sustainable Refurbishment; Maintenance; Historic Dwellings; Sustainable strategy.   

Introduction		

This paper proposes a more holistic approach to sustainability concerning the historic built 

environment. A strategy based upon conservation principles rather than environmental focused 

sustainability improvements. It will show through various methodologies that these interventions 

have as good if not better scope for reducing the energy consumption and carbon emissions 

within historic built environment then the more typical sustainability improvements. While it has 

been shown that a Victorian residential property can be improved to zero carbon efficiency. The 

improvement and refurbishment were economically very expensive and was damaging to the 

inherent heritage of the building fabric. By taking a more holistic approach and applying 

maintenance and small benign changes that could be applied to all historic dwellings this study 

shows that significant energy and carbon savings can be made to the UK’s historic residential built 

environment. It will show that these improvements are economically, culturally and 

environmentally viable and allow for the uncertain future that will apply to residential built 

environment. 
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Context		

There are over 4.7 million of pre-1919 dwellings in England [1], this equates to over 325 home 

refurbishments every single day from now until 2050 if the carbon reduction and other 

sustainable goals are to be met. The pre-1919 housing stock in the UK has, on average, the worst 

SAP (EPC) score and the highest carbon emission of any house age group, and typically, over twice 

the maintenance costs compared with modern housing for basic repairs. However, they usually 

have a higher market value because their intrinsic value are valued more by potential purchasers.  

The context of sustainability also needs discussing. For a project to sustainable in this context, it 

has to meet the requirements of environmental factors, respect the heritage of the dwelling’s 

cultural importance and fall within the financial limitations of the dwelling owners. This 

interpretation of the sustainable triple bottom line is key to the understanding the context of this 

study. It is also to recognised that while this study is focusing on energy consumption there are 

many other factors that do need to be taking to account across all three categories of the 

sustainable triple bottom line. Such as waste production, water usage, upfront costs, changes in 

lifestyle, impact on house value and planning guidance etc. Dwellings are perhaps the most 

heterogeneous of all of building stock. They are one of the most continually updated adapted 

buildings. Different people have different levels of comfort in terms of heating and similar 

dwellings may have very different lifestyle occupancy and usage. Each set of owners of a dwelling 

make their own changes to the property, so therefore the properties that may have originally 

been built to the same design are in fact unique via these various updates and alterations. This 

continual adaption allows for houses to adapt to changes in lifestyle which allows the building to 

remain a viable dwelling. It could be argued that because the dwellings that have survived 

decades and centuries are actually within themselves inherently sustainable asset because of 

their continued successful use. This is recognised by national conservation and heritage bodies as 

defining building conservation as the management of change rather than simply the preservation 

of a heritage asset. 

Project	aims		

The project hypothesis is ‘The most sustainable strategy for owners of historic Suburban housing 

does not lie in sustainable focused refurbishment of their dwellings but in historic building 

maintenance and benign improvements.’ The overall aim of the project is to show that by building 

maintenance and carefully selected interventions could significantly improve the environmental 
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performance of historic dwellings and at the same time be economically viable and culturally 

beneficial to the preservation of the historic asset.  

Historic	building	maintenance	and	benign	changes	

It is important to understand that the fabric and the appearance of a historic dwelling have 

cultural significance - the building itself is an artefact and historical asset. Preventative 

maintenance is internationally recognised and has been central to building conservation 

legislation and charters [2].  Building maintenance and conservation plans are an accepted part of 

building conservation work.  However, they are rarely carried out in historic dwellings. In fact, it is 

much more common for reactive repair to be implemented, rather than preventive maintenance 

[3].  

It is important to emphasise that the terms ‘maintenance and repair’ should not be as 

interchangeable as they might be for other building types. This is because no matter how well 

thought of the repair is, it will involve some form of damage, removal or replacement of the 

historic fabric [4]. Maintenance is important in protecting cultural significance because correct 

maintenance is the least destructive of all the interventions which take place in the process of 

conserving the historic built environment. The idea of approaching work from a minimum 

intervention methodology is best summarised by the Burra Charter [5] “as much as necessary, as 

little as possible”. The methodology for this study is the improvement in energy saving and carbon 

reduction with as little damage or change to the inherent heritage of the historic dwelling.  

The Historic Town Forum [6] supports this methodology stating that ‘One of the most energy 

efficient ways to preserve historic buildings is to ensure that continued, regular maintenance is 

carried out to safeguard its historic fabric.’ Both the Historic Town Forum and English Heritage 

encourage the use of small/benign changes to improve the environmental performance of a 

historic dwelling. Benign changes are defined as changes to the building that either have little or 

no effect on the heritage of the dwelling or do not damage the dwelling fabric either to the fabric 

itself or the way it needs to perform or react.  

Methodology	

The study uses three main sources of information to collect its required information. The first was 

a series of existing datasets that were available that showed the energy efficiency improvements 

of various interventions on properties this included large statistical databases such as the English 
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house condition survey as well as various case study datasets. Many of the existing data sets and 

case-studies used to provide data were focused on the ambitious saving. The individual 

interventions were further grouped to see if they would have an impact of the fabric and visual 

heritage of the dwelling. Only interventions that had low impact on fabric and visual heritage 

were categorised as benign changes. The data points were created to create a database of 

interventions comparing reduction of energy savings to cost of the intervention. Overall trends 

and finding are summarised in table 1 and figure 2. 

The second set of information was collected via computer modelling. The third set was from live 

case study buildings where actual energy savings were recorded as improvements were applied to 

a historic Victorian dwelling. The modelling package used in this study was NHER which is a static 

modelling package. It is UK government approved to provide energy performance certificates and 

ratings (SAP) for residential buildings [7]. It is worth noting that the UK government currently only 

allows certain static modelling packages to be used in the residential energy assessment process. 

While NHER is a static modelling package it does have limited dynamic features such as occupancy 

rate and limited usage modelling [8]. 

Sustainability	

While the term sustainability is now in common use, it is more often applied to mean the  

environmental factors rather than the holistic triple bottom line. This triple bottom line taking 

into account environmental, cultural and economic factors is key while dealing with historic built 

environment. Any sustainable strategy that applies to the historic built environment needs to take 

into account the cultural importance of the assets been considered in this case for this study the 

historic dwellings within the UK. The historic built environment has a both a valued tangible and 

intangible heritage which is often linked to the fabric and the appearance of a building. This needs 

to be considered while the overarching need to reduce carbon emissions and increase energy 

efficiency is also taken into account. The final criteria of the triple bottom line is economics, any 

scheme proposed to be applied holistically across the historic built environment has to be 

economically viable not just a study in what is technically possible. This understanding of the 

holistic approach to the triple bottom line of sustainability has often been lacking in past 

sustainability proposals. This along with a lack of understanding of the technical requirements 

apply to historic buildings and their fabric has often meant at best sustainable refurbishment 

practices have often been ineffective and at worst extremely damaging to the fabric and 

appearance of our valued historic built environment. 
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Many strategies and studies have appeared since the UK government announced the goal of 

reducing carbon emissions by 80% (compared to 1990 values) by the year 2050. As well as the 

claim that the built environment as a whole would have to reduce its carbon emissions by this 

figure or greater because of the lack of technology that would allow other sectors of the UK 

economy to reduce their own figures by this amount. This meant that a large number of studies 

were undertaken to try to reduce the carbon emissions from historic properties by this extremely 

ambitious figure rather than looking holistically at what is meant by sustainability and meant that 

an over focus on reducing carbon emissions and increasing energy efficiency meant that 

important key factors were missed in the application of these studies and propose strategies. 

CULTURAL	BENEFITS					
The main cultural benefit of a maintenance strategy is the improvement of the historic 

preservation of the building. Maintenance retains historic fabric because less material is lost in 

regular, minimal and small-scale work than in disruptive and extensive restoration [9]. The 

survival of any building is underpinned by regular and continued maintenance [10], but other than 

historic churches there is no current UK legislative driver for the enforcement of maintenance of 

historic building [11]. Preventive maintenance can help reduce the need for both damaging and 

expensive repairs and prolong the life of the existing historic fabric. Large-scale studies by English 

Heritage [12] have shown that the general UK population value the cultural importance of historic 

buildings. 

ECONOMIC	BENEFITS	
Financing has long been seen as a barrier to widespread integration of sustainable changes into 

the existing built environment. While the many of the studies reviewed have focused on meeting 

the target of 80% reduction in carbon reductions. The over focus on this figure meant that these 

refurbishment lead to a refurbishment that would be too expensive to be rolled out nationally, 

expecting all owners of historic dwelling to apply these to their houses by 2050. This study 

focused on what has become to be called the low hanging fruit- the easy low cost interventions or 

the type of intervention that would happen though periodic renewal.  

 Any sustainable policy has to meet the financial and economic constraints of the affected parties. 

Thus, any proposed strategy in dealing with the historic built environment has to not only be 

successful in lowering carbon emissions but also has to be financially attractive to the participants 

who are going to be involved in implementing any such strategy. The three main economic factors 

that concern historic dwelling owners are (a) the value of their property; (b) the maintenance and 
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repair costs of the property, and (c) the cost of current and future energy bills for that property. It 

is also believed by the owners of historic dwellings that EPC certificates have little or no impact on 

the re-sale financial value of their properties [13].  This section will show how long-term 

preventative maintenance strategies and benign environmental improvements changes to the 

historic dwellings can help meet these requirements. Some of the other environmentally focused 

refurbishment strategies are typically much higher cost an example of this can be seen that a 

typical EPC recommended improvement costs around £15,000 [14] 

The cost of any periodic professional inspection to historic buildings has to be added to any 

financial calculation in considering the economic impact of this strategy. The work by Forster & 

Kayan [15] has shown the costs of such inspection are more than covered by the savings of 

preventing expensive unnecessary repairs through the use of preventative maintenance 

strategies. In figure 1 (adapted from Forster & Kayan, [16]) it is shown that over a period of time 

preventative maintenance along with the cost of periodic inspection actually reduces the overall 

repair costs of historic dwelling. The data (costs) shown in figure 1 have been averaged out over 

time (in a linear fashion), rather than shown at time of expenditure to allow for comparative 

analysis. The costs include both maintenance and repair costs and the cost of inspection are 

shown average out between inspection periods.  Figure 1 shows that as long as area two is larger 

than area one there is an economic saving on the use of preventative maintenance schedules 

identified through periodic professional inspection. Area 3 shows additionally the reduced energy 

costs from the benign environmental improvements. Further financial benefit is identified 

through the energy savings that come from the benign changes of the environmental 

performance of the building. Additionally, area three can be seen as a further cost incentive for 

professional inspection incorporating preventative maintenance and benign changes. 
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Figure 1 Maintenance costs with and without professional inspection compared over time 

The English House Condition Survey [17] indicates that essential repair costs for historic dwellings 

are more than twice that in modern dwellings. This again further highlights the economic benefits 

of continued professional inspection and preventative maintenance to secure the financial 

sustainability of historic dwellings. There are wider economic benefits of the strategy, as small-

scale maintenance and repair work is often carried out by local tradesmen there is a further 

economic benefit to the local economy in encouraging more maintenance work to historic 

dwellings [18] Although difficult to quantify, the improved condition increases the resale value of 

historic dwellings. This is in addition the higher market value of historic and traditional housing 

compared to the modern equivalent dwelling. Therefore, the economic benefit of preventative 

maintenance can also be seen by the increase in the market value of the property.  

ENVIRONMENTAL	BENEFITS	
The environmental benefits of benign changes are one of the key foci of this study. The modelling 

cannot take into account behavioural changes and other specific factors that may affect the 

energy use, and carbon emissions from an individual dwelling. Considerable energy savings can be 

made simply through behavioural changes and through small but gradual lifestyle changes. 

Examples of these changes are turning off lights in rooms when not in use or wearing warm 

clothes inside and turning the heating thermostat down. It is accepted that in many cases this 

may not be a viable option particularly for elderly or very young occupants, but it reinforces the 

importance of behavioural changes in reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption in 

historic dwellings.  
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The term benign changes can be approximately divided in to two main groups. The first being 

periodic interventions, typified by upgraded replacements, an example may be an old boiler being 

replaced by a new high efficiency condensing boiler or the replacement of a kitchen appliance 

such as fridge. The second type of benign change is the active intervention, this is when a small 

change is added to the building to help improve the energy performance of the historic dwelling, 

an example would be the fitting of draft excluders around openings or the replacement of roof 

insulation. These changes are defined as benign changes as they have little or no effect on the 

fabric or visual heritage of the building. Benign changes typically are cheaper and more ‘light 

touch’ than more focused environmental improvements.  The benign changes looked at in this 

study do not stop or exclude future, more typical, environmental study the dataset had to contain 

the carbon and energy saving of individual interventions. This allowed for the information on 

energy and carbon saving to be reused in an alternative type of strategy of improvements to be 

made to the building.  

Key	Findings	from	the	study		

The aim of the study was to find cost effective interventions that would improve the 

environmental performance of historic dwellings at the same time have little or no impact on 

either the visual or fabric heritage of the building. 

The table 1shows overview of the key interventions that were found to meet these criteria within 

the study. The study showed that by making sure that the heating system is the most efficient, 

with up-to-date controls, significant savings can be made with little or no effect on the heritage of 

the building. Other interventions such as draught-proofing and roof insulation also had a positive 

impact on reducing the energy consumption and carbon emissions of historic dwelling. The results 

clearly show that savings in the area of 30% to 40% are easily achievable in historic dwellings 

without the need to damage or impact the fabric of the building significantly.  
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Table 1 Summary of the overall study’s results 

When all of the interventions of the various buildings were tabulated and graphed they all 

followed a similar trend shown in Figure 2. It shows that there were many interventions in the 

shaded area that were low in cost but had a significant impact on the environmental performance 

of the dwelling. What the study clearly shows is that there is a rate of diminishing returns higher 

up the carbon emissions and energy usage. And while under £5000 it is possible to achieve energy 

savings of around 30% to 40% (more with behavioural changes). Above this it becomes 

increasingly expensive and also more damaging to the visual and fabric heritage of the building. It 

is the conclusion of this study that the interventions that fall into the shaded category of the chart 

should be the main priority of any policy rather than the more expensive environmentally focused 

typical sustainability interventions. The key findings from the study is that the hot water and 

heating system is the key element that needs to be the focus in energy conservation and historic 

dwellings. Many of the dwellings surveyed had old boilers and heating distribution systems and if 

replaced with a modern condensing boiler significant savings in both carbon and energy 

consumption could be made.  

It would also be noted that while this proposal successfully meets the triple bottom line 

sustainable criteria as set out in the study, it does fall short of the overall aim of an 80% reduction 

in carbon emissions (compared to the 1990 values). Further interventions or wider environmental 

improvements such as ‘greening’ of the National Grid would be needed if further improvements 

are to be achieved.  

Action  Percentage Energy 
Saved % 

Capital Cost 
Used in Study 

(£) 

Impact on 
Fabric 

Heritage  

Impact on 
Visual 

Heritage 
Upgrading the loft 

insulation to 300mm  4.0% 31.1% £273.00 LOW LOW 

Draft proofing and 
window repair 2.0% 10.0% £50-£2000 LOW LOW 

Hot water cylinder 
insulation to >75mm  3.6% 8.7% £20.00 LOW LOW 

Fitting of a 
condensing boiler  16.0% 46.0% £1,750.00 LOW LOW 

Improved heating 
controls  12.0% 14.1% £250.00 LOW LOW 

Energy saving light 
bulbs  0.1% 0.2% £200.00 LOW LOW 

Floor insulation fitted 
in raised timber floor  8.3% 14.0% £1,000.00 LOW LOW 
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Figure 2 A comparison or cost to energy saving for all the interventions in the study 
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The Carbon Value of the U.K.'s Historic Housing Stock 

 

J. Ritson UCEM, Reading, United Kingdom  

 

j.ritson@ucem.ac.uk  

The U.K.'s carbon reduction target is net-zero carbon by the year 2050. As part of this strategy the 

target of all dwellings in England and Wales to have an equivalent environmental performance of 

an energy performance certificate (EPC) grade C or higher by 2035. The UK has one of the oldest 

building stocks in the developed world, there are currently around 4.7 million historic (defined 

under planning legislation as pre-1919) dwellings. This group of buildings are defined as hard to 

treat and strategies for their sustainable refurbishment remain ambiguous at best and at worst 

damaging to the fabric of the building. 

This paper sets out to define the difficulties and barriers that need to be overcome with the pre-

1919 housing stock in England if this sustainable refurbishment target is to be met. It proposes 

that the most suitable method of sustainable refurbishing a historic UK home is to focus on small 

benign changes and maintenance methodologies rather than an environmentally focused 

refurbishment strategy.  

The paper uses primary and secondary case studies, and NHER computer simulations to model 

the carbon and energy reduction impact of building maintenance and low impact benign changes 

to the historic houses. Cost-benefit analysis is used to compare the cultural economic and 

environmental benefits to define what is achievable within the context of large-scale domestic 

historic refurbishment strategies.  

The paper shows that building maintenance and benign changes can considerably lower carbon 

emissions, reduce the repair and maintenance costs and preserve the historic fabric of the historic 

dwellings thus achieving a true triple bottom line sustainability refurbishment strategy for historic 

dwellings and by comparing this strategy to the overall carbon saving aimed for thus defining the 

carbon value of historic housing stock. 
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Appendix 2 – Results from literature review  
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Appendix 2.1   
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Glazing  
Centre-Pane U-
Value (W/m2K) 

4mm Single  5.8 

4mm plus closed lined curtain and pelmet  3.6 

4mm plus Shutters 3 

4mm plus secondary glazing  2.9-3.4 

Poor double glazing  3.5 

4-12mm gap-4mm (Standard Double glazing)  2.8 

4-12mm gap-4mm Low - emissivity  1.9 

4-12mm gap-4mm Low - emissivity, Air filled  1.7 

4-12mm gap-4mm Low - emissivity, Argon Filled  1.5 

Triple Glazing, Low e, argon-Filled  1.4 
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Document:  typical U values excel 

Elements  
 Typical           
U-Value 
(W/m2K) 

Typical solid brick wall  2.10 

Insulated cavity wall  1.47 

Insulated floor  0.48 

Roof (with 100mm flat roof insulation)  0.44 

Pitched roof (with insulation at rafters) 1.90 

Flat roof  1.00 

           Document: typical U values excel 
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Appendix 2.2 

Data from Redbridge case study  
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Decent home standard  

£ per 

CO2% 

saved  

Properties 2,5,6,7,16     

Average cost of Environmental improvements  £1,373  £31.93  

Average cost of Decent home improvements  £13,522  £314.47  

Average cost of total improvements  £14,894  £346.37  

Average reduction in CO2 43%   

All to APC to level C (except 1 property (10))     

Average SAP score (49 pre-refurbishment)  68   

Sustainable Home & Decent home  standard   

 Properties 1,4,8,9,10,11,14     

Average cost of Environmental improvements  £23,770  £349.56  

Average cost of Decent home improvements  £18,017  £264.96  

Average cost of total improvements  £41,787  £614.51  

Average reduction in CO2 68%   
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All to APC to level b (except 1 property (2))     

Average SAP score (49 pre-refurbishment)  82   

All Properties   

Average cost of Environmental improvements  £14,438  £248.93  

Average cost of Decent home improvements  £16,143  £278.33  

Average cost of total improvements  £30,582  £527.28  

Average reduction in CO2 58%   

All to APC to level b (except 1 property (2))     

Average SAP score (49 pre-refurbishment)  76   
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Reading case study data  
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Live case study data  

 

 

 


